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CHAPTER ONE 
THE FIRST VISIT/PORT OF EXIT
The First Visit
I wake up at the sound of the creaking floors. I see her naked silhouette against the 
window. Beads of sweat trickles down the back of my neck. In the tropical heat, she is tying her 
waist-long black hair into a bun. Tu ba ese, Tita? I ask. Yes, i t ’s me, go back to sleep, she says. 
Her English is perfect. I  waited fo r  you all day, I tell her. Even in the dark, I see her smile at me 
as she wipes tendrils of sweaty hair from my face. I  know you have, but it takes a long, long time 
to get here, you see? Lola Fe taught you English well, d idn’t she? You speak it beautifully, Jeng. 
She says Lola just as I would whenever I respectfully addressed my grandmother. But Lola Fe is 
her mother. I feel her smile fade into the darkness. Ahora mismo durme, otraves, she whispers to 
me. I am only 5-years old. I close my eyes tight and wish for day to come soon.
Port of Exit
On a bright Sunday morning on the last day of July 2011, Lucy lay in her bed at home 
unable to speak. She was grateful that she was in her own bed, and not in the hospital bed when 
she had fallen ill with TB a long time ago. She remembered back then how she wanted her first 
husband next to her side and that he wasn’t able to make it because he was assigned to serve his 
duty with the Army and was on an assignment. Plus the doctors would not have allowed his 
presence because of the TB. Now, forty-one years later, her second husband was nowhere to be 
seen. She looked to her left, and she recognized her two nephews who had arrived from the 
Philippines a few weeks ago. Her brother’s sons decided to come up to Kennewick, Washington 
to help around the house. They decided to play some music, “Don’t cry for me, Argentina”.
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They really didn’t know who she was; if  they did, they would have known better than to play 
that depressing song at her deathbed. Lucy recognized the look in their eyes and realized that 
they reminded her of that young janitor years ago who visited her in the hospital while she was 
recovering from TB. The young janitor was a young Filipina woman whose eyes were filled 
with great desperation for a better life than the poverty they were born into; Lucy also recognized 
the venom of jealousy behind those eyes.
The boys were barely in their 20’s and she didn’t know them, but she provided for them 
throughout the years because of the responsibility she felt as the older sister to their father. But, 
regardless of all the financial support, she recognized how their eyes expressed the same glint of 
venom as that janitor from a long time ago. These boys were not raised in the Arnuco way, her 
family way. They were raised by their mother whose ambition was to feed off other people’s 
hard work. They lived in the Philippines all their lives and were used to things being handed to 
them. But, these two were the only ones next to her bed. At least she was surrounded by some 
form of biological family. It was too bad that Vicky would not make it on time to be by her 
bedside since she was on her way from North Carolina. It was too bad that her niece couldn’t be 
by her bedside.
Here’s what I imagine: Lucy sighed once more, closed her eyes, and welcomed the 
nothingness.
The Last Visit
I imagine my last visit will begin with my arrival at the airport in one of the Tri-cities. I 
will walk through the boarding gates with the anticipation that I finally found the time to visit 
her. I ’d been promising to visit for the last 13 years, but somehow raising a family, and my 
career came first. The arrival of passengers meant that a crowd is waiting just outside the
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security point. There, I find anxious family members and friends waiting for the passengers. I 
imagine within that crowd is a Filipina lady wearing her golf attire with a camera in hand, 
waiting for me. I ask her to put her camera aside, but she continues to click away, capturing 
every moment that she would later include in an album. Smile, Jeng! Welcome to Kennewick! I 
walk towards my aunt taking in every image my mind could possibly capture. Then, she asks a 
complete stranger to take a photo of us together. Click. Click. The camera captures two women 
30 years apart holding on to each other as if  they were seeing one another for the first time in 
years. I am smiling awkwardly as if  I am a teenager hoping that the stranger takes a photo of us 
quickly, and she is smiling quite proudly and happily as if  she is my mother. Que-tal man tu, 
Jeng? Lucy asks me to see how I’m doing. I close my eyes tight and wish the moment could last 
one second longer.
Kennewick, Washington 
2011
Somewhere between all my traveling for work, I realized that all airports look the same. 
The only differences were the people who wait at the arrivals section. There, a passenger who 
just arrived would be drawn to look for a familiar face in the crowd. A recognition that can mean 
a thousand words in a nanosecond. When I arrived in Kennewick, I knew there would be no one 
I would recognize. I walked with a mission and hurriedly passed through the excited crowd, all 
waiting for their passengers. There would be no one to greet me with a camera. I would only hear 
the sound of the clicking that was meant for someone else’s happy reunion. I walked as I 
swallowed what greeting it was that I imagined I would’ve—I should’ve—received. No Filipina 
lady in her golf attire was present. I reached the baggage claim area, relieved that I was the first 
one. A deserted area and even still, I felt pity in the air. It was the silent sorrow that whispered
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the sad reason that brought me to this place. This was my first visit and it was to bury my Aunt 
Lucy. It was my last visit, too, for I had no intention of ever returning.
Within that moment of admonition, the silence in the empty area was broken by an 
incoming text from my Aunt Vicky: “Satan is picking you up,” it said.
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Day 1: Arrival 
Satan
Satan resembled Sean Connery. His hair was all gray, and he had piercing blue eyes. His 
eyebrows were quite full and shaped in such a way that he always looked as if he was upset or 
mocking someone. I had my speculations on why he wanted to pick me up. A war was brewing, 
and since Lucy had no children of her own, I was the replacement daughter with no knowledge 
of the brewing storm that had been happening within the family for the last several years.
Satan was Lucy’s second husband. They met in Johnson Island in Hawaii when Lucy worked 
there for a few years. Vicky blessed him with the nickname in the middle of one her rants about 
his treatment of Lucy. I had no real idea of the true nature of Satan, and all I knew of him 
throughout the years is that he’s a Scorpio and so am I. A fact that Lucy always joked about, but 
when I think about it—the partners she’s had in the life, the last two, which included Satan were 
Scorpios.
As soon as I grabbed my luggage, I turned around to see Satan heading in my direction.
“Hi Uncle, how are you doing?” I asked.
“I’m hanging in there, kiddo. How was your flight?”
“It wasn’t too bad. So, this is Kennewick, huh?”
“Yep! Your Aunt Lucy has been wanting you to visit for years, you know?”
“I know.” I sighed waiting for the guilty conscience speech.
“But, well, better late than never. Even if it is a bit too late.” Satan loaded my luggage in 
his Range Rover. I got in the passenger seat and hoped that the ride would be a short one to the 
hotel where Vicky was waiting for me impatiently.
“Hey kiddo, you like this set-up?” he asked.
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“Set-up?” I looked around inside the SUV.
“Yes, I had the interior specifically made for your Aunt. Look at how the dashboard is 
set up. It has a built in GPS so that she won’t get lost, and I had speakers put in here. The 
leather seats—I think the leather is Italian.” Satan continued and I nodded as if  I was listening.
“This is really nice, Uncle,” was the only response that I could offer.
“You know, uh, there’s going to be a few things that may be happening this weekend, 
you know with your Aunt’s funeral and the family will really need to be supporting each other. 
Your Aunt Lucy would really look for you to be of help.” He kept his eyes on the road, and all I 
could do was give him a side glance to capture his facial expressions.
“Sure, Uncle. Whatever you need for me to do. Just let me know.”
“The thing is, uh. I’m not letting any of the family members in the house. Not even you. 
Lucy would not have wanted that. Some family members and her friends may not be happy 
about that, but she was my wife and I can pretty damn well decide how this is going to go. Do 
you know what I mean?”
“She’s your wife. O f course.”
“I put a sign up on the door so that people will stop coming by bringing food and offering 
their condolences. It’s getting to be very annoying. I know your aunt has many friends and 
everyone loved her. And, I know they think of me as the asshole!” Satan laughed, but beneath 
his joke weaved a certain truth that even he couldn’t hide from.
“You’re right about people loving Auntie Lucy. She had a way about her where she’d 
make friends wherever she went. Whenever we’d go somewhere, she would always strike a 
conversation with someone, and I would always want to get going. She’d tell me that it’s good
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to always talk to people to hear their stories. She would always email about the people that she 
met along the way. I had no damn idea who they were,” I said.
“Yeah. She had a knack for that. That’s one of the reasons why I finally put a sign up.
I ’ll drive by the condo to show you. I can’t let you in though. Cause you know if one family 
member finds out I let you in, they’ll ask why you were allowed and no one else was. I ’d have 
to tell them that I don’t want them going in there with their greedy hands and laying claim to all 
our stuff.”
“Oh. Of course,” I said.
“Your mother is coming. I want you to know the truth about your mother,” he said.
“Lucy supported her for years and I’m no longer going to support her shit. She’s fed off your 
Aunt Lucy for years and I ’ve let that happen over and over again. Lucy felt that she had to take 
responsibility for all her brothers and sisters, and I told her that’s bullshit! Let them rot. Let them 
die of starvation—that’s no longer our business. I don’t understand this Filipino way of taking 
care of family. They need to stand on their own. Take a look at you—you’ve never asked for 
shit from your Aunt, cause you learned how to live on your own. Make your own money. I told 
Lucy that I wondered sometimes where Jennifer learned all that, when her own mother can’t 
support herself!”
I heard a voice in the back of my head telling me to swallow the lump forming in my 
throat; the kind of lump that triggers the tears. “Oh. Uh-huh,” I responded.
“So, kiddo. I ’m going to be on my own this weekend. Your Uncles are going to be here. 
Your Mom is going to be here. Your Lola Esther is going to be here. They are all going to gang 
up on me. But, I don’t care. Lucy cared for you, and I just want you to know that I know you’re 
the only one who will understand.”
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Satan drove to the condo and showed me the front door. True to his word, he had a 
poster that was laminated with photos of Lucy and himself. The poster had a note that suggested 
it was written by both Lucy and Satan. The note thanked everyone for their kindness and for 
their generosity, but no thank you to their visits and that Lucy and Satan would prefer to be left 
alone.
“Lucy would have wanted it this way.” Satan said.
He dropped me off at the hotel, “kiddo, I’m going to be checking in on you, ok? You 
have my number. I ’ll call you.” He smiled at me— a hybrid smile of Sean Connery’s face with 
Jack Nicholson’s grin. When he drove off, I stood at the front of the hotel resisting the 
temptation to holy cross myself, and flipping him off as he drove away at the same time. The 
embarrassment of someone witnessing prevented me from doing it. I began to understand why 
Vicky gave him his nickname.
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CHAPTER TWO 
The Three Sisters (aka The Three Marias)
Lucy
In 1963, ten years before I came into existence, Lucy woke one morning and realized that 
she was leaving her home in Zamboanga. She packed all her things in two suitcases and told 
herself that she was finally going to live a cosmopolitan life in Manila. At only 18 years old, she 
was going to leave her six brothers and two little sisters. Her father was against this idea, but her 
mother fought for her and eventually won the battle.
Her family’s reputation in their town gave Lucy the privilege of a well-to-do life. Her 
father, Francisco, was a farmer who bought his way into society by buying acres of land and 
cultivating it into a family business. One farm harvested coconuts, while the others harvested 
mangoes. Francisco’s work ethic extended to all nine of his children.
As a farmer, he sowed his seeds in more ways than one. One of his children was from a 
mistress. Lucy’s mother Fe decided to adopt Francisco’s illegitimate son. It was rare for a 
woman to raise a child that was brought into this world as the product of an affair. But not every 
woman was Fe. She loved and raised the child as if  her own womb was the carriage that brought 
him into this world. The child grew up to love her just as much as she loved him. Born into high 
society, Fe’s father, Vicente, was a lawyer and became mayor of Zamboanga city in the 1930’s. 
Her mother, Mercedes, came from an aristocratic Spanish family. Their marriage was made in 
high society ideals. It was stricken by tragedy when Mercedes died from natural causes, leaving 
her husband a widower with four children. What Mercedes instilled in her children were the
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fundamental beliefs that maintaining upper class status in society and saving face were of the 
utmost importance.
The remnants of Mercedes’ beliefs resonated with Fe, who extended this to her eldest 
daughter, Lucy. Fe was aware that their lives were changing. The Japanese invasion 
demonstrated the importance of keeping up with the world. Her daughters needed to be educated 
in the new ways of the world and they were only able to accomplish that by leaving their town. 
Fe believed that high society ideologies were slowly dying out. She was the one with six sons, 
and it was the other families who were attempting to marry into hers. While the options may 
have been plenty for her sons, the same cannot be said for her daughters. She was not going to 
allow them to marry farmers or even just any social climber. Fe decided that, in order to elevate 
her family, one of her daughters had to marry a Kano—an American who would take her 
daughter overseas to lead a different life.
The entry into this life was Manila. Fe’s sister, Esther, had established a home there, and 
this was where Lucy would gain her education—not only through the University, but also 
through Esther, who would teach her the ways of city life and expose her to a society that 
mingled with Americans.
Lucy looked at her room and made a mental note: the next time she visited, this would no 
longer be her room. The wooden floors and the walls with their rattan coverings would be 
provincial compared to the room in Manila. The lace curtains that danced with the wind at night 
would be ratted, and completely dated. More importantly, her eyes would realize that the room 
was smaller in stature compared to the many rooms she would see in her lifetime.
She turned around to see Penny standing in the doorway.
“Ate, tiene man roompor este blouse?” she asked.
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“Neng, I do not think I have enough room to pack that blouse in my suitcase.”
Penny, who every now and then was affectionately referred to as Neng, was the second 
daughter born to Fe and Francisco. Her nickname, was given to her by their father, who called 
her his “lucky Penny.” However, Penny never had much luck when preventing herself from 
getting hurt or falling down the stairs. She was a sickly child, often tended and nursed by their 
nanny. Her sickliness exempted her from ever having to do any chores, which included farm 
work. To Vicky’s irritation, Penny got away with a lot of things that Vicky never could. Penny 
was the quiet sister, always obedient, and was never the one to express her feelings.
“Neng, gusto este na blouse ?” Lucy asked.
“Okay, I’ll take it. Muchas gracias man gayot, A te ” Penny smiled as she held on to the 
blouse that could now be added to her wardrobe.
Day 1: Hotel 
Kennewick, WA: 2011 
Vicky
“You know he told me several weeks ago that when your Auntie Lucy dies, h e ’s going to take his 
Mercedes and drive it on the highway at 70 mph. I  told him why drive 70? Make sure to drive it 
at 120! It will be a sure thing that he kills himself!”
I sat on a bench outside the hotel as my Aunt Vicky smoked cigarette after cigarette. I 
was inhaling secondhand smoke and was still recovering and too emotionally numb from the ride 
with Satan to even complain. I questioned my genetic make-up whenever moments of bitchiness 
and badass-ness surfaces exposing a part of myself that surprises people—myself, included. I 
wondered where that stems from. The answer always came in the form of some relative telling
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me the things they’ve done in their lives and I realize that I would have done the same exact 
thing. These actions have a tendency to be fueled and driven by some innate molecular cell that 
has been passed down through the bloodlines. And, to me that is the best excuse for one’s 
character. Vicky, my aunt, is the epitome of one who doesn’t use that as an excuse. She takes full 
advantage of the trait and is as brash and bold as she wants to be. No excuses necessary.
There were moments such boldness served her well. When she finally arrived in 
Kennewick, she realized she was too late to see her sister. As she stood in her sister’s bedroom, 
she watched the funeral caretakers place her dead sister in the body bag. Before they zipped up 
the bag, she was bold enough to grab the scarf wrapped around her sister’s hairless head and 
inhale what was left of her. It was a sisterly act of devotion. It was also Vicky’s last defiant act as 
the little sister.
The youngest of the three sisters, Vicky’s stories have been told over and over again as a 
means of comic relief in our family, but these stories are indicative of the kind of woman she had 
become. I was told that when she was only 5 years old, one of her chores was to help the maid do 
the laundry. Part of this chore was making sure that she gathered all of her dirty clothes so that 
they could be washed. When Vicky didn’t want to do it, she had the attitude that she didn’t have 
to. This mentality left her without any underwear one night when she had to perform at a school 
program. Desperate, she sought the aid of her two older sisters, Lucy and Penny, who absolutely 
refused to loan her any of their underwear. I can imagine Vicky’s desperation and, realizing that 
it was her own doing that caused her to be in this situation in the first place, shrugging her 
shoulders and maybe even saying “the hell with it” in Chabacano and going her merry way as 
she rolled her eyes at her sisters. That evening, on the stage in front of her family, fellow
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classmates, and the rest of the school, Vicky performed her dance and when she swirled her skirt, 
she flashed to the audience not only her charming smile, but also her ass.
“You know I  told him that married people communicate differently with one another. Just 
because they communicate that way doesn’t mean I  communicate that way with my husband. I  
told him you communicated with your wife by ignoring her! I  communicate with my husband 
with sign language and I ’ll do that from  Singapore or somewhere. I ’ll take off! That’s how I  
communicate with my husband when I ’m pissed o ff!”
Vicky was the only one that I have ever come across who know the finer things in life 
while acknowledging the practical importance of the ability to survive. She can recognize the 
exotic flavors of authentic Indian food made by someone from New Delhi, just as she can easily 
appreciate grabbing a box of its generic counterpart at the grocery store without remorse and 
relish it just as she would if she were sitting cross-legged at some restaurant in India. The woman 
had no discriminations. Growing up, she once told me, “Jeng, you know, you ca n ’t always cook 
every day. You’re gonna be busy running around. Sometimes i t ’s easier to ju s t do something 
quick! Cause you know with kids, i f  you take forever cooking, you might ju s t end up killing one o f  
them from  starvation. One moment you hear them calling your name, next thing you know they 
are passed out on the floor drooling from  hunger!”
Whenever Vicky speaks she has an uncanny ability to demand attention. I ’m not saying 
this because it is her intention to grab attention, it just so happens that it’s her voice that 
commands and demands it. Unlike my Mother or my Aunt Lucy, who are both soft-spoken,
Vicky has a loud and deep voice. Whenever she speaks, one would think that she is pissed off,
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until of course, you see her pissed and only then you can distinguish the difference between 
pissed and not pissed.
It takes a true artist to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich in what I consider a very 
Vicky-esque manner. When I was nine, Vicky and her son Paul came to visit our family in 
Oakland. Paul, at three, had a tendency to act like a brat. One day, he kept whining that he was 
hungry and refused to listen to his mother when she told him to wait a second. Paul’s demands 
came at an unfortunate time when a conversation was boiling between my Lola Fe and Vicky. 
Finally, irritated with Paul’s demands, Vicky went into the kitchen with Paul following her. The 
angry artist emerged.
She took one slice of white Wonderbread from the package and slapped it on the plate. 
She took a butter knife, and dipped it in the jar of Peter Pan peanut butter and slathered a heaping 
mound full on the one slice of bread. I could have sworn with that motion, I heard the slice of 
bread yell “damn!” Next, she took out the Smuckers strawberry jam and with the same butter 
knife dug out a glop of jam and slapped it on top of the peanut butter. Once the jam was on, she 
flung the knife with effortless fluidity and it landed with a precise thunk in the sink. Paul’s face 
registered relief that the knife landed in the sink and not on him. Finally, she took another slice 
of Wonderbread and slapped it straight onto the jam. Paul looked at her creation, looked up, and 
whimpered, “thank you,” as he tentatively took his lunch. He walked past me, holding on to a 
plate that held a very flat sandwich, goo oozing from the sides. I heard him say “I’m sorry, 
sandwich,” on behalf of his mother.
~0~
As I continued to sit on the bench with my back against the wall, Vicky continued to pace 
along the cobblestoned concrete in front of me. She was on her one of her rants where there is
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no escape for the person who finds herself trapped as the lone audience. I was the perfect 
audience for her, she had been waiting to speak to me and all I could do at that moment was to 
listen. The woman pacing in front of me has had so many different hairstyles throughout the 
decades, but the one that she was sporting that day suited her lifestyle. Her hair was cut in a chin 
length bob. Her eyelids have begun folding over becoming hooded from the years of smoking, 
yet rounded when she smiled or squinted (from the smoke or attempting to read up close), they 
appeared much smaller. Regardless of her chain smoking, there was not one wrinkle on her face. 
The only wrinkles that would show themselves would be when she was laughing so hard that 
those wrinkles act as if  they are performing a dance for Broadway. When I knocked on her hotel 
door to let her know that I ’d arrived, her first words to me were Oh my god, Jeng! So skinny!
That is a greeting expected from Aunts, and I had to be grateful because she could have said Oh 
my god, Jeng! Ang taba mo naman! Which would have meant that I would have to watch what I 
ate all weekend because she’d remind me of how much weight I gained from eating an egg roll.
“Jeng, would you believe that your Auntie Lucy told me that Satan will be worth 1.5 
million dollars after she dies?”
“So, basically, he’ll be a rich old widower?”
“I don’t care if he becomes a rich man. I hope he smokes his ass to death,” Vicky said as 
she inhaled the nicotine from her own cigarette.
I looked at her as her eyes squinted from all that smoke. The only aunt left in my life was 
slowly inhaling an element that could cause the same disease that killed her older sister. I was 
tempted to take the cigarette from her and step on it. But to do that would risk my own death.
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If I had known then what I know now, I would have grabbed that cigarette from her 
fingers, flicked it off as far away from her as possible. I’d wrap my arms around her and hold her 
tight, inhaling her fragrance and patting her back. I would tell her the following:
“Aunt Vicky, in exactly 9 months, on May 7, 2012, you will wake up at 1:00 a.m. at 
some Manila hotel hoping to get some packing done. With you there, was your younger brother 
and your grandniece. You will faint, and instantly you will be gone. They will attempt to 
resuscitate you, until the ambulance gets there. They will arrive 30 minutes too late, and just like 
that, you will leave this world. True to your word, you will have lived life the way you wanted 
to, and you will even dictate your own death. Quick, and to the point. I will receive a phone call 
from Uncle Freddy on a bright Sunday morning (while I was getting a pedicure—because you 
are the Queen of Perfect Timing, even if it meant ruining someone’s relaxation time) telling me 
that you passed away during your visit to the Philippines. At that moment, I will put into practice 
what you, Lola Fe, and every woman in our family have taught me: to control, and maintain calm 
when the storm hits me in the face. And, above all else, for one second or even one minute, if 
possible, remain in denial—until I can no longer do so. I will call every relative that’s stateside 
for confirmation, and only when I call those in the Philippines will I realize that I can no longer 
be in denial. The only memory that I can recall was when I told you not to travel because you 
weren’t feeling well, but you said you could handle it. You can handle anything. I will be glad 
that ‘Love you, Auntie!’—were my last words to you.”
But, I didn’t. Only through the act of memory can I alter what should have been.
I sat there and listened to Vicky talk, torn between relishing and enjoying the time that I 
was spending with her, feeling devastated for the circumstances we found ourselves in. I had to 
be focused, just as she was, composed and regal. She had a job to do for Lucy. And, my job for
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that weekend was to make sure that I delivered the eulogy, a task that Vicky and Satan agreed 
was something that I should do since Lucy loved my writing, and apparently looked forward to 
all my emails. Those emails that I wrote to keep her up to date of all my kids’ events, milestones, 
cleverness, and even their stupidity.
Mom’s (Penny) Arrival
The knock on my hotel door was the interruption I needed as I walked away from writing 
a eulogy that I clearly had no business writing. The responsibility was a heavy burden, but Vicky 
was right—they couldn’t entrust the eulogy to be given by the man they called Satan. According 
to her, his version of the eulogy would be a poor attempt at a rendition of a Jack Nicholson 
performance. According to Vicky, she wouldn’t be able to do the eulogy, as cursing was not 
allowed in the Catholic Church and she feared that asking my mother to do it would lead to a ten 
hour rosary, which to Vicky meant no cigarette breaks.
I opened my hotel door and the sight before me made me gasp. Standing with her luggage 
was my mother. I had the urge to wrap a robe around her. She had shaved her head and the new 
growth showed stubs of gray hair. Her face, round as a Chinese Moon cake, and her almond 
shaped eyes, could have made her pass for a Buddhist monk. As I stood looking at her, iPhone in 
hand, I automatically began texting my sister Jackie, without losing sight of my mother. Shit. 
Mom shaved head. Looks like a monk. My mother looked at me, gave me a hug, told me that I 
looked too pale, and walked right past me to get to her side of the hotel room in one swift 
movement.
“How are you, Jeng?” she asked, already unpacking her Mary Poppins suitcase.
“I’m fine, M om ... How are you?”
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My mother began to cry as she laid her clothes on the bed. She cried silently. And, I, in 
my absolute awkwardness, had no means to comfort her. I had forgotten long ago how to 
comfort the mother who had once abandoned all of her children to my care. I was only 19 at the 
time. Frozen, I stood and watched her unpack—ignoring Jackie’s text: Aww hell to the naw. Love 
you and all. A in ’t gonna shave my head fo r  yo ass.
~0~
Fairbanks, Alaska--July 1993 
Mom’s departure
“Mom, how long will you stay in California?” I asked her. She was packing her 
luggage for her flight the next day.
“Well, I don’t know. It’s better that I move down there because I can go back to my job, 
and I can help your Dad better that way,” she answered and continued to fold her shirts without 
looking at me.
“Do I take care of the kids?” I whispered more as a statement than a question.
“You’ll be able to do that. You’re good with taking care of the kids. You’re the eldest, 
so you’ll need to make sure Dad is ok too. Plus, I ’ll fly back up for the holidays and then w e’ll 
see how that goes. Once I ’m done with my job there, I ’ll come back”
“What about JB? What should I tell him?”
“JB will be fine! He’s still little so all he’ll need is you to take care of him, and you’ll do 
a good job.”
“Ok. Do you want me to go ahead and cook dinner?”
“Yes, go ahead and cook dinner. Then you or your Dad will take me and Jackie to the 
airport tomorrow. You guys will all fly down when Jackie graduates from high school.”
I have cooked dinner every single night since that day.
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JB grew up with knowing only that his eldest sister attended all of his hockey practices, 
soccer games, and teacher parent conferences.
My mother never made it back for the holidays that year.
We did see her again for Jackie’s graduation, and still I had no idea of what her 
abandonment meant for my dad and for my siblings, because I was too busy trying to make sure 
that we all survive.
~0~
My mother started to create a whirlwind of activity in our room as she always did 
whenever she is occupying space. As a child, I always felt lazy as I watched her do her chores 
with such thoroughness. She constantly reminded me that whenever a woman starts a chore, she 
must always make sure that she finishes it with great efficiency. If motherhood were considered 
a chore, it would have been one that my mother failed at, and I, the lazy first-born had to pick up 
after. In that sense, we both cleaned up one another’s mess. She worked her way to the 
bathroom and I followed her in waiting for her to say something through the sniffling. She 
unpacked another bag and I noticed that it was filled with her toiletries. There were bottles of 
lotions, face creams, more lotions, her make-up, a hairbrush, and some of her medication.
“Mom, are you trying to open a pharmacy?” I asked her.
“No, Anak. I need to make sure I take my Xanax for my stomach. You know I can’t eat 
anymore greasy foods after my gall bladder was removed.”
Jackie, who is a registered nurse, once told me that we shouldn’t rely on our mother for 
any organ transplants should any one of us need one, because our mother had absolutely none to 
give “that woman has lost about every organ humanly possible! How the hell can one person do 
that? Well, our mother d id!”
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“But, Ma—you have enough medication here to open an illegal drug business.”
“Nako! I know! But, I need to take these to make sure that my blood pressure doesn’t go 
up also.” She continued piling her toiletries on the bathroom counter. I was tempted to ask her 
if  she was planning to poison Satan with her pills, but thought better of it. She was mourning, 
and I had to find a balance between my sarcasm, and humor. I did. Every sarcastic thing I said 
was in my head, and every humorous thing that slipped from my mouth, I did so in a whisper so 
that she couldn’t hear. I had to be mindful though since she was bald and her ears were exposed, 
I made sure not to be overheard.
After I quickly read Jackie’s text, I watched my Mother finally finish her unpacking. I 
couldn't bring the image of her in a Buddhist monk robe out of my mind.
“Mom, when did you shave your head?” I asked and was grateful she had her back turned 
to me because she would not have approved the expression of disbelief on my face. It was the 
same expression I had when one of my sons stuffed a reese’s pieces candy up his nose.
“Nako! When your Auntie Lucy started losing all of her hair. I said to myself, I will do it 
too!” she declared with her typical dramatic flair.
In that moment, I realized a rare episode of role reversal between the sisters, Vicky took 
the scarf that once belonged to Lucy— something that Penny would have done, just as she did 
with the blouse. The scarf held the last breath of her sister. Vicky would have been the one to 
shave her head to show solidarity, but instead, it was my mother who somehow found the will to 
be the one to do it.
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CHAPTER THREE 
Aunts and Nieces
Day 2: The events 
Kennewick, Washington
The luncheon at the club was located in the heart of Kennewick, a social gathering place 
for the retirees and club members. It was three days before the funeral and Lucy’s golf ladies 
decided to give Lucy’s family a luncheon at the exclusive club. The place smelled of French 
fries, burgers, and new golf equipment. It was 90 degrees in Kennewick and the lingering of 
grandpa Rico Suave’s strong cologne combined with the odor of the greasy food left a not so 
attractive eau de stankiness essence. How endearing for a man his age to not let himself go.
But, this was Lucy’s favorite place because her townhouse was nearby and it was easy for 
her and Satan to drive whenever they felt like golfing. I stood outside the banquet room frozen 
with trepidation because inside waiting for me was my great-Aunt Esther, or as I call her Lola 
Esther because she was my grandmother’s older sister.
It was a place that one would not normally see a group of Filipinos.
In between the moments of fear and awkwardness, I couldn’t help but laugh inside at the 
situation. It was either face Lola Esther or make small talk with the golf ladies, who I’d noticed 
knew a great deal about me from the stories that Lucy had told them.
The last time I was around a matriarch of our family was with my own grandmother, Fe. 
That was about 21 years ago. I feared that my cultural mannerisms were rusty, and that Esther 
would think I had become too American—forgetting the proper rules of cultural etiquette when 
someone as ancient as Esther was in my presence. As a child, I grew up with the relentless 
etiquette lessons that are expected in children. The lessons included how to present oneself at
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the dinner table, how to speak to adults, how to conduct oneself in public and with our elders.
As an adult, the expectations were even greater. I had to prove that I ’d conquered and achieved 
what was expected of me: a wife, a mother, and an educated woman with a goal to succeed.
I peeked around the door to the banquet room only to see that my family members had 
formed a line to greet our matriarch, who was sitting at the head of the table. Esther had aged 
since I last saw her, yet she sat, regal as ever. Her left hand was hanging in the air, parallel to her 
chest as every one of my family members took her hand and placed it on their forehead. It was 
the act of respect, the most important practice in our culture, a way to pay respect to your eldest. 
The last person that I had showed this gracious act toward was my grandmother. Esther looked 
up and saw me at the door. Her eyes still had the ability to demand attention from across the 
room. My grandmother’s one time nemesis (because the two disagreed in life just as deep as 
they loved one another), the sole living heir of Vicente and Mercedes Suarez’s family.
Lola Esther
As a young girl, Esther developed a quick tongue and a very diabolical mind. She was 
able to walk into a room filled with people and observe and assess the dynamics of the room. To 
understand how Esther viewed the world, a person would need to know her role in the family 
order of things. She was the 1st born daughter. The second daughter was my grandmother Fe, 
my maternal grandmother who took her role of the second born quite seriously. The 3rd 
daughter, Noemi, was known as the ‘beauty’ of the three. Noemi also took her role seriously till 
the day she passed away. Lastly, the 4th sibling happened to be the prized son, Vicente, named 
after their father, the Honorable Vicente Suarez. Vicente II believed his role was to be the ruler 
of the household. That was put to rest by Fe, who early on established that while she may not be
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the prized son, she was the prized daughter who could do a man’s job with her eyes closed while 
praying the rosary in one hand. Vicente II had not an inkling of hope against her.
This left Esther with a role that was ignored: the eldest daughter who wanted to become 
more cosmopolitan and move to Manila. She would be the one overlooked and would always 
fall short compared to her other sisters. What Esther learned early on was that there was no 
pressure to be a matriarch like Fe or maintain a beautiful perfection like Noemi. All she could 
do was make sure they maintained their roles by making it more difficult for them— causing and 
wreaking havoc kept them on their toes.
In physical stature, Esther stood at 5’2, while Fe stood at 5’7 and was considered to be 
tall for a Filipina. Noemi, on the other hand, possessed an exotic beauty whose origins could not 
be determined: French, Chinese, or Spanish? Her beauty was so striking that she married an 
American who became one of the highest ranking officers in the Army. Esther, on the other 
hand, inherited the traditional Filipina beauty—which meant that her skin was light enough that 
she would not have been mistaken for one of their maids. I imagined that situations questioning 
her status in society often came up with Esther and she would have been more than glad to 
correct any misconceptions. Her responses to conversations illustrated her wittiness such that 
oftentimes the recipient of her quick-witted tongue found themselves speechless.
~0~
Esther saw me peeking from the door, and I walked in smiling at her. My family parted, 
and all eyes filled with a wicked sense of humor as they watched for Esther’s reaction.
“Auntie, tiene este si Jeng!” My mom’s loud voice cut the silence since Esther had lost 
most of her hearing.
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With fake confidence, I walked up to the matriarch, grabbed her left hand (that she had 
already stuck out as if  it was meant for a long lost lover rather than her long lost great niece) and 
touched the top part of her hand to my forehead, grateful that I was wearing waterproof 
foundation so no trace of evidence of my manners remained because walking around with an 
imprint of the back of Esther’s hand on my forehead would clash with the fake grace that I was 
attempting to convey.
I smiled at her and kissed both sides of her cheeks. Her eyes were laughing at me.
“Jeng. Do you remember what you said to me when you were 6 years old?” she asked 
me in English. She spoke with an accent of the old family, a mixture of Spanish and European. 
It had been years since I ’d heard this accent. It was an accent of clarity, precision and every 
articulated word spoken from a place of old family.
I shook my head no.
“You told me ‘Oh no, that’s how I ’m going to look like when I get old? I don’t want to 
get old!’” Esther laughed.
I stood beneath a comfort of familiarity and an overwhelming flow of memories I had 
thought long forgotten flashed in my mind like those flash cards used to test children. 1 + 1 
equals your childhood! In my mind, I clearly responded, “No, Lola Esther, I don’t remember 
that.” Instead what came out of my mouth was a language that I thought I no longer had access 
to.
“No mas tiene naalala ko po.” It was my voice that spoke Tagalog and Chabacano. A 
hybrid language I grew up speaking and thought had lost between reading Sense and Sensibility 
and Vogue. Just as some family legacies and cultures are slowly dying, so is the language of my 
mother’s family. Chabacano is known as Philippine Creole Spanish, and it is labeled as a hybrid
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language that Filipinos from some regions in the Philippines grew up speaking. Jose Rizal spoke 
Chabacano, and many believed it was a language of the upper social class and of those Filipino 
families who married into the Spaniard lineage. My ancestors were those families. However, 
such ancestral families and social beliefs were becoming the historical past— as Chabacano is a 
language that will soon be extinct; only a few speak the language fluently. Esther looked at me 
and smiled even bigger. There, in that moment, I saw her. The woman who once argued with 
my grandmother about some land in the Philippines. She was the one who loved Lucy as if Lucy 
was the daughter she never had. At 97 years old, she made the trip to Washington State from 
California to watch as her favorite niece was buried. I looked at her and realized we were sixty 
years apart and grieving knows no age.
“Are you married, Jeng?”
“Yes, I am Lola.”
“You didn’t invite me to the wedding.”
“I didn’t have a wedding. And, you’re too old to fly to Alaska.”
“Every Suarez woman deserves a beautiful wedding.”
“Lola, every Suarez woman deserves a good marriage.”
“Happy?”
“Yes, very happy.”
“Good. That’s what I like to hear.”
Esther looked around the room and noticed two of my cousins sitting at our table. She bid them 
to come over. Elliot and Paul made no hesitation to obey her request. They kneeled right beside 
her and waited for her orders.
“You two are very handsome young men! I only ask a favor of you two, ha?”
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Elliot and Paul nodded.
“You are both going to be at my funeral. You see, I want good looking men to carry my 
casket in the church... You do not have to carry it very far. Just a few steps from the front of the 
church to the inside of the church. I am not very heavy, you see. I only weigh 95 pounds now! 
You two promise me that you will carry my casket in the church, ok?”
She was looking up at the boys, and as I studied her face, I felt the silence between us as 
an understanding for one of the many the reasons why we were in Kennewick: we were both 
aunts, and nieces. The grief was equal, unrelenting, and carried with it a devastation that clings 
to the very core. At 97 years old, she would never be the same person she once was, and at 37 
years-old, I refused to remain the same person that I once was. We had no idea that our lives 
would intersect one last time, and that we would never see each other ever again.
Elliot and Paul, who both stood at 6’0 or so, nodded their heads in confused unison not 
fully understanding that they were being commanded with a very important task, which they 
would be expected to fulfill. And, they did exactly what they were asked four years later when 
they travelled to California from North Carolina to bury Lola Esther. They carried her intricate 
casket into the church, which must have weighed far less than what she suspected when she was 
alive.
“Ok, you go along now. You’ll get more instructions when I die.”
Esther looked at me and winked.
“Jeng, you make sure to stay with Lola this weekend, ok? I’m going to need you to stand 
next to me, ok? You didn’t invite me to your wedding, so you make sure I do not fall this 
weekend, ha?”
“Yes, Lola. But, please remember to behave,” I said.
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The ladies who Lucy spent time golfing with took time out of their retired lives to 
organize the lunch by setting the beautiful table with food that they made from home. The dishes 
were all a variety of items such as potato salads, sandwiches, macaroni salads, fruit salads, 
chicken, brownies, and cookies. Vicky made a comment as she assessed the table, “Hmmm.. 
white people food.” I looked up at her, and looked around to make sure no one had heard her 
comment. “What? It is white people food. Don’t look at me like that, Jeng. Your Uncle Archie 
is white. Just look over there, he’s piling his food with all that shit.” I glanced over and noticed 
the man who we all know as Uncle Archie, curly light brown hair, the lightest blue eyes, and 
skin that the sun failed to tan. Uncle Archie was smiling as he piled food on his plate as if  Vicky 
had deprived him of such simplicity in all the years that they had been married.
I sat next to Esther as I looked around the table and what I saw before me were a myriad 
of faces that I knew from a childhood that I had long forgotten existed. My mom was looking at 
a distance, out in the golf fields and avoiding any interaction, but was fully aware that Satan was 
in the room. Her disengaging manner indicated that she was making a statement of her hatred 
for him. Lucy’s best friends were also emulating my Mom’s behavior.
When we were all settled around the table to dig into our lunch, Satan stood up at the 
other end of the table and coughed twice for everyone’s attention.
A smoker’s cough. The smoker’s cough that killed Lucy.
Satan may have been handsome in his young age. His young eyes crinkled at the corners, 
and perhaps at one point in his life, they crinkled because he smiled too much or laughed at too 
many private jokes amongst friends. They may have been eyes of kindness. But, the years of 
forgotten generosity, filled itself with bitterness instead that, even he, may have not been able to 
control. The crinkles began to take shape of the most unattractive kind. His inner turmoil began
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surfacing on his skin and his attitude towards the world became bleak, and hopeless. His love 
for his cigars and cigarettes deepened those crinkles so that his eyes became beady, rarely 
exposing the depth of the blueness beneath the eyelids. Lucy may have once thought that she 
could save him from such hopelessness. She may have realized soon after she said “I do” on 
their wedding day that it was a lost hope.
Satan began to speak about his love for his dead wife.
“Many of you know how much I love Lucy. She was my l i f e . ”
He began to sob and attempted to stifle a cry as everyone in the room turned to look away 
from him. I was the only one looking at him. His old man’s hands were shaking, but 
exaggeratingly so, as if  extra effort was put into the way it shook. Then the shaking stopped, and 
he shook it again, realized that it was too much effort, and just stopped. Vicky looked at me to 
see if I noticed, and I gave her a sideway glance to acknowledge. There was a discomfort that 
hung in the air. Lucy’s best friends were looking in the same direction as my mother: out the 
window into the golf fields. Vicky was looking past Satan with a plastered smile on her face as 
if  constipated.
Then, the room began to fill with a feeling that something dark and evil was unveiling 
itself. To wish that moment that life were like a DVR, able to pause, rewind or fast-forward was 
an understatement. It was happening in slow motion and the mind was absorbing everything. It 
was as if  we were all watching a man who was attempting to proclaim his love for his wife, but 
was really shitty at it. It was dramatic and elegiac for all the wrong reasons.
Satan stood at the head of the table and continued to speak.
“Lucy was my life, and you all know that I worked hard to love her. She was my life and 
my everything and this is so difficult for me because I am now all alone. It has been difficult for
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me to live for the last few months taking care of her and watching her suffer through her 
sickness, but I still love her and I always will.” He made sobbing noises and wiped away at his 
eyes which were dry from imaginary tears. Everyone at the table sat silent and waited for him to 
continue with his speech before they took another bite of their lunch.
“Lucy and I were once so h a p p .”
“What is he saying, Jeng? Ano ba sinasabi nyung lalake? I cannot hear what he is 
saying!”—Esther said out loud and everyone turned to look at her. Esther was looking directly 
at Satan. Her face was still and calm, but her eyes pierced right through him. It was a look that 
reminded everyone that the Grand Matriarch could still command a room at her will. Satan 
dropped his gaze and his Oscar performance was abruptly cut short. As soon as he walked out, 
the group became lively again. During his speech they’d been suspended in disbelief, certain 
their Lucy married had an asshole.
An asshole, who apparently could fake cry on cue.
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Marites 
Cavite City, Philippines 1979
Marites was crying, and since we were cousins and quite close, she didn’t care that I was 
watching her cry. I was seven years old to her eighteen. We were sitting on the porch steps in 
the backyard, and I was looking around in our private place. Our “private place” was situated in 
the back of my childhood home. It wasn’t really a backyard, but more of an extension of the 
house. My family lived in a town that was between the metropolitan city of Manila, but still 
maintained its provincial surrounding. Across the street from our house, there was a majestic 
church which belonged to the Mormons. The church was painted in white and it looked like a 
castle. I asked my mother one time if we could go to that church instead of ours because it 
looked like a princess’ castle. My mother scoffed at me and told me that we would never go to a 
church that isn’t Catholic and that they (the Mormons) created beautiful churches to trap people 
into their religion. Our house stood at the corner of a four-way street, and what I considered a 
backyard was truly a small confined space. On one side of it was a tall cement fence that 
provided privacy to our family, and the next door neighbor. There was a gate that led to the front 
yard of the house where two tall coconut trees stood. Our nanny told us to never go outside after 
dark because the little garden dwarfs would attack us, and our “flower.” The “flower” was her 
term for the little girl parts that needed protection.
The day that Marites was crying, I made sure that no garden dwarfs were near us. I was 
sitting next to her and had no words to offer comfort; only questions that she did not want to 
answer. My cousin looked nothing like me. Her skin was a deeper tone of brown and her hair 
was an indigo black. She could be sweet as a sugar cane, but tough when she wanted to be.
“Why are you crying? Are you going to stop?” I asked.
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“That’s very rude to say, Jeng. I’m crying because men are stupid assholes.” Marites 
wiped her snot on the back of her hand.
“So what?” I straightened out my favorite yellow dress so that I looked more like a 
grown-up.
“He told me that he was going to come back for me, and now I have to wait even longer 
for him! What am I supposed to do? Keep on waiting?!” She looked up to the sky as if  she was 
searching for the answer. I looked up also to see if some miraculous answer would fall from the 
sky.
“Jeng, you have to remember that men will ask you to do things, and sometimes you just 
have to do it because you love them.”
“Boys are gross. And, you crying over a boy is really stupid.”
Marites looked up to the heavens once more, and I watched her tears fall to the sides of 
her cheeks; one drop hit her arm.
“You’ll understand one day what I ’m talking about. Right now, you’re still a little girl 
and have no idea.” I gently wiped the spot where her tear had fallen on her arm, the only comfort 
a child could offer. I looked up to the heavens once more, and I asked her “I wish that I could 
see Wonder Woman in her invisible jet in the sky. Maybe she could make you stop crying.”
San Francisco, California 
March, 1984
“Jeng, please stay with Auntie. I don’t want you roaming around Fisherman’s wharf!” 
Lucy tightened her grip on my hand.
“Why, Auntie Lucy? I ’m right here!” I said defiantly and with the whining tone of an 11- 
year old.
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“Do you remember what I told you with what happened with your Ate Marites just 
recently? You have to keep that in mind from now on, kiddo.”
San Francisco in the 80’s resembled San Francisco at any given time. The Fisherman’s 
wharf was filled with tourists, the sun was at war with the wind and if you found yourself caught 
in the middle of the war, you couldn’t determine whether to keep your Members’ Only jacket on 
or off. Lucy wanted to spend the day in Fisherman’s Wharf, and decided to take me along. I 
was the only one of my sisters who was done with chicken pox, and I welcomed the fresh air and 
the opportunity to spend a fun day. My Aunt decided to stop in Oakland after burying her niece, 
and her visits were something that I looked forward to each time. Visitors meant spending time 
away from the menial things, and at 11 years old, it meant doing fun things instead of chores.
We were sitting on a bench at the heart of Fisherman’s wharf. That day tourist buses 
were everywhere and each one were filled with visitors from Japan. My Aunt didn’t see the 
beauty of the day. She didn’t appreciate the sun warming our skin, nor did she appreciate the 
fact that there was no wind that would cut through our thin jackets. I looked around and would 
point at the beautiful tulips, and she would simply nod acknowledging them with a blank stare.
“Jeng, you know, it’s very hard for Auntie Lucy to watch her nieces and nephews get 
hurt. It breaks my heart, you know that?”
I looked up to see where she was looking, but Lucy was staring off in a distance, and for 
a moment I wanted to pinch her to bring her back to me.
“Your Ate Marites was always a very caring girl. You remember? She took care of you 
all the time? She told me that sometimes you were salbahe! But, I ’m sure you try not to be a 
bad all the time, huh?” I shrugged because at 11 years-old, I already understood the impact of
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self-incrimination. If I had told Lucy anything about any acts I ’d done that got me into trouble, I 
was afraid my mother would find out.
Marites and I were cousins of the tightest kind. We were 11 years apart from each other, 
but I looked up to her like the big sister that I never had. I followed her around whenever she 
came to stay with us in Cavite City, and I never left her side. There were moments when she 
would never reveal her stubbornness to her Dad, but would show them to me in a fit of a tantrum 
because one of the Uncles made her mad. Since I was much younger than her, my presence 
didn’t matter much. With me, she could throw a tantrum that she wouldn’t otherwise be able to 
in front of our family. My opinion had no weight in the family. I was only a child. The perfect 
audience for demonstrating what the elders would consider disrespectful behavior.
When I think of her, it is a memory filled with images. I can see her, and I can see her 
speaking to me, but her voice I can no longer recall. I know what she tells me, but when I think 
of her words, I hear my voice instead. She once told me of her boyfriends, thinking that I was far 
too young to understand, which was right. She was in-love, and it was because I had no 
knowledge of such matters that she felt I was a ‘safe’— an object where she could store such 
thoughts without ever having to worry about anyone finding out.
Unfortunately, when she was murdered, the questions, like fingers, began prodding the 
lock and eventually I mentioned about the boyfriend who travelled a lot, and she would only see 
him when he visited the Philippines. He was in the military of some sort, and she waited for his 
letters like a devoted girlfriend. The safe was unlocked, and yet the mystery of who murdered 
Marites remained.
Her death became the prototype of what to avoid for the rest of us. My mother believed 
that we all had to be married before we reached 22 years old of age, in fear that our fate would
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end up like Marites. When I told her that I was getting married at 21, she didn’t yell about the 
possible mistake, nor did she yell at the fact that I was too young to get married. She simply said 
“Oh good! That’s good luck to get married before 22, before tragedy strikes.” While she didn’t 
say she that she was referring to my murdered cousin, I understood it just the same. Better alive 
and married, than risking the possibility of getting murdered.
I believed at one point in my life that the mind of the child protects her from ever 
experiencing any sort of grief. The innocence prevails over the exposure of any kind of pain, 
and it covers any trauma that may cause harm to such innocence. When my parents told me of 
Marites’ passing, they were more focused on their own grief and not really acknowledging that 
their children may have felt it too. I do not remember feeling sadness when I learned of my 
beloved cousin’s death. I remember attempting to make myself cry in my bedroom as Jackie 
slept. But my eyes did not allow for any tears. I wanted to understand why I needed to be sad, 
but there was no one to explain it to me.
In my mind, I decided that my grief for Marites was passed along to something else in the 
middle of the night. As if grief was able to move around like an entity that brushes a person on 
the shoulder like a child would when playing the game of tag, and at the touch of grief, a person 
becomes stricken with great sadness and loss. I believe that grief came to lightly tag me, for me 
to be “it”, to feel its pain and misery, but just as quickly as it did, I immediately tagged the air to 
rid myself of the burden of such pain.
As we sat on a bench at Fisherman’s wharf that day, Lucy was looking at her hands and 
was lost in her thoughts. A stray of her newly shorn hair was out of place, and I slowly tucked it 
back behind her ears. She looked up to see all the tourists busses parked, and her eyes squinted 
at one in particular. In one of the buses, a young woman sat by the window. She was looking
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right at us. She was Japanese. Her hair was styled in a bob, and she must have been in her mid- 
20s. Her face was familiar, a reminder of someone I must have known, and yet I knew that I had 
never seen this woman before. She waved at me and my Aunt. And, like an 11-year old, I 
waved back happily. My Aunt sat there frozen.
“Look, Jeng. Do you see?” She asked me.
“Yes, Auntie. That woman is waving at us. Do you know how to say ‘hello’ in 
Japanese?”
“Ah, you see her too. Who does she look like, do you think?”
“Hm m ... I don’t know. She looks like Mom cause her nose is pretty flat.”
The bus started to move away from its parking spot, and the woman waved to us once 
more and turned her head to the companion who was sitting next to her.
“Jeng, that’s our sign, you see. She looked like your Ate Marites! Can you believe she 
smiled at us like that?”
“Are Japanese people friendly?” I asked still attempting to see what she was seeing in 
this stranger.
Lucy turned to face me. The expression of sadness on her face had changed from when 
she first arrived from burying her favorite niece. A look of hope in her eyes suggested that the 
wound was slowly healing from that unexpected gash of pain that grief bestowed upon its 
victims. She smiled at me, and put her arms around my shoulder and patted it.
“My darling niece, promise me that I will never have to bury you myself.” I nodded 
without any idea of what she wanted me to understand.
“Can we get ice cream, now?” was all I could say to comfort her.
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What I know to be true is this: in secret, an Aunt’s love has no boundaries. Their loss for 
their niece or nephew may never be taken into consideration of importance and it would rank not 
as deep in grief as if a parent had lost their child, and oftentimes it has never been the priority for 
comfort. We offer condolences to the grieving parents, because there’s no denying that their loss 
weighs heavier than others. And, we think that when an Aunt grieves for her niece or nephew, 
her grieve does not nearly weigh as much. But, yet, its pain is just as deep as a mother losing her 
own child. For not only does an Aunt grief with her own loss, she must stand there to watch her 
brother or sister go through the agony of losing a child.
~0~
Lucy’s letter to her first husband
30 April 1984 
Dear Fred,
Life hasn't been easy in my family. I think we are bestowed with 
tragedies.
Daddy was killed or murdered in 71. Penny was ran over by a jeep in 
Quiapo back in 79 and her left leg is in lame for life. Francis was 
hit by a grenade in 80 and lost his left eye. Do you remember 
Marites? She is Francis' second daughter and the oldest is Marife.
Anyway, she came to Germany in 81. She became a member of my 
household and got an ID card and the SOFA status. She was a mid-wife 
and was able to land a job as a local national at the 97th General 
Hospital Labor and Delivery. Before I left Germany, I made sure she 
was comfortable. I got her a new television, cassette, refrigerator, 
bed, schrank, and I was also the one who got her an apartment.
Anyway, I left Germany on the 6th of September of 82. For awhile 
things were just running smoothly. She was alright. Well, the sad
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news came on the 11th of February this year. I got a call from a 
Filipino friend on the 11th of the same month at four in the morning. 
Someone murdered Maritess in her apartment. She was choked first, 
then stabbed on the neck, chest and stomach. The killer or killers 
made sure that she was dead. The motive was robbery since she had 
twelve thousand dollars in cash and two thousand marks in the 
apartment. Half of the dollars (supposedly) belonged to her live-in 
Filipino boyfriend who is in Germany illegally (tourist). Up to now 
the whole family suspect the boyfriend. I left on the 16th since it 
would take another week for the body to be released at the morgue. I 
went to her apartment to clean up the mess (you could just imagine how 
it looked and the emotional stress I was under) and I still saw some 
of her blood on the floor. It looked like she put up a fight because 
some of her blood was on the wall. The boyfriend and the brother 
helped me clean up the place.
I left Germany on the 25th with her remains (PAL) and had a stop-over 
in Karchi and Thailand. Arrived Manila at five in the afternoon and I 
had my usual relatives in the customs who came and assisted me all the 
way. Maritess' coffin was transport to the domestic airport since 
there was no flight on that same day. I stayed overnight at Ike's 
place and Mommie and I flew to Zamboanga the next day. Francis didn't 
meet us at all the airport in Zamboanga. He was in extreme pain and 
just absolutely hurt. I didn't see Maritess until I got to Zamboanga. 
The police wanted to take me to the morgue when I got in Frankfurt but 
I told them I didn't want to see Maritess that way. I want to 
remember her the way she was when she was alive. She was really a 
sweet girl and full of life. Upto now, we still don't know who did 
this brutal thing. Maritess was buried on the 4th of March and I came 
via Clark (had orders as a dependent and active reservist) with a 
stop-over in Japan, Alaska, then Oakland. I stayed with Penny in 
Oakland and rested (believe it or not I was exhausted and sick) for 
few days before coming back here. This tragedy had really affected 
everybody but I felt it more since I was responsible of her. She was 
more like a daughter to me and we were so close to each other. She
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was the first niece that I was able to help and look what happened to 
her. I lost so much weight and just to lift my spirit, I had my hair 
cut shoulder length. Zeny Solosa came over since they heard the 
announcement over the radio and they thought it was Vicky and others 
thought it was me.
The boyfriend has been writing the family and he wants to come over to 
Zamboanga although the police asked them to stay until the case is 
solved. They don't suspect him since his alibis were one hundred per 
cent accurate. The latest we heard is that it was a GI (Filipino) who 
works with Maritess. This is just a mere speculation but I pray to 
God that they catch the killer or killers soon. If the boyfriend ever
goes to Zamboanga he might as well considered himself a dead man!
Police in Zamboanga are just waiting for him and they are Francis' 
friends. Mommie is so afraid of this and I just can't stand another 
tragedy. I tell you I am getting paranoid and even got rid of the
phone that rang that morning when I was notified of the bad news. I
am more extra careful when I get in the car, etc. I do worry about
the rest of my family. I don't know.
I hope we can be the best of friends. Are you still planning to
retire in the Philippines in spite of all these tragedies and the way
of life over there? You take care and I wish you the best of 
everything. You certainly deserve the best in life. Don't work too 
hard and say hello to your family for me.
Always,
Lucy
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE VIEWING OF FEAR
Fe
I was once told of a story about my grandmother, Fe. She was spending the night at their 
field house. The field house was where her husband had the grove workers (all men) sleep 
overnight to keep an eye out for any intruders that may step into their land. Her husband Kiko 
fired the most recent watch man, and there was no one available to do the job in a day’s notice.
Fe decided that she could sacrifice one good night’s rest, and spend it at the field house. Kiko 
would do it, but he told her that he was needed in their home. He volunteered one of their sons, 
but Fe told him that they were needed for the fields in the morning and could be spared to not get 
a good night’s rest.
So, it was up to Fe to become the watchman for the night.
The field house couldn’t be called a house at all. It was only big enough to have one man 
sleep in it to stay on guard. The only supplies with her included one pillow, a blanket, a 
flashlight and a gun. She had to get up to use the bathroom, but the bathroom was several feet 
away from the field house.
She would need to walk out in the dark to urinate. She grabbed her shot gun, and irritated 
with her full bladder, walked out of the field house and into the dark.
The idea of walking several feet away felt much quicker during the day. In the dark, Fe 
had to be cautious of what she was stepping on. She did not want to cut her feet in the dark 
without knowing what it was that cut her. As she got closer to the outhouse, she noticed that 
someone had left a rope near the door. Her sons must have been too lazy to put this away, she 
thought. She’d make sure that one of them admitted to their laziness in the morning. She picked
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up the rope to toss it to the other side of the outhouse. The rope felt slippery and not the tough 
material-like texture that a rope was supposed to be.
The rope wiggled, and Fe knew what it was and dropped it immediately on the ground. 
She positioned her shotgun and pulled the trigger.
~0~
I’ve felt fear one too many times in life. The fears I have felt occurred far more in my 
childhood, than as an adult— and when those fears surfaced, there was always someone there 
with me. While there may have been comfort in that, it was always my fear for them that 
resonated deep within my bones. To this day, whenever a memory flashes itself that contained 
such anxiety, I return to that emotion and memory instantly.
My first memory of fear was when I was only 6 years old. It was a time where my 
grandmother’s presence in my life was significant and important. All I can recall was that I was 
aware enough that I understood my grandmother’s fear of guns. It was a gun that killed her 
husband after all. He was assassinated as he sat on his rocking chair reading a story to my 
cousins. I wasn’t born then, and therefore, the only story I have of his death are the leftover 
versions told to me by various people in my family. The reason for his assassination also had its 
various versions.
“Your Lolo Kiko was shot because he fired a lazy worker at the fields.”
“Your Lolo Kiko was shot because he was feared by many, loved by women, and hated 
by men.”
“Your Lolo Kiko was shot because he was a good man, and many were jealous of him 
and his success.”
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“Your Lolo Kiko was killed because he had an affair with a woman, and that woman’s 
husband shot him for revenge.”
“Your Lolo Kiko was shot because God knew you were going to disobey your Mother 
and Father by eating those raisins and lying about it.”
“Your Lolo Kiko was shot. That’s all you need to know.”
I was told that if  my Lolo Kiko had lived and found out about me lying about eating those 
raisins, he would have hung me upside down on a tree and used a paddle to spank my ass. But, I 
believe that if  my Lolo Kiko had lived, he would have loved me, and spoiled me. He would let 
me get away with eating the raisins that my Nanny told me not to eat, and he would have been 
just like my paternal grandfather— swayed by my brattiness and loved me for it, regardless.
None of this mattered when it came to the object that took his life away. As fearless as 
my grandfather was, he had no chance against a man with a gun and the bullet that killed him.
The memory of my own fear was when Lola Fe and I were ran errands one day. I ran 
errands with her so that she would have someone to talk to. As cultural practices of that time 
went, it was the responsibility of the eldest child to accompany her Lola as a means to provide 
help. I remembered hating the task, and only wanted to play with my sisters. But, Lola Fe 
promised to treat me to ice cream, and the temptation of food was one of the keys to adhering to 
my filial duty, as well as avoiding the inevitable spanking from a pair of tsinelas should I not 
fulfill such duty.
I remember for that particular errand, we had to go to this woman’s place of business.
My grandmother needed to pick up her jewelry. I never questioned what the errand really was. 
All that my memory could recall was the scene, like a dream, that oftentimes would snap me 
back as if it happened only a minute ago, instead of 29 or so years ago.
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There was a group of men sitting around what looked like a garage, but was actually an 
entry place for a shop. This was common in the Philippines. People often hung out in places 
like these, drinking their Miguel beer, smoking, and joking around. Sometimes they played 
mahjong, until someone got drunk, rowdy, obnoxious, and a fight would break up the party.
This group of men was sitting around playing cards. As we got closer, my grandmother held my 
hand as she whispered to me that real men don’t waste their time sitting around doing nothing in 
the middle of the day.
“Someday, Jeng, when you marry, you will marry a man of lighter skin and who will 
never sit still. Because he will know that he needs to keep moving and working so that he can 
provide for your family. Do you understand, Jeng?” she asked me.
My grandmother must have been a clairvoyant for she knew that I would marry a man 
who is half Caucasian, and whose hapa ass couldn’t sit still.
“Opo, Lola.” I nodded.
As soon as we got to where the men were, they stopped talking and looked at my 
grandmother. She asked for someone’s wife, and as soon as she did, a short, stout woman came 
running out to greet us. She bowed to my grandmother, and took my grandmother’s hand to her 
forehead. A woman’s act of respect towards my grandmother.
“Jeng, please wait right over there for Lola, ok?”
I walked away from the men who grew silent and looked at my grandmother with 
hesitation and perhaps wondered how they should approach this dignified woman.
“Ooo, Lola is here to pick up her jewelry! Are you interested in buying other things, 
Lola?” asked the man who I believed to be the woman’s husband. He was ugly and he was
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mocking her. He was skinny, dark skinned, with oily greasy hair, and the kind of man my Nanny 
told me to stay away from because you can never tell the kind of dirt that he collected beneath 
his fingernails. Dirt that may include his or someone else’s shit, or germs that lurked in hidden 
places that could spread malaria.
My grandmother nodded at him in disapproval; the disdain in her eyes pierced right 
through him. You are a disgusting man; filth  runs through your bones. “No, thank you. I will 
just wait awhile for your wife.” My grandmother replied curtly dismissing him with the same 
look I once saw her give one of her field workers when she fired him for stealing. Out of 
nowhere and with such brutal brashness I heard him say “Lola, look here, I can sell you a gun!” 
The ugly man pulled out a gun from nowhere and was caressing the object as if  it was the most 
priceless thing in this world. It was a gesture of not only disrespect, but he was caressing the gun 
as if it was his own dick.
My grandmother looked at the gun, and immediately looked at me. In an instant, I felt 
her fear. Such fear that can only be transferred through the innate knowledge of the history that 
this object has had with our family. I saw the remnant of the emotion my grandmother must 
have felt when she saw her husband bleed to death. This emotion can shock the soul into a 
paralyzed state, and to seek out something more calcified was the only way to remove the soul 
from such state.
My grandmother saw me and immediately knew that at that point, she could not succumb 
to her fear. She knew that if  I had witnessed her state of being, that I would know such a 
weakness and she worried, above all else that I would grow up and become a weak woman, 
vulnerable to succumbing to such fear instead of overcoming it.
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The woman ran from inside her house, and she looked at the scene before her. She took 
her tsinelas off her feet and smacked her husband across the head with it.
“What do you think you doing?!? You can’t disrespect Lola! Put that away, or I will use 
it to shoot your dick off!” she yelled.
My grandmother looked at the woman and the ugly man. Calm as a summer breeze, she 
smiled and said “Mare, you do not need to worry. Never you mind, na. Your husband was just 
joking. I had a shotgun once when I was a little girl. I used it to kill snakes in the fields. I killed 
a lot of them. So, your husband would be an easy shot.”
My grandmother took the bag that the woman handed her, and she walked towards me. 
She grabbed my hand and we started to walk away from the house quietly.
There were no words that needed to be expressed. No moral code that she felt she needed 
to explain in a story. After a few more paces of walking, I asked her “Lola, can I tell that to my 
classmates for show and tell?”
“No, you may not. But you can tell your children one day,” my grandmother looked 
down at me and smiled.
~0~
Day 3: The _pomp and circumstance
The fear that I felt for my grandmother that day decided to make an appearance the day 
of Lucy’s viewing. I had avoided asking specific questions for the viewing, because up to that 
point, I felt that my heart was still in denial with the undeniable fact that my Aunt was gone. 
Denial is a woman’s BFF when it comes to certain things. I say ‘certain things’, because there is 
absolutely no denying it when my ass can’t fit into a pair of jeans, and I ’m sporting a muffin top 
once I get it on. Nor, is there any denying that a dozen of gray hairs on my head decided to raise
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themselves in solidarity overnight. But, when it comes to the truth of losing someone you love, 
denial is like dark chocolate. You tell yourself it’s good for you because everyone with a PhD in 
anti-fat scientific studies tells you it has good natural remedies, while your jeans tell you 
otherwise, that you’ve had too much of it. Perhaps, I avoided asking the questions because 
everyone else around me was providing the answers.
“Lucy asked to be buried in her wedding dress. You know the one she wore when she 
married Satan.”
“Lucy’s best friend ordered a replica of her wedding bouquet and the wedding crown 
from the same floral shop.”
“Why did she want to be buried in her wedding dress? That was bad luck for her!” (My 
mother’s question).
“Who the hell cares? She’s going to get cremated and it will all burn anyway.” (My Aunt 
Vicky’s response).
“Only the family will be allowed for the viewing. Lucy did NOT want anyone else to see 
her. And, no one is allowed through that damn door, until I say everyone can come in. I will 
have the boys guarding that door until then.” (Satan’s comment)
I glided in and out of these conversations with a discreet nod, and not providing any 
indication of the turmoil going on beneath my skin. How could I go to this viewing to see my 
aunt in a casket, with the remnants of a shell that was once filled with her life? How would she 
look in her wedding dress, and this wedding bouquet and floral crown? Why the hell would she 
request to be buried in a wedding gown that initiated her entry into a marriage of pure hell? I 
haven’t been to many funerals. But, this would be the first where the sudden loss opens the door 
for fear to tap dance through and greeting me with Waddup Beeyotch! Can you fe e l me now?!
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In my mind, fear comes in a form of a beautiful drag queen. He is tall, lean, with long 
and massive curly hair circa Diana Ross in the 70s. This Drag Queen was my Dad’s cousin who 
the family believed all along was gay. There was no denying it, and the family accepted his 
lifestyle as an anomaly. My dad, on the other hand, felt the need to tease his cousin as a means 
to express his affection. One holy night, when many Filipinos celebrated the Virgin Mary, my 
dad took me to a procession of worshippers. The procession was a very pomp and circumstance 
event. People would line up with candles, and several men would carry a figure of the Jesus 
Christ (made out of ‘sacred’ wood), or the Virgin Mary. You could smell the fragrance in the 
air, it was mixed with candles melting, perfumes, and jasmine. Jasmine is called sampaguita 
and its known as the national flower of the Philippines. I know it as the fragrance of my 
childhood, processions, and churches. In this procession, we were to hold a candle in honor of 
the Virgin Mary and we would walk down many streets in prayer. I was about 7 years old. I 
was excited to be able to stay up late, and to take part in such a holy ritual.
As we stood in line with family members, I remember my dad asking me to grace my 
candle, its wick lit and burning brightly next to his cousin’s long curly hair. He joked that it’s so 
long it will catch on fire. His cousin looked at me and said “Jeng, don’t you do that! It took me 
forever to grow this beauty out! Don’t listen to your dad, he can be an idiot sometimes!” He 
flicked my candle off in a gracious and very feminine way.
I thought he was beautiful.
He was wearing a tank top that clung on to his chest, and his jeans fit snugly 
demonstrating his skinniness. He winked at me and smiled. Then, he stuck his tongue out at my 
dad like a kid.
~0~
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My dad would tell me stories how they all knew that he was really a girl born into a boy’s 
body, and even though he and his cousins teased him relentlessly, they protected him from 
anyone outside the family. While his reaction to my Dad was one of the teasing kind, I saw 
something else in his eyes. He was scared for a second that a little girl would actually listen to 
her Dad and burn his hair. It was a flicker of a reaction, and was gone by the time anyone 
recognized it. But, I saw him. I saw for the first time how fear looked. And, in that second, I 
felt fear for someone else. Years later, I had no idea what happened to my Dad’s cousin. I don’t 
know whether he became a showgirl, or what his future turned out to be. All I know is that he 
shows up in my mind, in a form that I ’ve created for him with a vengeance that can only be 
described as fearful.
~0~
Just as he said, Satan had two of my cousins waiting for all of us to arrive at the funeral 
home when we arrived. They were dressed in the most peculiar manner. The way they dressed 
reminded me of the Filipinos who were quite proud to wear the hand me down suits at church, 
and beneath the suits, they had the gracious manner of the old world, and the kindness of a dream 
to provide for their family.
Not these cousins. They were nowhere near those humbled and gracious Filipinos.
They were armed with a camera, and an air of arrogance that stunk up the environment. I 
would have preferred the odor of a bathroom right after someone took a shit over the eau de 
arrogance cologne that they were wearing. I felt embarrassed, and sad for them— a mixture of 
confusion. I noticed immediately that they took Satan’s orders, and they stood on guard at the 
funeral home’s entryway. L e t’s see how you fuckers deal with us, was my first thought.
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I got out of the car along with my Mom and my Aunt’s best friends. There were three 
vehicles total that carried my family. I saw Lola Esther walking with her son, and I walked over 
to offer her my arm.
I attempted to become numb so that I could suffocate the fear that had invaded my body. 
Fear was sitting at the pit of my belly ready and willing to make my legs quiver and freeze. I 
realized that the only one who could possibly prevent such fear from making a drag queen 
entrance was Lola Esther. The fear of her falling while I was watching her snapped me into 
reality that I could walk through those damn doors, and pay my last respect to my Aunt.
Lola Esther looked at me and I knew she recognized the look on my face. She must have 
seen it before when her sister was alive. She had seen Fe with this look, and I must have 
reminded her of a face that she may have long forgotten. She patted my arm, and nodded. Her 
way of ordering me to walk.
We stood in the entryway of the funeral home waiting for Satan to bark the orders to the 
two boys. The silence was deafening, and I was grateful for Lola Esther when she said 
“Whatever for are we waiting out here? You, open the door!” She pointed to the ‘bodyguards.’
Satan’s opportunity to demonstrate his powerful authority slithered to nothing.
The boys did not know what to do, and looked to Satan.
Satan nodded his head and opened the door himself. I looked at my Uncle Vic, and I saw 
in his eyes a father’s devastation. Those boys were his sons, and they were obeying orders from 
Satan. I wanted to worry for my Uncle, but I realized that he had a tendency to bounce back, and 
later on I knew, he’d sing a karaoke song to ease his trouble.
When we walked in the room secluded for the wake, I noticed the cold air that permeated 
the room. Between my family and I were several chairs for the guests. There were several huge
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funeral bouquets of flowers on both sides of my Aunt’s casket. She was surrounded by her 
canvas photos of herself.
One was of Lucy, on her wedding day in Oahu, wearing her Hawaiian wedding dress 
carrying a bouquet of white fragrant flowers, and on her head was this crown made of the same 
kind of flowers. The look on her face in that photo was an attempt to smile, but her eyes 
revealed the uncertainty that she must have felt that day.
Yet, I was stunned at her beauty. My aunt was beautiful.
I wanted to yell at that photograph to tell her that she’s about to marry the biggest asshole 
that has ever walked on this earth. I wanted to yell at her to fucking run, and that in 15 years 
she’d find out she has cancer, and her husband would start planning on getting a new wife to 
replace her.
Instead, I looked at Lola Esther, who was clinging on to me, and I wished at that moment 
that I had taken a CPR class, so that I would at least know what to do in case she faints on me. 
Stomping on her frail chest with my stilettos would not have been good methodology for 
resuscitation.
The other canvas photo was of Lucy in full costume regalia from one of her trips. She 
was sitting on the boat as if  she was rowing it. She was smiling, but the smile never fully 
reached her eyes. Rather, her eyes were looking at a distant. I didn’t know it at the time, but 
whenever I saw photos of her from the mid 60s to the late 70s, Lucy always looked beyond the 
photographer taking the photo.
My eyes skipped over the third canvas photo. And, I did a double take.
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It was a photo of her and Satan in their younger years. It must have been taken during the 
time when they first began dating. Satan resembled Sean Connery, the douchebag version. Why 
in the hell did he include his ass in this photo? It was not his funeral.
I looked at Vicky, and I knew that she was thinking the same thing. She shook her head 
so that only I would notice. This was her sign to me that my face must have revealed some form 
of disgust and to hide it.
I felt a pat on my arm, and realized that I was being ordered to move along.
Since Lola Esther was the matriarch of this procession, I walked by her side to guide her 
to Lucy’s casket. I kept my eyes down to avoid looking at my aunt.
Our steps were slowly taking us there. Fear started putting his lipstick on. Lola Esther 
paused to take out her handkerchief, my eyes downcast. Fear placed his bright red arm length 
gloves on his hip.
Our steps pick up pace again. Fear flu ffed  his hair and smiled.
My eyes still stuck to the floor, I see the wheels beneath my Aunt’s casket. Fear opened 
his mouth and prepared to scream a song .
My eyes slowly glanced up. Fear began to choke.
And, slowly as I gathered the courage to look at my Aunt for the first time in a year, I 
realized that it was only a year ago that I saw her healthy and strong.
I finally raised my downcast eyes and looked at the casket before me. There, I saw her.
My aunt.
My aunt who danced with my husband on my brother’s wedding day just last year.
My aunt who hinted at her own lost sadness when she commented on how proud she was
of me.
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My Aunt who always knew that my worth could never be measured by jewels or false 
promises.
I looked at her, and all I saw was a shell.
Her hair, once long and flowing down her back, no longer held its crowning glory. She 
was bald from the chemo that ate up her crowning glory. Her skin once glowed with a beauty 
from within, was sallow and manufactured by the funeral home. Her lips once full and heart­
shaped at the bow was diminished and looked as if it was glued together.
The cancer was all that I saw.
I couldn’t touch her. I wanted to, but I knew that she was no longer there. I wanted to be 
brave and kiss her one last time. But, I couldn’t. It wasn’t fear that stopped me, it was the 
realization that there was no point. This body that once held my Aunt, whose fingers used to 
type me emails every day, and whose voice always found a way to calm me, was no longer there.
Fear could go fuck himself.
Fear showed me his middle finger, and stomped away in his 8-inch porno heels.
The shell in the casket did not resemble my aunt at all. She must have known this all 
along, and it may have been the reason why she decided to have a closed casket at the wake after 
her family said their last goodbyes to her. There were pictures of my aunt that Vicky and my 
mom had during the last few months of her life. I couldn’t bear to look at them. They were 
photos of her with scarves on her head, and I could tell that she was becoming weaker by the 
day. The cancer was slowly siphoning her life in the most painful way possible. The shell laid 
there encased within its own casket of a shell. A shell within the shell.
“Jeng, when are we doing the rosary?” I realized that I must have guided Lola Esther to 
the pews. We were sitting next to each other and she was still holding on to my arm.
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“Lola, I think we are going to do the rosary soon.”
On cue, two of Lucy’s dear friends, Carol and Allan, stood up and walked to the podium. 
Auntie Carol, as I called her out of respect, was the only one who greeted us at the hotel and 
offered her time to host us. Carol and Allan began the rosary. Their history with Lucy trailed 
many years, and it was comfort to know that at one point, they, along with many others had 
known my aunt throughout the years. However, they must have also had to endure Satan’s 
assholic manner for many years as well. I barely had contact with Satan in person, I can only 
imagine those who’ve had to see him every day or have known him for so many years.
They must have carried holy water with them at all times.
I decided to pull my rosary from my handbag. I always carried one with me for Sunday 
mass—but, I know that God knows the truth about my methodology when it comes to praying 
with the rosary. I do it the fast forward way. Sometimes, I wondered if God was looking down 
at me, and shaking his head at the fact that I could do the rosary prayer in 10 minutes or less. 
There are moments, when I sometimes remind Him, that I, at least never succumbed to 
Madonnafying the rosary by wearing it around my neck and lip syncing to Like a Virgin.
He must have been content with my reason, for I ’ve never lost my rosary.
Auntie Carol began the rosary and her husband joined her at the podium. Hail Marys 5 
times, and the holy Mary mother of God response 5 times. Then, there’s the Our Fathers, and so 
on, and so on.
I looked behind to see that Vicky was praying with her rosary too. When I looked to my 
left side, I noticed that Cousin/Bodyguard/Help #1 in the suit was taking photos of everyone. I 
had an inkling that these would be the photos that Satan would review later to see who seemed 
the most genuine in their grief.
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I was tempted to pose graciously with my middle finger in the air, but one hand was 
holding on to Lola Esther, and the other was busy kneading the beads on the rosary.
I looked to my right and my mom was sitting there. Bald head, eyes closed, intensely 
praying. I was wondering if she had remembered to put sunscreen on her head to avoid getting 
sun burned on her scalp, when in an instant, she stood up and walked to the front of the room and 
kneeled at the single pew in front of my aunt’s casket.
Oh, son o f  a bitch, i f  only I  had a free hand to grab my iPhone and record this to send to 
Jackie! My mom began reciting the rosary loudly, and with such dramatic flair that I sat there 
frozen.
Fear was laughing his ass off.
I wanted so badly to capture this moment, so that I had the evidence to show Jackie that 
our mother never ceased to fail when it came to the beauty of heightened drama. My mother 
stayed kneeled on that single pew the entire time. This was her demonstration of her devotion to 
my Aunt.
Ate, you see! I ’m the only one kneeling to express my love fo r  you!
Ate, you see! I  told you about Satan, and he is really evil!
Ate, you see! I ’ve sacrificed fo r you!
Ate, you see! No matter what, I  love you.
In my mother’s eyes, she represented all that was good, and Satan represented all that 
was bad that suffocated the life out of Lucy.
Satan had nothing on my mother when it came to battling for demonstration of good and 
evil. My mother has been practicing such tactics from the minute she breathed air into her lungs. 
Unfortunately, for her, she didn’t take into account that Lola Esther was in the same room. The
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minute my mother rose from her kneeling position, Esther made her presence known to her 
family by declaring “Are we done? I am very hungry!”
My younger baby brother may have a better recollection of what happened after Lucy’s 
wake. He’d remember that I called him while he must have been breakdancing somewhere in a 
studio in Anchorage, Alaska. He’d remember that his phone rang and it showed that it was his 
eldest sister calling him from Kennewick, and he may have picked up the phone looking forward 
to a pleasant conversation of how everything was going with the family.
Instead, all he must have heard was me crying on the other end of the line.
He’d remember that I would explain to him that I am outside of the funeral home and that 
I had to step away because I couldn’t stand the sight of Lucy’s remains laying there, remains that 
didn’t resemble the woman who visited us in Alaska just last year. She looked hideous and any 
attempt of capturing the beauty that she once had failed horribly. She was bald, and while I 
recognized this empty shell as my aunt, I didn’t want to be near her at all.
He must have heard the hysterical side of me say
I want her back!
I can’t believe this is happening!
She died from this shit losing all hope to live!
She is nothing!
But, she was everything.
Only someone who was the everything to another person can become the nothing. The 
space she once occupied was now filled by this nothingness.
I wanted to fall to my knees on that parking lot and scream. To scream out loud and 
asked myself what the fuck was I doing here, and who the hell am I? And, worst of all, why did
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it take a death for me to learn about my family? In the search for my own identity, I ran away 
from those who contributed to the foundation of it.
What stopped me from screaming such shit was the realization that by doing so would 
make me look like I was my mother’s daughter after all. And, I didn’t want that.
Because, years ago when my mother left, I must have become Lucy’s daughter.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE PHOTOGRAPHER
Pearls
Lucy once told me that my expectations in life should always be placed at a happy 
medium. Through short pauses, she gave me instructions on what it means to be at that place, 
“live in that moment of happiness, Jeng.” She used to send me emails embedded with her sense 
of humor, and I realized it was her piece of contributing to making my day a bit happier. Sappy 
shit, but I appreciated it nonetheless. Her voice had changed in the last year. Her pain evident 
through every articulated word and I focused more on her breathing than what she had to say.
She always closed our conversation by telling me that she remembered the Mikimoto 
pearls and I should remember that one day they would be mine. One of her ways of saying she 
loved me.
I forgot about them, until I had to wear them. She never got to see me wear those pearls, 
she was already an empty shell within her coffin.
Locket
Four states away, he decided to go through the slides from the late 60s. There were slides 
of photos that he kept of his only wife. Forty- four years has been a long time. Stunned, he 
paused, how did time go by so quickly? He had been waiting each time to hear from her; to 
return home to him at last.
She finally did—in the form of a phone call. The voice on the other end sounded just like 
her. It was the first time in many years that he heard her name said out loud. The woman on the 
other line informed him that his Lucy, his first wife, had passed away from cancer and that her
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funeral was just held, and that the family was sorry that they did not get a hold of him soon 
enough to let him know. He heard his own voice repeat her name, and the sound it made was 
foreign to him. He decided that he needed to remember once again what those years meant to 
him. At 65, he needed something more substantial than the reliance on memory.
He found a locket rusted with age and in need of polishing. The chain that once held the 
locket must have been lost a few years ago. He bought the locket when he was in a foreign 
country and he kept it with the thought that one day, he could retrieve it to show her how far they 
had come.
Now there would never be that chance. The locket once protected a photo and now it 
only held an emptiness that best described those years.
As his thumb graced along the edges of the locket searching for a memory of hers to 
trigger, I was at the funeral where my fingers graced along the casket hoping that no memory of 
hers surfaced and only the numbness prevailed.
~0~
We returned to the hotel exhausted from the wake. I wanted to sleep the rest of the 
weekend, but since that option was out of the question, I decided to vegetate in the hotel room. 
My mother sat on her bed looking through her purse, and as I watched her, I was counting down 
the seconds till she pulled something out from her purse to show me. My mother is a magician 
when it comes to pulling trinkets from her purse. She would always talk of each items’ origin 
and the story of how she came to possess them. Sometimes it was a bracelet, and other times it 
was some ointment from some healer.
“Jeng, look at this, see this? This was given to me by this old woman who practiced 
Buddhism.”
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“Jeng, look at this, see this one? I went to the church in Manila and this lady looked like 
the Virgin Mary and she just came up to me and gave it to me.”
“O! Jeng, look at this one! Oh, wait, that one is your Dad’s phone number. Disregard.”
“O! Jeng, see this medicine? You need to take some of this! It will cure sickness, not 
mental sickness like your Tita what’s-her-face, but stomach sickness, and you’ll feel better in the 
morning!”
“Na! Jeng, see this one? I almost won the lotto! When I win the lottery, I’m going to 
donate it to charity!”
She can also make things disappear, in particular, herself. One day she’s in Fairbanks, 
Alaska and the next day (poof.!) she’s in the Philippines—without letting anyone know. I would 
be left behind to provide explanations to my family how our mother is a magician in the art of 
disappearance.
One of these days, my mom would pull out a trinket, and I wouldn’t be surprised if she 
claimed that it’s a piece of leather from Jesus’ sandals.
~0~
Kailua, Hawaii 
1985
“Jeng, which one of these do you think looks best?” Lucy looked at me across the bed as 
I watched her sift through her Samsonite jewelry box. This was a ritual between the two of us on 
a weekly basis. She’d drag me in her bedroom and I’d help her organize her jewelry. There 
were so many different kinds. Rubies, emeralds, diamonds, gold, opals. Rings, bracelets, 
necklaces, earrings. At 12 years old, I had no interest in such things. To Lucy, it was time spent 
with her niece.
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“Jeng, which one do you like best? Are you listening to you’re aunt?” I looked up at her 
and she was staring right at me sternly.
“I like the pearls.” I chose the one closest to me.
“Ah! You are truly my niece! That’s the Mikimoto set! Jeng, you really do have good 
taste! You’ll have this someday when I die, ok?”
“Huh? You’re not going to die. I ’m going to die if  I stay in here. It’s hot.” I responded. 
Lucy looked at me and shook her head, “W e’re all going to die someday. Go outside and play. 
It’s always hot in Hawaii, Jeng. Geesh, you are always so dramatic!”
I bolted without a moment’s notice.
The next day when Lucy took me to the Naval Exchange in Kaneohe, I found my way to 
the jewelry area. I looked in the cases and saw the perfect spheres of pearls, and I thought how 
pretty they were.
“They’re pretty, aren’t they? The Mikimoto pearls are the best in the world. You have 
expensive taste, huh? Maybe someday, you’ll have your boyfriend buy you a set.” The jewelry 
associated with her kind eyes smiled at me as she spoke with her gentle Hawaiian accent.
“I don’t need a boyfriend to give me a set,” I said with a stubbornness that can only 
come from a mouth of a child who thought she was privileged, “my first set will be from my 
aunt.”
~0~
The monotony was broken by a knock on the door, and when mom opened it, my aunt’s 
best friend walked in. As it is the custom in this culture, everyone older than you, you must call 
Auntie, or Tita, or Uncle, or Tito.
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There are women in this world that should have become mothers. They possessed within 
them the nurturing characteristic of someone who finds the utmost satisfaction of taking care of
others. Whenever I see women who emulate this nurturing characteristic, I always play a game
in my mind of how my life would have been if I had a mother who preferred nothing else in this 
world, but to just simply be my mother. I ’d wonder what kind of woman I would have turned 
out to be if I had a different mother. I finally realized one day that it didn’t matter. Women 
can’t choose their mothers, but they can choose the kind of woman they want to be.
Maria was one of these nurturing, maternal women who always had gum and tissues in 
her purse in case anyone needed them. Lucy told her about me and about my life that by the 
time I met Maria for the first time, she already knew everything there was to know about me.
She knew how many children I had, my goals, and every email I’ve sent to Lucy. When Maria 
spoke, kindness came out of her mouth. I often wish that many people had that trait.
I sat on the couch at the corner of my hotel room as Mom and Maria chatted. In my 
mind, I was reviewing the eulogy, when I suddenly realized that not everyone had been 
contacted about Lucy’s passing.
“Mom, did anyone contact Uncle Freddy?” I asked.
“Huh? No, no one knows where he is at,” my mom replied.
“Pen, he needs to be contacted. We have to find out where he is and call him.” Maria 
looked to my Mom for guidance.
“Well, we don’t know where he is, so how can we contact him?” Mom continued to look 
in her purse for whatever the hell it was she was looking for.
“You know, maybe he has a Facebook. Want me to look him up?” I offered.
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“Oh my goodness, Jeng! Go look for him and see if he’s on there!” Maria looked at me, 
“your aunt would have wanted him to know.”
I grabbed my iPhone and tapped on the Facebook icon. I did a search on Freddy Ellis, 
and the search came back with a photo of a man wearing a black tie, white shirt, and a suit 
jacket. His name was listed as Fred Ellis. He was also wearing one of those 1950’s black 
horned rim glasses. The headshot photo reminded me of a photo I once saw of Buddy Holly. 
The photo was obviously taken from a different time, a time quite far away from my own.
“Ma, is this him?” I asked showing her the iPhone.
My mother took a break from sifting through her purse and squinted at the photo on my
iPhone.
“Oohhhhhh! That’s Kuya Freddy!”
~0~
Message:
August 8, 2011
Jennifer, please thank your mother, Penny, for calling me this 
morning. I was very sorry to hear that Lucy had passed away. I miss 
your Auntie Lucy very, very much and loved her very deeply. I thought 
of her often and wished she could be with me at times. There is a 
little story I want to tell you about Lucy and me when we were still 
married.
Many, many years ago we were living in Texas at the time. I decided to 
take some leave time and go out to California so we could visit my 
parents in El Cajon. While we were out there, I decided to take Lucy
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up to LA for the day and do some sightseeing. One of Auntie Lucy's 
favorite TV shows at the time was 'Hollywood Squares'. We stop by the 
NBC studios in Burbank and took a tour of the place. After the tour we 
went to see if we could attend a taping of the show. We found out we 
needed tickets to see the show. Attendants to the show were free, but 
you have to write to them in advance to get tickets. The lady at the 
admittance window told us that if there were any open seats available 
after everyone was admitted we could attend the show. So, we decided 
to sit down in the parking lot and wait.
Well, after about 15 or 20 minutes of waiting several men in suits 
came up to us. They introduce themselves. One said he was an associate 
producer with the show and another said he was one of the advertising 
reps for one of the show's sponsors. The woman we had talked to 
earlier had told them that we had come to see the show, but didn't 
have any tickets to attend. They told us they hated seeing us waiting 
out in the parking lot and they gave us tickets to see the show.
Auntie Lucy couldn't believe she was going to see her favorite game 
show.
They taped two shows that evening. Weeks later we got to see those two 
episodes on TV. One of your Auntie's favorite celebrities on the 
'Hollywood Squares' was Paul Lynde. She got to see him during the 
taping.
Please pass this story on to your mother, I'm sure Penny will enjoy
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it. Also say 'Hi' to your Auntie Vicky and everyone else. Let them all 
know that I loved Lucy very much, that I will miss her and wish I 
could have spent more time with her. It's one of those regrets that I 
will have to live with for the rest of my life. Her passing has left a 
very big hole in my heart.
Uncle Fred
~0~
First Wedding
Lucy looked at her mother as Fe buttoned the white arm length gloves on her arm. Her 
mother looked so proud. Lucy watched Fe as the weeks went by when Fe meticulously planned 
the wedding along with Esther. There was even a Philippines Senator attending the wedding as 
the sponsor of their wedding. Lucy knew that Fe took pains in making sure that Fred received 
the best deals when it came to paying for the wedding. She knew that her mother approved of 
Fred, and most importantly he was welcomed into the family. It was unfortunate that her father 
would not be able to make the wedding as he was in Zamboanga watching over their land, and it 
would be her Uncle, Esther’s husband who would be walking her down the aisle.
Fe smiled at Lucy. A smile with a million meanings. Lucy understood.
Her life will never be the same after she married Fred. She would be the prized daughter 
who married the American. She would be the future of the next generation. She would be 
leading them into a new life. A life of prosperity in the U.S. She would be the first to give birth 
to children who are of a mixed race. Her family would look to her for support. She would be the 
one to teach her sisters to do the same.
Lucy frowned. Fe continued smiling.
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Forty-five years later, I will receive a photo from Uncle Freddy of my aunt and 
grandmother in this intimate moment. The photo was taken by a professional photographer who 
Fred hired. Fe was smiling as she helped Lucy with her gloves. She was serene and had the look 
of pure happiness and satisfaction. A look that only a mother could convey once she felt that her 
duty had been fulfilled on her daughter’s wedding day. She looked like Mrs. Benet in Pride and  
Prejudice when she realized that both Jane and Elizabeth are to be married. Lucy, on the other 
hand, was not smiling. In fact, she looked on, her lips in a thin line and her eyes smoldered 
between annoyance and fear. She was dressed beautifully in a wedding gown in fashion of that 
time and it hugged her frail body not revealing too much, but giving a sense of a very demure 
young woman. She was true to her devotion to the Jackie Kennedy fashion, and kept her hair in 
the same bouffant.
When I studied this photo, I silently thanked the photographer for capturing what he must 
have thought was a special moment between mother and daughter. To me, it was a moment of 
pure clarity that could only be realized after learning of the relationship between the two of them 
years afterwards. It was a relationship that was filled with pure loyalty, disappointments, 
arguments, and most importantly—love.
I knew then in that photo that at one point in Lucy’s life, she was just like me. She 
indulged in a moment of pure defiance by silently questioning my grandmother’s ideals.
~0~
The Family Photographer
I remember that Lucy owned several photos of the Arnuco family. They were all taken 
sometime in the 1960s and she filled an album of all these photos. Whenever I felt like looking
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through them, I knew that I was witnessing a time in my family before I came into fruition. A 
simple photo would portray my mom before she gave birth to 5 children, only to leave them 
before they all became adults. When I looked at my mom through those photos, I would ask 
myself if she had known that one day she would become a mother who walked away from her 
family because in the end, her self-love was worth far more than her love for her children. The 
photographer of these photos had no idea that he had captured a moment in her life where there 
were clues in her eyes that my mother wanted something much, much more out of life— and it 
was unfortunate, that she couldn’t find them in her children. There are photos of Vicky wearing 
huge Jackie O sunglasses and smiling as if  she just did something naughty and no one knew 
about it.
When I looked at Lucy in all of those family photos, she was smiling, but her eyes always 
revealed a different story. In one photo, she stood with Penny and Vicky, smiling with them.
Her smile never reached her eyes that expressed the never-ending worried expression. Perhaps 
she always worried that she would never amount to the filial daughter that she was intended to 
become.
One of my favorite photos is one of Lola Fe and Lolo Kiko. My grandfather was 
standing up leaning on a post, while Lola Fe was sitting on a bench, purse in her lap. Lolo Kiko 
looked the part of a debonair man with his white straw hat, black suit jacket and pants, and a 
white crisp button shirt. He was tall and had a presence of greatness as he stood leaning on a 
beam. He was gazing at something to his right, as if  another woman caught his eye and she 
peaked his interest. Lola Fe, on the other hand, sat with her legs crossed smiling directly at the 
camera. She must have felt some affection towards the photographer, for her smile was genuine 
and kind. It was a photo of just the two of them, and for years I wondered who took the photo.
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Another photo was of Lolo Kiko standing by a river with his slippers. Beside him was a 
bowl and upon closer examination, the bowl had freshly caught fish in it. It was an unusual 
photo of my grandfather. As a child, in my mind, I pictured him to be tall; his skin dark from the 
days of working in the fields under the sun. The thought of being in his presence dominated and 
intimidated me. I always pictured him as man who never smiled, but always wore a stern look 
on his face that could immediately turn dark from anger. The stories I’ve heard of him were told 
when I misbehaved. They were stories of what he would do should he have found out that I 
misbehaved.
“Your Lolo Kiko would have spanked your butt with his slipper!”
“Your Lolo Kiko would have grabbed his belt and hit you with it!”
“Your Lolo Kiko would have hung you on a tree and leave you there overnight!”
“You would have never been born if Lolo Kiko had been alive!”
Such things often were said by my uncles, who I believed received such punishments 
from my grandfather for being assholes, and these punishments should have turned them into 
fine young men. As it turned out, such punishments that they received did them absolutely no 
good in their adult life. Some of them grew up to be assholes anyway.
In the photo of him fishing, Lolo Kiko looked exactly how I believed him to be. There, 
in that river, he was fishing for that evening’s dinner. The photographer caught him off guard 
and requested to take his photo, and he was touched enough by such a request that he took time 
out from his fishing to stand quite still, both arms to his side, looking directly at the camera, and 
in his own way, he smiled in a curtly manner.
The image of my grandfather changed after I saw that photo for the first time. I was told 
by someone that he never liked to get his photo taken. It was a truly a gift that I finally saw the
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man who I’d been told that had he been alive I would have never been born since he would have 
never approved of my mother marrying my Dad. But, when I saw this photo, I understood when 
Lola Fe used to scold me that I am just like him when it came to being stubborn and defiant.
That I am just like him when it came to ambitious rebellion, and that I took after him when it 
came to breaking hearts without any remorse. She said all of this before I even begun to do such 
things. She knew it before I did.
“Your saving grace is that you also have my blood running through your veins. You’ll 
just need to learn how to control both when you get older, Jeng. Let’s just hope that the good 
parts of me and your Lolo Kiko are much stronger.”
At the time when she used to tell me these things, I thought that she was referring to the 
bad parts. After all, my nose looked just like hers, and she said that one of my short, stubby 
thumbs, I inherited from Lolo Kiko.
I know now that my grandmother was referring to other things that were more substantial 
and deep-rooted than a nose or a thumb; those photos truly captured much more than the happy 
memories. My grandmother may have been reminded of her husband’s ways when she 
witnessed the resemblance with her granddaughter. She may have recalled a certain mannerism 
that she recognized when her granddaughter acted in the same manner as her husband when he 
was alive. These memories are now forgotten, and remembered only when versions of it 
surfaced through the person doing the remembering.
It wasn’t until after Lucy had passed that the true nature of those photographs emerged. 
They were taken by an outsider who was welcomed to the Arnuco family home.
An outsider who contributed to the survival of the family outside of Zamboanga, 
Philippines.
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An outsider whose existence, while short lived in the Arnuco family, became the only 
one who recorded and captured their lives through the simple mechanics of his camera.
An outsider who’s love for Lucy lasted over 40 years, and one whose last name Lucy 
held on to for more than 30 years.
Uncle Freddy told me at the time when he took the photos of my family, he was just 
simply taking them. Perhaps it was just a hobby of his. What he didn’t realize was that after so 
many years of holding on to them, their value was finally appreciated after Lucy’s death and thus 
revealed much more than the versions of stories heard throughout the years.
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE REVOLUTION OF THE BLACK SHEEPS 
Cavite City, Philippines 
1978
Fe looked at her granddaughters all sitting on the linoleum floor, waiting for her story. 
Every night, after she watched them pray to St. Pillar, she told them her stories. Fe’s stories 
were filled with the magical world about little children on adventures, the Virgin Mary, and 
sometimes—wicked garden gnomes. In each story, Fe always included a life lesson that she 
hoped her granddaughters would understand and believed all her grandchildren should adhere 
by. They are lessons that Fe had been taught growing up, which she passed on to her children. 
However, much to her disappointment, her children grew up not following her wisdom and life 
lessons. Tonight, she would tell her granddaughters her favorite story, the one about the devoted 
mother, and her miraculous daughter.
Fe watched her four granddaughters say their prayers to St. Pillar and they all sat around 
Fe’s favorite chair excited and eager for the evening’s story:
This was what I  remember very much a long a time ago. There in the bamboo house on 
four legs lived a husband and a wife. The wife wanted to have a daughter. And she tried with 
her husband and tried some more. But, no luck. She went to church every Sunday to pray to the 
Virgin Mary and St. Pilar to give her a daughter. One day, she went to church by herself. She 
got on her knees and prayed the rosary while she crawled in the middle o f  the church on her 
bare knees. She did not care that she was hurting very bad. Her knees hurt because that church 
floor is hard! Ang sakit! When she got in front o f  the Virgin Mary, she heard a voice. The voice 
said, “I  will give you a daughter, but you must promise that she will never step a foo t on soil.
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You must protect her at all times and make sure that she will not tempted to come down and 
touch the soil. The wife went home and told her husband. Three months passed and she found  
out that she was going to have baby. She was very happy. The baby was born and it was a 
daughter. The wife took very good care o f  her daughter and told her o f  the promise she made to 
the Virgin Mary and Saint Pilar.
As years went by, the baby grew up to become a little girl. She spent her days in the 
bamboo house. She sometimes sat at the window watching all the other children play outside. 
They looked at her and asked her “Come down and play with us!” And, she always responded “I  
can’t, I ’m sick.” Her mother told her she could step foo t on the soil, and she could not explain 
this to the children, so she simply told them she was ill. The children finally realized that the 
little girl was always sick, and they stopped asking fo r  her to come outside. The little girl 
became lonely, and lonelier as she grew into a young woman.
One day she was looking out from  her window and a young man stopped by. He saw the 
most beautiful girl. She had long jet-black hair and nice smooth skin. He said hello and they 
started talking. Every day that stupid boy would come by to talk to the girl. Every day she 
would talk back. Her mother found  out about this and told her daughter to remember the 
promise she made to the Virgin Mary and St. Pillar. Her daughter nodded.
Then, on one sunny day where the sun was burning everyone’s backs on the field, and the 
air was thick, the stupid young boy came back again and this time he told her that he loved her 
and they should run away together. The daughter was upset that her mother would not let her 
see him. She thought ‘maybe, I  can go see him ju st fo r  one second.’ The daughter ran down the 
bamboo stairs o f  the house with four bamboo legs. When her toe touched the dirt, they heard a 
loud sound. Everyone in the town looked around and they saw the river rose up and up and up.
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The wife ran from  the garden and she told her daughter to come up to the house quickly. The 
daughter did not want to listen and she ran to the young stupid boy. She hugged him. The 
mother yelled at her to run upstairs. And then the river came down with great force and it broke 
the houses and killed a lot o f  people. The bamboo house with four bamboo legs was strong, her 
mother said. The daughter looked down and she could not see her mother. She kept yelling 
‘Nanay! Nanay!” But her mother did not come. The mother was washed away in the river along 
with her husband and that stupid young boy. The young girl lived in the bamboo house all by 
herself so she could remember what happened when she d idn’t listen to her mother.”
She looked at her granddaughters, and in particular the eldest, Jeng, who had a confused 
look on her face.
“Jeng, do you understand the meaning of the story?”
Jeng looked at her younger sisters and Fe knew that she was pondering her answer, but 
instead she asked, “Why would the Virgin Mary punish the girl for love?”
Fe sighed as she looked at her granddaughter, whose young face had yet to paint her own 
years of wisdom, and knew that the girl would have a tough road ahead of her.
My grandmother was right. I did have a tough road ahead of me.
~0~
Mustard Seeds
I turned 15 years old in 1988.
In Aschaffenburg, Germany, a school bus would pick up the high school students at 6:45 
a.m. to take them to the nearest high school in Hanau, which was 45 minutes away. The bus ride 
every morning took its passengers through little German towns along the way. These towns had 
cobblestone streets and market places to pick up the daily fresh made brotchen, a bread roll
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baked to be eaten first thing in the morning with eggs. The bus would stop at an intersection 
every morning in one of the small towns. I would watch the same people cross the street to pick 
up their brotchen.
One of them was an older woman who may have been in her mid 50’s. She wore a head 
scarf and a knee length wool skirt every day. Her shoes were made of tough brown leather, its 
color to mask any of the dirt she may have picked up along the way. The corners of her mouth 
drooped down creating a perfect symmetry of a lines etched on her cheeks. Every morning I ’d 
watch her cross the street the same time the school bus stopped at the intersection. I nicknamed 
her Frolein because at one point in her life someone had called her that.
I wondered what she thought when she looked at me looking at her through the bus 
window. She must have wondered how it must be like to be 15 in 1988. Perhaps, it reminded 
her of a childhood filled with hardships. Then, her thoughts would have shifted to the notion that 
these younger generations have no idea what it must have been like to struggle in their lives.
Frolein waved to me from the intersection as she did every morning that I saw her. She 
looked at me that day and with her two fingers she lifted the corners of her mouth into smile. I 
looked at her and waved. The look on my face must have told her that even this generation had 
their version of hardships. Reminded of her own regret and bitterness, she turned her thoughts to 
the task she was set out to do every morning. Before the bus continued on to the next town, it 
would pass a field of endless rows of yellowness. I wondered each time we passed what exactly 
was growing there.
“It’s a mustard field,” he said looking through the same window where I sat.
“How do you know?” I questioned his knowledge.
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He was only 15. One month older than me and already he stood 6’feet tall. I questioned 
everything about him in 1988. They were questions with answers that were never fully 
developed at that moment. I understood years later why such answers are meant to be found in a 
different time.
“The Germans eat a lot of mustard. They grow mustard plants to make mustard. How 
else would they eat their bratwurst and schnitzel?” he answered.
I ignored him and turned my head back away from him.
As the bus slowed down in front of field, I closed my eyes and prayed that the Virgin 
Mary would crop up in the middle of such beauty to tell me that what was happening to my body 
was only a figment of my imagination. When I opened my eyes, I saw her standing still in a sea 
of yellow mustard flowers. She looked at me and shook her head from left to right: slowly and 
deliberately. She was telling me that what I had hoped for was not a figment of my imagination. 
She closed her eyes slowly as she lowered her head. I touched the window glass with my hand 
attempting to decipher if she meant that gesture as a disappointment or an assurance that all will 
be well. Disappointment was my conclusion at 15.
For one full month whenever the bus drove by slowly in front of all that field of mustard 
flowers which came from mustard seeds, I prayed to all of that vibrant yellowness. I prayed that 
I was not carrying my own mustard seed in my womb, I prayed for my childhood to be 
preserved, I prayed that I would not be ostracized by my family and friends, and I prayed that 
whatever might come that I would somehow find the will to survive it.
I wanted to see the Virgin Mary again and I re-created what I did the day that I saw her. I 
placed my body exactly how I did that day. One hand to the glass, eyes closed, while I
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whispered the prayers in my mind. She never showed up again. I took that to mean that she was 
telling me “it can only happen once,” or “all it takes is that one time.”
My prayers were never answered. I was praying for all the wrong things. They were 
prayers of a 15-year old willing for events to change, but there are powers that be that were far 
wiser than what a teenager could comprehend.
~0~
In the 1970s, Gloria Steinheim, along with a group of women coined themselves 
Feminists, and fought for women’s rights (which included the movement for homosexuality); 
Fred, on the other hand, had no idea that he needed to fight for his marriage.
He gave Lucy instructions on the logistics of their move to Germany. Fred was focused 
on his Army career and he was glad to have a wife willing to support his ambitions. He was 
excited at the prospect that the Army was taking him places and he would share such dreams 
with Lucy. He was ready to pick her up at the airport that day.
When Lucy arrived, she told him she had fallen in-love with someone else. Lucy told 
him she was leaving him, and that it had nothing to do with him. He was an amazing husband, 
and he was kind and generous. It was her. She fell out of love. And, fell in-love with Lorna, 
who years later her nephew and nieces would nickname Cheb. Fred refused to divorce Lucy. 
They were separated for 20+ years. They were finally divorced a year before Satan came into 
Lucy’s life. By then, Cheb was no longer part of Lucy’s life. And, Fred never remarried.
In the late 1980s, when the greatest thing about being in high school was going out with 
the most popular person, I had no idea the shit that I was about to get myself into. My dad began 
his overseas tour with the Army in 1986, and our family was getting accustomed and cultivated 
in living overseas. One day in 1988, my mother took me to a German gynecologist for she
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feared that taking me to an Army doctor would spread rumors that her eldest daughter was 
having inappropriate sex at such a young age. The boy that my mother saw me holding hands 
with was the baddest form imaginable in her opinion. He was known to be a misfit, and too 
knowledgeable in taking advantage of innocent girls.
“Frau Delcastillo, after examining ihre, vyour daughter, Frolein Jennifer is no longer a 
virgin. Vyou should consider vurth control to avoid catastrophe,” Doctor Helga told my mother. 
At the time I nicknamed her Dr. Helga simply because she looked like a sophisticated Helga.
Her hair was blonde and cut short, and she was tall. But, it was her eyes that captured me; 
beyond their blue-ness, her eyes expressed empathy, strength, and authority. She was one, who 
in my memory possessed a feminist’s characteristic whose liberal philosophy about protection 
collided against my mother’s conservative Catholicism beliefs. As I laid on her examination 
table, she talked me through the responsibility of being protected when having sexual intercourse 
and that unfortunately in our society, such responsibility always fell on the woman. She was the 
first one who explained to me about such things without reservations or shame.
When Dr. Helga was done with my examination, she led to me her office where my 
mother sat waiting, and Dr. Helga explained to her the best possible method to protect her 
daughter from sexual transmitted diseases and the possibility of a pregnancy.
“Doctor, I cannot, I must not allow my daughter to be on birth control! We are Catholics. 
If my husband and I allow her to have birth control, then it means we are giving her permission 
to have sex!” My mother looked at me and her mouth was in a slit, which suited her because her 
eyes were also in slits. I sunk deeper into the couch embarrassed that a few minutes ago, my 
vagina was examined in such a way that I still attempted to figure out to this day, how Dr. Helga 
determined that I was no longer a virgin.
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“Frau Delcastillo, you must think about this, for Frolein’s protection—“
“NO. I will not allow this disgrace to happen to my family. My husband will not 
approve of it.”
“But, Frau Delcastillo, there are many sexual diseases out there. There are AIDS—“
“No. Thank you for your time.”
My mother hauled me out of the doctor’s office, and all I could remember was walking in 
the cobbled streets waiting for a bus to take us back to the military housing area. We were back 
at Dr. Helga’s office 5 months later.
Dr. Helga told me to pee on a stick.
She confirmed that I was pregnant.
I told Dr. Helga Danke and a u f wiedersehen.
My mother hauled me out of the doctor’s office, and all I could remember was walking in 
the cobbled streets as she held on to me to tell me that things would be alright and we waited for 
a bus to take us back to the military housing area where my Dad was sitting at home not realizing 
that a tornado was about to change his family’s life. What he didn’t know at the time was that 
the little tornado would be nothing compared to all the others.
~0~
I was sitting in the lobby waiting for the rest of my family to come downstairs. The hotel 
manager allowed us to congregate in the dining area for dinner. My iPhone buzzed indicating a 
text message was waiting for my review. It was Cheb.
You will do well tomorrow. She was always so proud o f  you.
Vicky decided to order pizza, and since we were all staying in one hotel, we could have 
dinner as a family. Cheb’s text brought me out of my reverie and I wondered if anyone can ever
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measure the pain of losing a lover. For almost 20 years, Lucy and Cheb shared a defiant love 
that God, my grandmother, the law, nor society accepted. They were best friends to some, lovers 
to those who knew them, roommates to strangers, and sinners to Lola Fe.
There were two women who brought shame to the family’s already shameful secrets. 
While many may have had their own controversial stories, none could be compared to me and 
Lucy. But, behind closed doors, and in the silent prayers at church, we were known as the black 
sheep of the family. Our acts were so severe and shameful that hiding it would just have made 
the matters much worse.
Lucy left her husband Fred for Cheb, and I lost my virginity and gained a son at only 15 
years old.
Our timing was perfect. Such disgraces were plausible and were, in fact, happening to 
many in the 70s, and the 80s.
While it may have been easy to ostracize us both, it would not have been beneficial for 
our family to do so. Lucy became the financial supporter of the family, and there was no way in 
hell my parents would allow me to get an abortion, or give the child up for adoption. Such acts 
would have been against the Catholic Church.
Instead, Lola Fe made do with justifying these shameful situations as an act of God. Fe 
accepted, quite hesitantly that her eldest daughter committed adultery, and left her husband who 
the family approved and adored for Cheb, another woman whose androgynous looks oftentimes 
confused many. In the decade that followed, she once again accepted that her 4th granddaughter 
got knocked up at 15 by justifying it as ‘normal’ in the old days—when at 15, girls in her time 
were already having babies. According to my grandmother, my pregnancy was a blessing, and a 
gift from God; one that I, her granddaughter, needed to accept with open arms. At the time, I
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was already 5 months pregnant, and had chosen to keep my baby. Because, in my dumb shit 15- 
year old mind, love at 15 is forever, and of course, the baby stayed long after the baby’s Daddy 
disappeared.
My grandmother’s words to me were: “Jeng, you just remember that you never put your 
head down in shame, ok? You walk with your head held high. God has a reason for everything. 
There’s a reason for why you are having this child.”
Fe’s words for Lucy, however, were not as kind.
She once told me “Jeng, this is a sin against God! That man/woman is brainwashing my 
daughter! They have no right to live together like so! It is bery, bery, bad! A sin against God. It 
is husband and wife. Man and woman! Not woman and woman!” Her words drummed in my 
ears whenever she and Lucy got into a fight, and my mom would order me to walk out to the 
garden to check on her. Lola Fe vented her feelings while she stabbed the dirt surrounding a 
plant or some vegetable, or flower. Yet, she set her disapproval aside and accepted Lucy and 
Cheb’s relationship as a means to express her love for her daughter. She also had to accept their 
situation as at that time as we were all living with Lucy and Cheb in Hawaii. My grandmother 
was visiting because my family was staying with Lucy and Cheb as we waited our travel orders 
to be with my Dad in Germany.
The relationship between Lucy and Cheb was something that I considered to be normal, 
and just so happened to be there. Like the insignificant coffee table in the living room, I know 
it’s there, and therefore, I had no choice but to accept it— after all, I had no control over the 
furniture that my parents chose. What I don’t acknowledge is that the coffee table doesn’t suit or 
compliment the living room. It’s a piece of furniture that holds magazines, and if you conceal it 
enough with everything that can go on it, no one will notice it. But, like many objects, you begin
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to appreciate the purpose it serves. How it holds the cups that visitors drink from, or how it’s 
used as placeholder for the things that you’re too lazy to put away.
The coffee table is there.
Lucy and Cheb were in-love. That relationship existed and was there.
For 20 years, my Aunt lived as a lesbian. Later, Satan had no idea. That secret was 
easier to keep.
I was a teen mom. My son who entered this world during my teenage years, on other 
hand, was much more difficult of a secret to keep.
~0~
Kailua, Hawaii 
2008
We were waiting at a parking lot near a Hawaiian smoothie place, and bakery. My 
husband and I decided to take our two youngest on a vacation. Tommy was already in college 
studying journalism and was not able to get away. I was keeping an eye out for a van and a 
woman that I know would look like Cheb. She always wore her black hair short, and tapered at 
the back. She wore her glasses all the time and was never caught without them. For one, she 
couldn’t see very well, and for another it was another way to de-feminize her apprearance since 
she always chose glasses from the men’s section. She was a registered nurse all her life, and 
served in the Army for about 20 years. Most importantly, she taught me how to cook a taco 
salad, and I loved her Dad because I considered him as if he was my own grandfather.
Cheb’s androgyny was something like the coffee table, the physical characteristics were 
never acknowledged. Oftentimes, we were more embarrassed for those who didn’t understand 
right away that Cheb was a woman, even though she resembled and had masculine 
characteristics of a man. Growing up, I always thought that some people were just dumb to not
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be able to see it, for one. For another, I always felt that if  they couldn’t see past her looks, then 
they were idiots.
However, at 12 years old, the memories I have of Kailua will always center on Lucy, 
only because for the short period of time that I lived in Kailua, Lucy was part of my everyday 
life.
Lucy made me lose some baby fat by hauling my ass to some Olivia Newton-John 
inspired aerobics. I don’t remember much about that class— except that I felt like the pig being 
prepared to be roasted at a luau. Lucy was determined that I lose my baby weight. Given that 
she was the matriarch of my life at that point (my mom conceded her role while we lived with 
Lucy), I had no choice but to obey her orders.
I didn’t like her, then. I didn’t want to love her. But at 12, I loved her out of obligation. 
It wasn’t until in my late 20s that I realized my feelings for her in my teen years was because I 
loathed her like a daughter would her mother.
She had become my mother without me knowing it.
In 2008, 20 years after I told myself that the experience of living in Kailua was pure hell 
and vowed that I would never return, I finally did.
When I told Lucy that my husband Bryan, the kids, and I were taking a trip to Oahu, she 
said “Kiddo, don’t forget to visit Cheb! You know she would love to see you and how much 
you’ve grown up!”
It was her request, but more so as a means to show off to Cheb. While Lucy may not 
have spoken to Cheb throughout the years that she was married to Satan, she was still able to 
send her message indirectly. And, my visiting Cheb would be sending her messages loud and 
clear without a word spoken between the two of them:
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“Look at how far my darling niece has come, Cheb! Can you believe this is Jennifer?” 
“Look at her husband, isn’t he gorgeous? Didn’t she marry well?”
“Look at my grand nephew, and grand niece! Aren’t they just stunning?”
“Remember, Jennifer got her Bachelor’s in English. Remember how she always read 
books from the library? See, I told you it was a good idea to take them to the library every 
week!”
“How are your two nieces? Have they done anything successful? Did the other one get 
re-married?”
Lucy was not immune from having the ability to be the Filipina mother who knew how to 
show off her family. Cheb also had two nieces whom she was fond of, and as far back as I can 
remember, Lucy and Cheb always pitted the nieces against one another as a means of 
competition.
There was one time when we spent Halloween in Kailua. Lucy didn’t allow my sisters 
and myself to go trick or treating for she feared that someone would kidnap her nieces. Instead, 
we were tasked to watch the door and hand out candy with Cheb. There was a little girl with her 
mother who stopped by, and Cheb decided to give her some candy. The little girl dressed in her 
Princess costume looked at Cheb. She was young and it must have been her first time trick or 
treating. My sisters and I smiled and cooed at her cute costume. She looked at us and started 
smiling. It was then that her mother said “Sweetie, say thank you to the man for the candy.”
Our giggling stopped, and we looked at the mother.
If there was ever a what-the-fuck moment for my sisters and I, that would have been it.
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When the mother and the little princess walked away, Cheb went on about her chores.
My sisters and I started laughing. We weren’t laughing at the fact that the mother called Cheb a 
man, we were laughing because she was an idiot for not being able to distinguish.
Cheb contributed to my open-mindedness when it came to acceptance of homosexual 
relationships. When you grow up with such acceptance, it was never out of the ordinary. It was 
the mundane, and no need for such extravagant news flashes.
Cheb saw me before I saw her. My phone rang and I heard a familiar voice that long ago 
would have been followed by Lucy’s voice as they both attempted to talk to me over the phone.
“Hey Kiddo! I’m over here!”
I strained to look at the parking lot and I saw Cheb walking towards me. I met her 
halfway, and gave her a hug. She was still Cheb, and yet she was aging. Her hair was still cut 
short in a boyish manner, but I noticed some gray had begun to take over. Her face, still free of 
make-up and yet it glowed from years of the Hawaiian sun. She was still fit, perhaps from years 
of running and playing tennis. One would never be able to guess her ethnicity, unless one would 
be aware that Cheb was a combination of Filipino, Hawaiian, and Portugese. She resembled her 
father, who I called Papa. Papa used to take me around in his van as he stole mangoes from 
other people’s property. Papa’s van was always equipped with a ladder, and so many tools. I 
asked him what they were for and he would always tell me that he was always prepared should 
he come across a ripened mango tree, or if  someone needed help getting their cat off the tree. 
Papa passed away several years ago, but whenever I think of him, I think of this old man who 
introduced me to sushi, and how to run fast with handful of mangoes in one hand, and the ladder 
in another. Cheb had become Papa in her old age. Yet, the way about her was still the same.
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She still walked with an easiness and a laidback approach to life, but to me, a certain emptiness 
crept at the corners of her eyes.
“Hi Cheb! You haven’t aged at all!” A white lie a in ’t ever gonna hurt nobody.
“Oh shut up! You’re just saying that! You are still a flatterer, kid. And, only you guys 
still call me that!” Cheb gave me a hug, and I returned her hug just the same.
I introduced her to my husband and to my children. The two kids reacted the same way 
as I must have when I first met Cheb, with acceptance and no inquiries. Cheb asked where my 
older one was and I had to tell her that he’s in college and couldn’t make the trip. She shook her 
head in disbelief that the little girl she once knew had now sent a son off to college.
“Jennifer, I can’t believe how much like your Lola Fe you look like. The resemblance is 
uncanny! Lucy said you’ve grown to look just like her,” Cheb smiled at me.
“There’s a little bit of a resemblance there. I don’t think I’ve lived up to Lola Fe’s ways 
of disciplining things,” I responded.
“Well, Lucy has told me otherwise. She said you are just like your Lola Fe. You raised 
your kids, and you go for what you want in life. She kept telling me ‘Cheb, I don’t know how 
that girl does it, she wants to do everything!”
“Auntie Lucy is such a show off!”
“She has a right to be, she’s got plenty to show off with!” Cheb smiled at me. I soon 
realized then that in one way or another, she and Lucy must have communicated somehow.
Later that day, Cheb took us to her condominium in one of the high rises building in 
Kailua. She showed us the new kitchen she had replaced along with the new floors. When we 
had some alone time on her balcony, she found the way somehow to let me in on what I had 
known all along.
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“You know when we had the divorce, well, you might as well call it a divorce. You’re a 
grown woman now and you have a better understanding of what our relationship was. Anyway, 
after the divorce, I never could find anyone else. Your aunt and I split our property and we went 
about our lives on our own terms.” Cheb looked over the balcony unable to face me. Her face 
resonated a sadness that even I, at that moment, felt.
“You deserve to be happy too, Chebby. Haven’t you tried to find someone else? You 
can’t grow old alone.” I said.
“Jennifer, that’s the point. I am growing old alone.”
There was a particular kind of sadness when some form of reality began to settle in. The 
reality that time has a way of stealing years from someone’s life and along with it the potential 
happiness that those years may or may not have brought. Cheb must have realized when Lucy 
left that her reality began settling in like an old friend who came for a visit without any intention 
of leaving: the reality that Lucy had left her after 20 years without a glance backwards. Cheb 
must have known of such possibility when years ago, Lucy did the same to Fred.
This knowledge must have lurked behind her mind, and she swatted it away just as 
someone would a mosquito. But, when I looked at her that day as she talked about Lucy in her 
own affectionate way, I had hoped for her a much happier ending and that she may have moved 
on.
But, as quickly as Lucy had moved on, Cheb, on the other hand did not.
~0~
“Jeng, what are you doing?” I looked up to see Vicky walking in with a bottle of wine. 
She was wearing her expensive black velvety sweatshirt with her leggings. Her hair was pulled
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back in a ponytail and I could tell that she just got done smoking a cigarette from her designated 
spot outside of the hotel.
“Cheb texted me”
“Oh yeah? What did she say?”
“That I’ll do well tomorrow.”
“Well, we all know that. She doesn’t have to tell us!” Sheesh. Vicky’s reaction 
reminded me that there are moments when I needed to be careful when navigating such 
conversations with Vicky, my mother, and at one point, Lucy. There are subjects that our family 
walked around just as anyone would when it came to walking on onion paper, one step too heavy 
and the onion paper rips itself. Cheb was a very huge section of this onion paper.
“So, how come Uncle Satan doesn’t know about Cheb? Everyone seems to be shushing 
me every time I bring Cheb up in a conversation.” I watched as Vicky started moving things 
around the dining area, a habit that she had developed throughout the years. Vicky had the 
tendency to move furniture around as she deemed fit. I remembered each time she came to visit 
us, it was fun leaving home for school knowing full well that when I returned, the living room 
would be completely different and Vicky would be settled and happy of her day’s work. My 
dad, on the other hand, didn’t appreciate it too much, but since he knew the wrath that he’d 
receive should he have spoken up, he just nodded and agreed to Vicky’s rearranging.
“Jeng, because I don’t think your Auntie Lucy told Satan. Remember just as Auntie 
Lucy flaunted her relationship with Cheb for years, she also kept it quiet after they parted. Who 
knows? She’s probably embarrassed by it or just didn’t want to bring it back up again.”
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“That’s funny cause now is the time to be OUT. I couldn’t imagine the shit they had to 
go through in the 70s and in the 80s when heterosexual relationships were really taboo. I just 
think it’s sad that Cheb won’t be at the funeral. Can you imagine if she showed up?” I asked.
“Na! Satan would blow up! His blood pressure is going to go up and he’s going to really 
take the Mercedes and drive it at 170 mph. You know, kid, good point, maybe Cheb should have 
came!” Vicky started laughing her laugh, her eyes were squished together and she must have 
found an image in her mind that caused her to double over with laughter. She abruptly stopped 
when her older sister, Penny walked in the dining room. “Na, better stop laughing. W e’re 
supposed to be grieving, you see, and your mother might want to do another rosary, and my ass 
was going to have to step out and smoke. Tira, ba ta” She whispered at me. Tira bata was 
Vicky’s terminology for anything. One term can have many different meanings behind it. Say, 
if  I was about to step up to the plate to hit a baseball, Vicky would be in the crowd to say tira 
bata, which at that moment would mean ‘go get it, kid’. However, when it came to situations 
where there is no other way to say tira bata, it then stands in for ohh fuck. The latter is used far 
more in Vicky’s situations.
“Neng, Vene ba si Tita Esther?” My mom asked Vicky. It is a luxury to be able to 
choose the form of communication between the sisters. They’ll speak English whenever a non- 
Chabacano speaker is in the room for it is rude to disenfranchise others who cannot speak our 
language. They would also speak Chabacano whenever they are talking about a non-Chabacano 
speaker would in the room, for it was rude to disclose the shit they’ve said about that person in a 
language that all can understand. In this case, no one was around, but me, who they often forget 
understood the language.
“Hende ella vene cay cansao.” Vicky responded. Lola Esther isn’t coming after all.
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“Na, Neng, Vene ba elDemonyo?” My mom looks at me and raises her eyebrows.
“No, Neng. Satan isn’t coming either. He’s too scared to come anywhere near 
us. Tira bata.” Vicky laughed. Therefore, Satan wasn’t coming after all either.
I looked at both the sisters straightening out the dining area, preparing it for the pizza 
delivery. They worked in a synchronized manner, one working the one end of the room, while 
the other was fixing the chairs on the other end. They work in silence, lost in their own thoughts; 
wondering what could have been, and why was it that only the saddest of occasions brought us 
altogether when it used to be happier occasions that brought everyone for a party.
From the silent understanding between the sisters, both thinking of how the three of them 
gathered together to say goodbye to their Aunt Noemi. It was several years ago when Noemi 
was found sitting at the bottom of her grand staircase in her mansion in North Carolina. She had 
suffered a fall and had hit her head that killed her instantly. I was told that there was 
hemorrhaging in her brain when she died. Vicky was struck with such grief. All three sisters 
were.
In honor of their aunt, they scattered her ashes in the lake behind her house. All three 
Marias (as they were known) walked together carrying the urn to the lake. They said a prayer of 
love, and peace to an aunt they all loved. My mom opened the urn, and Vicky tipped the ashes 
to the lake. Vicky didn’t think to judge the wind that was heading their way, and instead of 
tipping the urn in a direction away from, she instead, tipped it in such a way that some of the 
ashes sprayed all over their faces. The three Marias stunned for a moment with ashes on their 
faces and hair, couldn’t decipher whether to laugh or throw Vicky in the lake. Instead, they 
heard a loud thwack and they turned only to see that a bird had smacked right up against the
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window of Noemi’s house and died. All Vicky could say was “Well, I guess some of Tita’s 
ashes got in the bird’s eye. Na! That bird can join her in heaven too. Shit! Tira bata!”
~0~
Aschaffenburg, Germany 
1988
The Army Dispensary was built in the 1960s when the US Army began occupying areas 
in the Europe, in particular countries like Germany. The U.S. built barracks posts where the 
Army soldiers and their families are stationed for certain periods of time. The Army 
Dispensaries are clinics where the soldiers and their spouses and dependents go to receive 
medical care. Since the Army community in Aschaffenburg is quite small, the nurses and 
doctors are all aware of their patients. The doctors are also Army soldiers who may or may not 
have children of certain age. I was lucky enough that the main Dispensary doctor had a daughter 
the same age as me and happened to be my one of my friends. Therefore, one day, when the 
dispensary nurse received an influx of young female teenagers who were pregnant, such 
concerns were obviously raised. But, since this was the 80s nothing much was done for 
awareness.
I sat in one of the check-up rooms waiting for the dispensary nurse while my mother sat 
out in the waiting room in shame. She refused to be seen with me in fear that she would bump 
into the nurse at the commissary and she couldn’t bear the shame of getting the look of a mother 
who failed her daughter. When the nurse walked in, she had a disheveled look about her as if 
she had been dealing with this problematic issue all day. She had dirty short blonde permed hair, 
and she was too skinny for her age such that if  I kicked her she might just tumble over from the 
force.
“Young lady, what trouble have you gotten yourself into?” she asked me.
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“Why is it trouble? I ’m kinda pregnant.”
“From the look of the ultrasound at the German clinic your Mom took you to, you are 
about 11-12 weeks along.”
“That’s about close to 3 months?” I asked.
“Yes. Have you thought about this clearly? You’re ...” She checked my medical folder 
“ 15... only 15 years old?.. Wow.”
“Yes.” I looked down at my feet as I swung it back and forth while it dangled from the 
raised bed.
“We still have time. There is a place in Denmark that your parents can take you to.
There is a clinic that can take care of this situation for you, do you understand? You have a life 
ahead of you, Jennifer. I’ve heard about you.”
“What about me? What have you heard about me?!”
“Not bad things. You’re not one of those girls that I ’ve seen here and that we’ve had to 
treat for issues. Jennifer, you’re a good girl. I watched you perform as Marty in the Grease play 
just this year. You were funny and awesome! Kids at your school like you and you’re popular. 
This boy you got involved with is bad news. You have a future, Jennifer. Don’t waste it. Don’t 
ruin it,” she touched my knee to make me stop swinging my legs and I looked at her pleading 
eyes hoping to save a lost child.
“I’m going to keep my baby. Thank you.”
~0~
“Jeng, Tommy is calling.” I looked over to see that my mom was handing me my phone 
that I must have left on one of the tables. I took the phone from her, “tell him his Grandma says 
hello.”
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“Hi, Mom. How’s it going?” my son’s familiar voice was on the other end. A voice that 
I ’ve heard change from an annoying baby cry to a man’s husky grown-up voice.
“Yep, I’m doing well, given the situation. Are you settling back in Dorothy land?” I 
asked. Tommy decided to go to University of Kansas for college to major in journalism, a 
thought that my husband and I could not have fathomed. We seriously believed that it was just 
last week that he was in kindergarten and we woke up one day and he was leaving to be on his 
own.
“Yep, still a lot of white people here. Nothing’s changed, Ma.” Sarcasm.
“Well, you just make sure you don’t get a job in landscaping or something like that. You 
live in a red state, don’t you forget it. They don’t care too much for liberals.”
“Ma, I ’m not going to get a landscaping job. Geesh.”
“Well, don’t you turn into a Republican, either. You may make your Dad happy, but I’ll 
kick your ass.”
“Ok, Mom. I ’m going to go and drink at a bar now. Love you.”
“You go do that, but when they try to hire you for a waiter or a busser. You just tell them 
that you were born in California, and they’ve mistaken you for the wrong Asian. Love you, too.” 
There was a muffled laugh and a sigh from Tommy before my phone ended the call.
It is quite rare to state that my son was there for me at every event in my life. He was 
only 2-years old when he sat in the bleachers at a football field to watch his mother receive her 
high school diploma. He had to sit through another graduation ceremony when he was 12-years 
old to watch her receive her bachelor’s degree. It was only because he was in college taking his 
semester finals that he missed the ceremony when she received her master’s degree ten years 
later. Throughout the years he stood by to watch me marry the man I love, and the man that he
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would adopt as his father, he visited the hospital two times to witness the birth of his little 
brother, and sister. And in return, I stood on the sidelines as I watched him score every soccer 
goal, every girlfriend that he went through, and every change he underwent as he grew up. And, 
just as he watched me graduate from high school, I sat in the audience to watch him give his high 
school speech, and announced to his fellow classmates that he was a product of a teen mother 
able to fight through the stereotype and adversities just so she could prove her damn point. After 
he graduated from college, I watched him everyday to report the news from whichever station he 
was contracted as a journalist.
At a young age, my son understood that his mother had been loving him for as long as 
she was learning how to love herself.
There was a lesson to be learned from Lola Fe’s story, and it is still something that I have 
attempted to understand. She would have never revealed what it was that she was trying to 
convey through the story. It must have been her hope that I would understand her stories in my 
own way. The one version of understanding that I have come up with was that there will always 
be a temptation to revolt against all that we love for the sake of catering to our own needs and 
desires. Once this revolution comes to its fruition, there will be some devastation left behind. 
What matters most aren’t the carcasses and the mess, but how we picked it all up and move on.
Lucy fell out of love with Cheb soon after my grandmother died, and buried the time of 
her revolting deep within the compounds of what she believed to be part of the shameful family 
secrets.
I became a mother to a little boy, and understood at last what my grandmother meant of 
never bowing my head in shame.
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
WEDDINGS
Day 4: The calm 
Kennewick, WA
“Jeng, time to get up. We need to go have breakfast before church. I ’m going to show 
you the church that Ate and I went to every Sunday and where we are going to have the funeral.” 
Jesus Christ, 6:30 a.m. and my mother was already putting on her make-up. I opened my eyes 
and noticed that she had parted the hotel curtains slightly so the Kennewick sun was aiming 
exactly at my face. This was her typical way of gently waking me.
“Did I tell you that this church.. do you remember I told you that Ate fainted at this 
church? Nako! We had to call the ambulance because we were not sure what happened! She just 
fainted!” I gave her a mumbled reply. What I didn’t tell her was that after she called 911, she 
had dialed my number and forgot to hang up which left me a lengthy voicemail. I listened to 
everything that happened in my car like a 911 dispatcher who couldn’t hang up the phone and 
had to sit there and witness a tragedy through sound.
I called my husband to remind him that he would also need to take the kids to church. I 
grabbed my iPhone and tapped on his contact info. On the third ring, he finally answered.
“Hey, don’t forget to go to church today. Mass is at 10 a.m.”
“Whaat? We have to go Church? You’re not here,” I could tell by his hoarse voice that I 
must have woken him up.
“Bryan, seriously?!? Honey, just cause I’m not there doesn’t give you the excuse to not 
take the kids to church.”
“Jen, it’s 5:30 Alaska time.”
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“Oh, sorry. Well, it doesn’t matter. If I’m getting hauled out of bed at 6:30. Then you 
can get up too.”
“Yeah, yeah. Love you. I’m going back to bed.” Click.
“Jeng, c’mon, get up. You can use the bathroom, na. I ’m done.” My mother walked out 
of the bathroom. Her bald head made its appearance first. Her make-up was freshly applied and 
reminded me of humpty-dumpty on a wall: rosy cheeks, natural eyes, naturally lined eyebrows, 
and just the right amount of lipstick.
“Was that Bryan? Is he going to church with the kids?”
“Yes. I reminded him.”
“Oh gooood. Bryan is such a good husband. You were very lucky to find him and marry
him.”
“No, Ma. H e’s lucky he found me. Now, he’s lucky I haven’t killed him and collected 
the life insurance.”
“Jeng, you are always joking! That’s so funny.” My mother laughed as she straightened 
up the sheets of paper with my notes on the desk.
“Your Auntie Lucy loved Bryan too. She thought you were very lucky to have found a 
good boy to marry. Because you know, na, your taste in boyfriends in the past were not very 
good.”
She was right. Lucy loved Bryan. Whenever she talked to him on the phone, she would 
always begin the conversation with “How’s my gorgeous nephew?” Bryan and Lucy had the 
same personality traits. They both never stayed mad at anyone for a long time. Both were 
oftentimes frugal when it came to purchasing things that were not long-term investments. They 
laughed at everything, and sometimes the things that they find amusing, the rest of us didn’t.
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Both were born on New Year’s Day. Capricorns.
Both are quite charming, and sociable in their own way.
I would like to think that if  Lucy ever had a son, he would have been just like my 
husband. But she would also say that Satan shares the shame astrological sign as me— a Scorpio. 
Would I then be categorized as having the same satanic characteristics? I hope to hell not.
The last time I saw Lucy and Bryan together was at my brother’s wedding in 2010, when 
Lucy had no clue that the cancer had already taken root in her liver. I spared my husband of 
having to see Lucy in her death and so he stayed home with the kids. I know Lucy would have 
wanted me to keep it that way. My Aunt would have preferred that Bryan remembered her the 
way she was when she came up to visit: full of life, and healthy enough to be mistaken for his 
mother.
It was a comfort somewhat that while the cancer was eating up her very core, she never 
lost sight the importance of how a woman should be remembered by a man.
~0~
Anchorage, Alaska 
June 2010
June in Alaska is a time when many Alaskans attempt to get a lot of things they couldn’t 
do during the winter. Such things include outdoor games, fishing, some hunting, traveling, and 
of course weddings. The long, dragged out cold winters are used to plan all these activities. The 
truth is I ’m not much of an outdoor person, and therefore, the only outdoor activity I’ve ever 
done was planning to be there for any big family events. However, when some enthusiastic 
people decide to conquer Alaska, and all the outdoor activities the state offered, they immersed 
themselves completely in the experience. They become cultivated in its ways and culture, and 
perhaps even find themselves to be truly Alaskan after all. They lose who they were before
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transplanting themselves in the state, and in that loss—their new selves emerge with a clarity into 
their own being. I can appreciate and respect that.
On the other hand, I believe that Alaska isn’t supposed to change you, but enhance what 
you already know about yourself. My transformation while living in this unforgiving state was 
internal. I maintained the characteristics of my physical appearance, but inside I was awoken by 
a certain resiliency and I drew my strength from it. The weather is brutally harsh, and yet Alaska 
maintains its strength by standing up to such brutality. This truth is where Alaska and I agree.
The other truth is that in June 2010, my brother James’ wedding was set, and it was the 
last family event that Lucy, along with Vicky, and my Mom attended their last wedding together. 
It was also the last event that my Dad attended where I found him untouchable— a determined 
strength that he always possessed. However, I found that he too was fragile. A few months after 
the wedding and while Lucy was starting to become ill, my Dad had a stroke. It was a comfort to 
know that his son’s wedding was the last time where his left arm functioned normally.
“Jeng, you are always running around with your notebook. What is in that notebook?” 
Lucy looks at me as I ’m writing the changes to the itinerary in my black notebook.
“I need to keep this in check because of our schedules, and itinerary. And, when 
someone decides to go off the grid and change the plans, then, I’ll have to change it in this 
book.” I answered not bothering to look up. We were sitting in my Dad’s RV, which was the 
mode of transportation to haul the majority of us around. Lucy was sitting across from me and 
while I didn’t look up to see her reaction, I knew that she was observing me closely.
“Plans always changes, kiddo. You might as well write it in pencil.”
“Auntie, plans always change because some people refuse to plan. Serious. It’s the
truth.”
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“You’re right about that, Jeng. That’s why I know when I come to visit-- you’ll have 
everything planned out.” She was smiling through her words.
“See, you know it!” Still not looking up from my notebook, I jot down the changes to the 
activities that I originally planned. Vicky wanted to look at some tourist’s attraction, while my 
mother wanted to go shopping with my sisters.
“I don’t know how you do it, Jeng. Really, I don’t know how.” Lucy smiled at me and I 
knew from the way she looked at me that she was thinking of the woman that I have become. 
Obsessive about schedules, and tied down to her iPhone just so she is in-touch with everything 
and everyone.
I decide to tuck my notebook away and pay attention to what’s going on around us. We 
were on our way to my brother’s wedding. My brother was the youngest of all of us and the only 
son my parents had. I raised him the only way my nineteen year old self knew how when my 
parents separated—unbeknown to my siblings and I at the time. I took him to hockey and soccer 
games, cheered for him in the freezing cold, tied the laces on his skates and made sure that he 
packed it all up afterwards. I attended all of his teacher parent conferences always explaining to 
the teachers that I was his sister, and not his mother. Each time I saw the look in his teachers’ 
eyes I knew that they asked the question in their minds: where are these children’s parents? I 
remember always looking away feeling ashamed and dysfunctional for even knowing the answer 
to their question. There were moments when I wanted to state matter-of-factly that my parents 
were separated, and James was a product of a mother who decided to leave her family. But, I 
never did.
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My Dad was stationed in Korea, and my mother was living her own life. And I was left 
to take care of my siblings and my own son. I didn’t want my family to look dysfunctional to 
those outside of our spheres. I wanted to raise my brother the best way I knew how.
Lost were all the opportunities of teaching him about our Filipino culture and language.
Lost were all the stories that I could have told him the way Lola Fe did once for us. 
Instead, he gained a sister who made sure that he maintained good grades in school, and that he 
kept up with the sports that he wanted to play in. I never missed any games nor any teacher 
parent conferences. It was the only way I knew how to survive for him, and to make sure that he 
learned how to survive for himself. Eventually, my Dad retired from the Army and took over 
with raising him.
Lost were all the discipline that I taught him.
Lost were all the moments that I taught him how to be independent.
My dad attempted to make up for what James had lost, and instead over parented him. 
And, as such, how I raised him were lost and stashed away along with all of the sports equipment 
he once used.
Instead, he went to a private college, found his love for Jesus, travelled to Jerusalem, and 
became a free spirit. Years later once he graduated from college, he fell in-love with a girl who 
shared the same cultural knowledge of Filipino traditions: none.
However, both of them are in-love enough with each other that they’ll learn together.
My brother’s wedding in Anchorage can only be described as a form of bi-polarism. One 
side was purely a culture of Caucasian, and other side Asian American. James’ friends were the 
same way. He had friends from his “breakdancing crew” which composed of guys he grew up 
with, and who were mostly Asians; and he had his friends from college, who were all white and
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significantly Christian. The venue was at a Christian church, and those in attendance made up 
for its bi-polarism; half of the reception area were made up of a diverse group of Asians 
(Filipino, Vietnamese, Thai, Chinese, and Japanese) while the other side composed of 
Caucasians. There were two things each group had in common: the word asian in their racial 
identity, and the fact that they knew the bride and the groom. There were flags from all the 
nations of the world strung up at the venue, not by the wedding party, but by the church 
members’ themselves. I never thought of it then, but those flags were fitting and thematic— 
since they suited all those in attendance.
The wedding ceremony was held in the backyard of the church which included a hilltop. 
The hill was the kind that anyone easily walk up as the slope was not long nor difficult. Perhaps, 
it was more a grassy knoll easily conquered with a few steps, but the top of the hill, the area lays 
flat which allowed ceremonies to be held. The grass was well tended to, and I felt bad that my 
stilettos created little pockets of hole as I walked up to the top. That day, the Anchorage wind 
was unforgiving. Vicky and Lucy held on to their cameras to capture every moment. And, I 
held onto them both to make sure that they didn’t fall down the hill. My mother with her head 
full of hair observed the events as if  she would when she was watching T.V. She was present, 
but not as present. My Dad’s presence, and my parents’ inability to come to terms of their 
separation hung in the air like cigarette smoke: stale and 20 years in the making.
I, as always, made sure that all of our attention was turned elsewhere, so that for one brief 
moment with the family reunion we could all deny the stale cigarette smoke lingering and 
following all of us.
All the attendants huddled together at the hilltop as James and Becka pronounced their 
love for one another. Becka reminded me of a beauty in the early 20s. She exuded a quirkiness
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in defiance of a classic beauty: light brown hair styled in finger waves, deep-blue eyes that 
sometimes expressed a frailty that no one could truly isolate or decipher. But, it looks like my 
brother did. On the other hand, my brother was a new breed altogether—he possessed all the 
characteristics of how an Asian looks like. He passed for all various racial identities: Pilipino, 
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, even Alaskan Native (which he was always mistaken for growing up 
in Fairbanks). His height separated him from his sisters. He traveled around the world and 
preached the word of Jesus. He attributed his successes with the study of Christianity. I always 
told myself that should Lola Fe had been alive James would have never left the Catholic Church.
Our endless conversations and debates about spirituality were vast and complex. I 
attributed his youth as a contributing factor to his stupidity, and I think he considered my 
bossiness an attribute from my stubbornness about his spirituality. It was never about one or the 
other. I ’ve always believed that one can preach the Bible to me until they are blue in the face, 
but if  their acts don’t coincide with the word of God, one is pretty much a bullshitter.
That was where James and I disagreed.
Fundamentally, I believe that a person does not need to ever utter a passage from the 
Bible to prove of his/her goodness, but yet this person volunteers his/her time at the food bank. 
While another can quote from the Bible intelligently, and would use such intelligence to justify 
to his/her own needs. Ideally, it was always the question of knowledge vs. action. I believe that 
an action speaks louder than any moron who can easily quote from the Bible, but had no 
intentions of ever helping the needy or following the words that he preaches or quotes from the 
word of God. My brother and I avoid these conversations, and I figure that one day when he’s 
old enough and had acquired a sense of life experience that he would begin to understand. In the 
meantime, I made a note to myself not to hold my breath waiting for that day to come.
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Therefore, on that day as we stood on the hill and the wind was slapping us as if  it was 
Lola Fe herself bringing the condemnation, I withheld the temptation of taking my heels and 
flinging it at the Pastor who continued on and on about the importance of how a woman should 
give up her identity so that it could blend along with her husband.
“I have known Becka since she was a little girl, and James is very lucky to have her.”
Say what? Why would it have to be my brother who is lucky to have her, she was lucky to 
have him, too. Are you referring to the fac t that this Filipino kid was lucky to be 
marrying into a Caucasian family?
“Becka, as his wife, you must give your identity up to fully belong to James’ identity.” 
Hey Mr. Preacher, I ’m not sure what bible y o u ’re reading from, but a wom an’s identity 
is her own. She holds on to hers so that she can enhances his, you idiot.
“Is he fucking serious?” I said.
Bryan turned to me as I was standing behind him, and I realized that my thoughts 
evaporated through my mouth. “Shit, did I say that out loud?” I asked him.
“Christ, Jen. You did. I don’t think anyone heard you though. The wind saved you.”
He whispered back.
“Well, it’s bad enough that Lola Fe is probably up in heaven condemning us for being in 
attendance at this church she’d consider blasphemous, but now we have to listen to this 
preacher,” I responded.
“Ssshhhh. Pay attention. The preacher is preaching the word of God,” my husband gave 
me the look as if he was attempting to be enthralled.
“Oh, shut up. You’re not paying attention either.”
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“WHAT IS HE SAYING?!? I CAN’T HEAR HIM!” Vicky’s loud protest broke our 
whispers, and Bryan and I both started to giggle using the wind to hide the noise.
I had to stop the thoughts that were re-playing in my mind. Who have I become to 
question this ceremony? Have I become a woman who criticized like an old Filipina lady? Have 
I lost so much of my own cultural identity that I’m criticizing a union that was outside of the 
expected? Or was I becoming who Lola Fe had once feared I would become? Those who will 
forget everything that she had taught them all because they have become too tangled into losing 
their cultural identity?
No.
My criticism was the side effects of what I thought my grandmother would have been 
thinking.
I was becoming that bat-shit crazy Asian lady relative at the weddings. The one who 
everyone was apprehensive to talk to in fear that she would be too busy criticizing everyone else.
Perhaps not that severe, but I must avoid all temptations to become such a character.
When the ceremony was over, the photographers gathered up our side of the family to 
pose with the newly minted husband and wife. My brother paid attention only to his wife.
Becka was beautiful at her wedding. To me, she encompassed a delicate twig that can be 
easily swayed by the wind. It was a good thing that she was planked by both her brother and 
mother on each side. Although, I was sure at that time that Becka would have been able to hold 
it on her own despite how I may have seen her that day.
What my brother didn’t pay attention to was how we were all together. While he knew 
that Jackie wasn’t there, he didn’t pay attention to me as I’d pull my phone out to text her 
continuously about the ceremony. Jackie had hoped to make it, but she just had her baby and her
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husband was deployed. Still, our sarcastic texts between each other kept her in the loop just as if 
she had been there in person.
James also didn’t notice the pride that Lucy felt that day, and the way Vicky looked on 
with the hope that one day she’ll get to see Paul married. He didn’t notice that his three elder 
sisters were there—my younger twin sisters provided some of their assistance to make sure the 
wedding went well. He was also too much within the moment, as he should have been, to notice 
that Paul and his other cousin Andrew who flew in from Germany were plotting some practical 
joke on someone.
There were many things that he didn’t notice that day.
Perhaps the biggest failure of recognition was that his wedding would have been the last 
time that we would all be together as a family. He couldn’t have fathomed that in a matter of 
two years, we would never have the opportunity once more to laugh as we did that very day.
I couldn’t have fathomed it either that when Lucy danced with Bryan on the dance floor 
during the reception that it would be the last time that aunt and nephew would have their own 
private conversation.
I sat and watched as both of them laughed at some joke that I’m sure only the two of 
them would have found funny. If no one knew any better, they would have assumed that Bryan 
was Lucy’s son.
And, for that one second of misassumption, I don’t think Lucy would have minded at all.
~0~
Soon after my mother woke me up, I was having a battle with myself—getting ready was 
becoming a struggle that I was losing. And, I was getting tired of sleeping in the hotel.
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“Jeng, come down to the dining area for breakfast. Lola Esther is downstairs,” my mom 
knocked on the bathroom door to hurry me along. I looked at myself in the mirror, and decided 
that whatever it was that I did to my hair and my make-up would have to do for the day. I 
opened the bathroom door and my mother was standing right outside.
“C’mon Anak, you should go eat something before we go.” She hurried me along.
When I lazily walked down the stairs, I notice that Vicky had set up an area for all of our 
family to come down and eat. Esther was already sitting at one of the tables. Her son must have 
dropped her off before church. I walked by Esther and gave her a peck on her cheek. She 
looked up at me and smiled.
“Jeng, that’s a pretty perfume you’re wearing. It’s expensive, I ’m sure?” She asked.
“Of course, Lola Esther, I’d only wear cheap perfume if I decide to become a low class 
prostitute.” I responded.
“Haaa? What are you saying? I heard that!” Esther squinted at me, mouth half way
open.
“Just checking to make sure you were paying attention!” I smiled at her as I walked 
away to get breakfast.
I saw Vicky picking out her breakfast and walked towards her. I gave her a kiss on the 
cheek and she greeted me good morning.
“Jeng, we have a lot to do today for tomorrow’s funeral,” she told me as she picked up 
some cut up fruit.
“Don’t make me go shopping,” I pleaded.
“W e’re going shopping. Elliot needs a suit for the funeral. And, then I have to rehearse 
with the two boys for tomorrow for the funeral.”
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“Whaat?!? W e’re going to have Filipino Idol performances at the funeral?!?” The look on 
my face was one of disbelief, and somewhat disgust. Vicky noticed, and shrugged it off.
“Of course! I’m going to be playing the guitar, and the boys will be singing.”
“Oh, you mean like how when one of them posted on Facebook that they played ‘Don’t 
cry for me Argentina’ when Auntie Lucy was passing away? I ’m sure they sang along to that 
too.”
“Yes, yes, the two will sing as well.” Vicky sniffed the eggs, for what reason I will never
know.
“Well, Auntie if  someone had played ‘Don’t cry for me Argentina’ as I lay there dying, I 
would have asked for a tranquilizer to shoot me to get the shit over with.”
Vicky looked at me and started laughing.
“Ohh, Jeng, talagang smartass. What would your Auntie Lucy say? You have a smart 
okole that one.”
“Please, let’s not go shopping.” I pleaded again.
“We’re going shopping. Or Satan will find out you’re not doing anything and offer to 
come spend time with you.” With her authoritative tone, even I knew better when not to push 
such matters.
I hate shopping. What’s worse than shopping is shopping with several members of my 
family, where I end up spending most of the time searching for one family member that 
wandered off somewhere looking for brand new underwear.
I returned to the table where Lola Esther was sitting and I handed her a yogurt and a 
plastic spoon that I picked out for her. She looked up at me and smiled a thank you.
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“Jeng, would you believe last night I fell on the bathroom floor!” Esther said 
nonchalantly as if  she was talking about what she had for dinner.
I looked around to make sure that my Mom heard what she just said. She didn’t.
“Uh, Lola, what do you mean you fell on the bathroom floor?” Panic rose in my throat at 
the idea that she fell on the floor and no one was there.
“Last night, I was going to the bathroom and I feel someone push me down. I hit my 
head on something hard,” Esther showed me a bruise. I began to panic, “and then I do not know 
for how very long I was there.” Esther opened up her yogurt and started to scoop out a spoonful. 
Again, I look around to see if anyone else was listening in on our conversation. No one was. 
They were all too busy talking to one another. I waited for Esther to provide more information. 
“Lola, what do you mean you don’t remember for how long?” I asked.
“I do not remember how long I was lying on the floor.” Esther responded between 
savoring her yogurt.
“MOM.” I yelled at my mother who is sitting on the next table. She looks up “Yes,
Jeng?”
“Lola Esther just said she fell on the bathroom floor last night and had hit her head.” 
Immediately my mother got up as I examined Esther’s head full of gray hair. Her hair had 
become completely white, and I noticed that it had thinned tremendously. I began to wonder if 
that’s how my head full of hair will look should I ever reach 97 years old.
“Ano? What are you doing?” She asked me.
“I’m checking for bruises. Oh my god, Lola Esther! Did anyone check on you?” Esther 
sat calmly, and ignored my question.
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Then, it dawned on me that she must have fallen the night when we were all having 
dinner, and she stayed in her hotel room to sleep. I found a small bruise near her temple that 
looked as if it was spreading. Vicky noticed that I was checking on her head and walked over. I 
was on one side, my mother on the other side, and Vicky in the center.
All three of us were examining every part of Esther’s head. Esther, on the other hand, 
kept eating her yogurt.
“Tita, where does it hurt?” Vicky asked Esther.
Esther ignored Vicky, and instead I reiterated what Esther had told me making sure that I 
was interpreting exactly what I had heard.
“Tita, is that what happened?” Vicky asked Esther again, this time in a much louder
tone.
Esther stopped eating her yogurt and replied “Ya tumbayon a banyo, ya  sintiyo dol tiene 
gente ya  rimpuha conmigo. Hende yo ta accord si cuanto horayo desma.” She reiterates in 
Chabacano what she had already told me in English, and returned to eating her yogurt.
“Tita is still breathing! W e’ll keep an eye for her, just in case. Jeng, you know CPR, 
right?” Vicky asked me.
“What?!? Is CPR performed by stabbing someone in the heart with a stiletto heel?! If 
not, then no, I don’t know CPR.” I replied.
“Ok, then! W e’re good to go! Jeng knows how to put someone out of their misery, and 
my version of CPR is whiskey.” Vicky patted her Aunt’s shoulders. “Tita, I ’ll give you some 
whiskey, later ok? It will make you feel better!” Esther ignored her niece, and grand-niece and 
she realized at once that their knack for being smartasses was of her own doing, and it was 
payback for all those years of being the Queen of Smartasses in the family. A few months later,
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however, once everyone returned to their lives and attempted to move on, Lola Esther suffered a 
stroke. She survived the ordeal, which demonstrated that Lola Fe had been granted a few more 
Esther-free days in heaven.
In that moment, though, I realized that Esther would be alright for the day, I finally sat 
down to start on my breakfast. It was then that I noticed the two boys sitting at another table. 
Satan had dropped off my cousins, his minions, and more than likely his spies. I looked at Vicky 
and I noticed that she was much more reserved this morning, and so was my mom. In an instant 
I picked up on their mannerisms it would be a day to refrain from saying anything that we 
wouldn’t want to be repeated to Satan. I couldn’t help but compare those two cousins from Paul 
and Elliot who sat at another table laughing with Paul’s girlfriend, Nikki. I noticed that Minion 
#2 was looking over at Paul and Elliot’s table, perhaps hoping to be able to join them. He 
avoided me at all cost from when I had landed in Kennewick.
I wanted to kick his ass, and he knew it.
The Sunday that Lucy passed away, I received a phone call from my brother asking me if 
it was true.
“Jen, is it true that Auntie Lucy passed away a few minutes ago?” he asked.
“What are you talking about? Someone would have called me.”
“Our cousins, Uncle Vic’s sons, who are staying with Auntie Lucy sent us a message on 
Facebook that she passed away.”
“What motherfucker idiot would do that?” I asked.
“They did,” James responded quietly knowing full well that he must have unleashed 
some sort of anger in me and did not want to be the recipient of such wrath. I called Satan
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immediately and as soon as he answered the phone, I could hear that he was driving. The noise 
in the background suggested that he was in his car.
“Uncle, is it true?!? My brother just called me and said that the boys posted this on 
Facebook? I had no idea that she passed away.”
“Well, Jen, I just found out too! They just called me to tell me!” Satan was clearly 
annoyed
Silence.
“Do you need me to do anything, Uncle? Does Mom and Auntie Vicky know?”
“I’ll call your Aunt Vicky here shortly.”
“Ok, please let me know and keep me posted.” I hung up the phone and composed
myself.
I checked my Facebook to see if my brother was right. I ignored the text from Tommy 
asking me if it was true that Auntie Lucy passed away. Several messages were in my in-box and 
I read through a thread that Minion #2 cousin had posted:
Our Dear Auntie Lucy passed away a few  minutes ago. I  did the best I  could to save her.. 
I  did all that I  can as a Nurse to help her.. I  couldn’t save her even though I  am a Nurse. I  tried 
my best to save her. She is with God now. I ’m sorry family, I  did my best to save her.
The narcissistic message continued on to focus on him and how he attempted to save her. 
I was torn between the devastation of losing Lucy, and the desire to punch this fucker in the face. 
To begin with, his nursing degree was not even considered a degree by the standards of the 
nursing curriculum stateside. Lucy was dying of cancer, and the last I checked this jackass 
didn’t have a doctoral degree in medicine to even remotely say that he could save her. And,
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finally, the announcement of Lucy’s death was cheapened and devalued through the 
announcement on Facebook.
I had no mercy for such idiocy, and narcissism. My response was swift and to the point: 
All, spoke to Uncle hoping to speak to Auntie Lucy, and that’s when I  was informed.
Sorry that most o f  you found  out via Facebook. Something such as this is fa r  more worthy o f  a 
phone call rather than being announced through the internet. M y sons and my brother found  out 
through this instead o f  being told the proper way. I  d on ’t appreciate the tackiness that the news 
was delivered. Auntie L ucy’s life and her passing away deserves a fa r  more respectfully way 
than the cheapness o f  Facebook. I  hope that the next time you all hear something it would be 
through our aunts and uncles—Auntie L ucy’s siblings.
Several messages later from relatives in the Philippines, the narcissist sent another message:
For all my cousins.. hear this song. I  played this song while Tita was holding her last 
breath. It is so amazing that Tita finished the whole song and gave her last breath. I f  
you are playing the music, she died smiling. To update you cousins.. she was really very 
happy hearing this song.
My dear aunt, I couldn’t help but feel the sadness that she died in front of two strangers, and 
worse of all she died listening to “Don’t cry for me Argentina.”
Here’s the thing that I clearly remember about that day. It was a Sunday. I was sitting at 
my favorite nail salon getting my nails done, and I had to maintain a controlled decorum as the 
news crept within my bones that Lucy had passed away. Here’s another thing: exactly 9 months 
later on a Sunday, I was sitting at the very same nail salon getting my pedicure when I received a 
phone call from Uncle Freddy that Vicky had passed away. Once again, I had to maintain a 
controlled decorum. And, the final realization and epiphany that these two events caused me to
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make a decision from that moment on: I absolutely refuse to get my manicure or pedicure done 
at the nail salon on a Sunday. Period.
~0~
Minion #2 saw me looking at him and immediately looked away. I noticed that he was 
watching Elliot intently. I realized then that he was looking at Elliot with envy. He must have 
felt that whatever it was that Elliot had (inheritance, education, lifestyle), he too deserved it. I 
continued to eat my breakfast and listened in on Paul, Nikki, and Elliot’s conversation. As we all 
sat there dreading what the funeral would bring, we were all left alone in our own thoughts.
My mother sat there and I noticed that while she was there with us physically, her mind 
was wandering elsewhere. I ’ve learned throughout the years to be keenly aware of my mother’s 
reactions to situations or her environment. I, the eldest, always felt that it was my job to come in 
and save her from any situation or perhaps to bring her back to the ‘now’. I’ve also learned 
when she was in these moments to let her go since I knew in my mind that there would be no 
sense in bringing her back.
Such things are better left alone.
“Alright, time to go to church.” Vicky cued us to finish our breakfast and started 
migrating towards the vehicles to go to church.
~0~
Lucy’s Last Wedding,
Lucy decided that her second wedding would not be held in a church, but in a place 
where her relationship with him began: in Oahu. Lucy was glad that Vicky and Penny were able 
to attend and witness her union with him. Her wedding dress was traditional in the Hawaiian 
sense. A gown made of beautiful Hawaiian fabric with the birds of paradise as the backdrop of
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the print. The dress was one shouldered and styled after a Grecian goddess and it draped and 
complimented her figure.
Her long hair was styled and pulled back into a bun to make room for the floral headdress 
which she handpicked herself along with the white bouquet filled with jasmine, yellow ginger, 
madam fate, and moonflower. Lucy planned the wedding to be held at the beach where she 
could begin her new life.
As one would guess, there were other plans in place. Lucy didn’t heed the signs that 
were being given to her that day. She was a stubborn woman after all and there was no one or 
anything that would get in the way of her wedding.
The pastor who was scheduled to marry them did not arrive.
The weather became unstable and the sun refused to shine. The wind was unforgiveable. 
Her sister Penny told her that those were not good signs to proceed with the wedding and 
perhaps she should reconsider. Lucy knew her sister well and while Penny might have believed 
such things, Lucy couldn’t believe that something that’s meant to be should be delayed.
The photographer who took her wedding day photo told Vicky that Lucy was such a 
beautiful bride. His camera, on the other hand, captured a woman with such stunning beauty and 
whose eyes revealed such sadness that he had not realize it until he stared at the photo for a long 
time.
Lucy married Satan that day. She attempted to convince herself that she was the happiest 
person on earth. She ignored all the signs that were being given to her. But signs are meant to 
be taken into consideration, and she realized this when just a few years later, she informed her 
friends that she wanted to divorce him, but the thought of another failed marriage scared her 
even more so she had never followed through with it.
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She must have also remembered her wedding day when she was receiving chemotherapy 
and the man she married walked in to ask her if  she would prefer to have her coffin closed or 
open. She must have known at that time that less than a year after she was cremated, he would 
be remarried. She must still have had some hope that he wouldn’t re-marry so quickly for I don’t 
think she would’ve ever guessed that his next wife would be her ex sister-in law once married to 
her younger brother Vic, and the mother of the boys whom she died in front of.
But what does a woman’s heart do when what she longs for the most is within her grasp? 
The notion of being in-love, and returning such a love is the drive that betrays a mind of its 
common sense. Lucy must’ve told herself that such things could change—that she could change 
him. He would be loving to her, he would be relentless with adoration, they would grow old 
together and travel the world. She would make this marriage work. She would pay back all the 
cruelty that she may have done in her past through love and in gratitude.
No such thoughts ran through her mind when she exchanged wedding rings and vows to 
Satan on that fateful day. My mother said that the wind howled throughout the ceremony as they 
stood there witnessing such love being professed to one another.
Even the idea of love had such force upon people that they failed to ignore the howling 
wind—that must’ve been Lola Fe screaming at them from the heavens and calling them fools for 
not heeding her warnings.
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
THE FUNERAL
Day 5: The departure
When Vicky handed me the bulky envelope with Lucy’s handwriting on it, I waited until 
I was alone in my hotel room before opening it. The morning of the funeral, I looked at the little 
jewelry silk bundle she left me. The bundle was shaped like a tiny envelope that you’d find at 
the cash register in some Chinatown shop, the kind that are often used for coins or little trinkets 
and were sold for a dollar. This bundle however, held the Mikimoto pearls that were made as a 
matching pair, like fraternal twins, except one came in the form of a bracelet while the other, a 
necklace. I tried to recall a memory when I saw her wearing these pearls and nothing ever came 
to mind. The only time I’ve ever seen her with them was when I watched her organize her 
jewelry case. My left wrist was entirely dedicated to Lucy with the delicate precious pearl 
bracelet and I also decided to wear her favorite Hawaiian gold bracelet that had “Lucena” 
engraved on it.
In the bundle, there was also a card and items wrapped in tissue paper; the kind of tissue 
paper that came in a box used for snotty noses, and crying—not the kind used for gift bags. She 
had taped the three little tissues to create a bundle securing the contents. As I caressed the 
bundle, I knew it must have taken a lot of energy to go through her jewelry box to separate her 
treasures to be given away to her sisters, and her nieces, and her friends. I imagined her going 
through her jewelry case as she gently wrapped each item; she must have wanted each and 
everyone one of us to never forget her.
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There were pieces of jewelry, and one was also a teardrop shaped opal necklace with a 
matching ring as a token to my birthday stone, a pair of ruby earrings that matched the ruby 
stone ring that once belonged to Lola Fe, and that my mother had givn me when I graduated with 
my bachelor’s degree in college. And, lastly her gold bracelet.
In the card she wrote:
Dear Jen,
You are such a wonderful niece. I  thank you fo r  all the love and support.
Kisses to Tommy, Braeden, Chloe and especially to Bryan.
With Love,
Ate Lucy
P.S.
Your Uncle John will send the pearls.
There were no words of wisdom, no words that indicated that life would be just fine. We said all 
we needed to say to each other. The jewelry pieces she left me said it all for her.
When I asked Vicky why Lucy included a post script in the card about the Mikimoto 
pearls because it seemed out of place, Vicky told me “your Aunt wanted to make sure that you 
have evidence to show that asshole husband of hers that she left you the pearls—in case he tried 
to say it doesn’t belong to you.”
So. There it was.
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On the day of her funeral, I am all decked out with all of her jewelry. Jesus Christ.
I felt like a PTA Mom who just bedazzled her self with a bedazzle gun.
The black dress I chose for the funeral was something that Lucy would’ve approved. The 
short sleeve, tight bodice A-line dress cinched at the waist; one she’d wear back in the day when 
Jackie Kennedy influenced her fashion style. However, instead of the traditional heels, I decided 
that a pair of open toe black wedges with an ankle strap would make the entire ensemble my 
own. These details are pieces of an armor worn to protect one’s self, and to express some form 
of dignity and grace absorbed from many generations before.
The Catholic Church where Lucy spent some of her Sundays, including a Sunday where 
she once fainted from all the chemo in her system, was simple. The entryway serves as a foyer 
where marbled floors welcome the faithful, the guests, the atheists, and the returned. In the 
middle of the foyer is a marbled slab shaped like a table. I don’t recall the words etched on its 
smooth surface. To my left stood a group of middle-aged women all carrying roses and looking 
at the procession of Lucy’s family who were all following her casket into the church. It was all 
choreographed and yet, there had been no funeral rehearsal.
The women’s faces were somber as if they were recalling their own loss as they absorbed 
the loss of Lucy, who they accepted as their own sister. I watched them look at me as I walked 
by with Esther holding onto my arm. I interpreted their somber faces to also mean that they were 
thinking of their own mortality and funeral one day, and perhaps they wondered who would 
remember them long enough to mourn their passing.
I turned to look straight ahead at my uncles and cousins carrying Lucy’s casket, and in 
the pit of my being, I wanted to run away screaming and never look back. I would’ve if I didn’t
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have a 97-year old woman clinging onto my arm, and 5 in. wedge heels preventing me from any 
sudden movements and the embarrassment of face planting in the house of God. Lola Esther 
squeezed my arm and I looked at her. She did not return my gaze. It was her silent sign letting 
me know to keep my composure. If I had been a young child and felt the itch to misbehave, she 
would have pinched me underneath my armpit. In a simple gesture, I understood what she 
meant: we do not run away from our grief. We do not run away from our fear. This was the way 
we were raised.
We entered the main cathedral, and I observed all the people who showed up. I watched 
as our family split themselves into two different pews. Vicky, her husband Archie, Paul, Elliot, 
and the rest to one side; Esther, myself, Jojo, and my mother on the other. And, so the mass 
began.
The priest presented his prayer. He had only one hand, and when I asked my mom what 
had happened, she told me that she did not know the full story, but he was the priest and I should 
not be so curious.
“Ma, I was wondering because how does he give the communion, and also do the cross?
“Shhhhh. Nako! I do not know, he just does it!” she shrugged me off. I had the urge to 
sing the song Mr. Robotic by Styx while simultaneously doing the robot dance with one of my 
hands to respond to my mom.
The priest’s brash eloquence filled the church as he preached of life, peace, and love. I 
sat there and wondered if he had been the priest who oversaw mass when Lucy fainted that one 
Sunday morning. The cancer was starting to take its toll and her chemo filled body was losing 
the fight. She had felt faint that day, and was rushed to the hospital with my mom on her side.
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My mom, in an attempt to call me, left the voicemail running. I listened to that lengthy 
voicemail of the ambulance, the paramedics’, and my mother’s voice. While she recovered from 
that experience, it must have been a sign when all that happened. She passed away on a Sunday 
after all.
When the priest ended his homily, one of my cousins, aka Satan’s servants, along with 
Vicky took to the stage. Vicky was playing the guitar, another sign that we are about to witness 
a Filipino-American Idol performance. Lord, please ju s t keep me rooted on this bench.
“Ano? What’s going on, Jeng?” Esther squeezed my arm to ask me.
“Oh, Lola. One of Tito Vic’s sons is about to perform along side Auntie Vicky,” I 
answered.
“Ohh, there’s going to be singing?” she asked.
“Unfortunately, yes,” I whispered.
“Ano? What did you say?!” Esther asked.
“Yes, Lola. They are about to sing,” I said. At the corner of my eye, I saw Priest One 
Hand look at our direction. Damn it. Busted.
Vic’s son began singing Here I  am, Lord, and I ’d be damned—the boy could sing. If I 
had shut my eyes tight enough, I could forget how much I did not like him. But, even that 
wasn’t going to help the fact that beneath it all, his main intention was to show off and perform. 
There was nothing genuine and true about how he sang. My guttural instinct continued to dislike 
him. He had his own agenda, and at that moment, the fucker was showing off. My instinct was
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always dead on, after all. His mother had married Satan a few months shy of Lucy’s first year 
death anniversary.
When he got done singing, I wanted to yell to the heavens “Allelujah, praise Jesus!” But, 
before I could sigh in relief, my Uncle Vic stood up, and also went to the mic. Oh good god, 
h e ’s singing too?
“Jeng, why is Vic on the stage?” Esther asked.
“Uh. Lola, I think Uncle Vic is also going to sing,” I answered through the side of my 
mouth, while my face registered a what-the-hell moment—in church of all places.
“Nako, more singing again?!” Esther stated out loud. The priest at this point had every 
intention to look at our direction. He wasn’t even trying to hide his reaction. I couldn’t dare to 
look at him. Like all things holy, one who has been raised Catholic all her life could feel the 
presence of such recognition.
Whatever it was that Uncle Vic sang at the funeral, I have completely blocked from my 
memory. My reaction to his singing had always been this way since childhood. My sisters and I 
dreaded going to any Filipino parties that he attended because we would be dead on embarrassed 
each time he volunteered to sing karaoke. When my Dad was stationed in Germany in the late 
80s, Uncle Vic stayed with us. My mom loves her baby brother, and of course allowed him to 
stay— even it was for a lengthy visit. Whenever, Vic would do laundry, he would ask one of us 
girls to go with him so that he could practice his singing in the laundry room. It was torture.
And, we all learned how to hide each time he asked us to accompany him to the laundry room. 
My sisters would hide under the bed, Jackie would hide under the closet. All three took the best 
hiding places, and in my awkward teenager-ness, I was slow to react and oftentimes had to be the
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one to accompany him. I may have developed a subconscious way of blocking any of his 
singing from memory. My mom had defended him in such matters, “Jeng, your Tito Teng is a 
great singer! He has a great voice!” she would often say. I’m sure he had a great and 
phenomenal voice, my subconscious just absolutely refuses to remember it each time he starts to 
sing.
When Uncle Vic finished his performance, the first of the three eulogies began. There 
was a guy who Lucy who used to work with way back when who talked about her kindness and 
the way she made everyone happy all the time. The church felt like a dome, and the pews were 
separated into three sections, and between these sections were walkways. I looked behind me to 
see that people sat at each section of the pews. The pew in the center had a great deal of her 
friends and co-workers, while the pews on each side had Lucy’s family. I felt as I looked around 
that there should have been more people here, since Lucy had been loved by many, and she lived 
in many places where she made tons of friends. But I speculated that as the years went by, Lucy 
may have been isolated from such friendships because of the asshole she married.
I sat through much of his eulogy picturing in my mind how Lucy may have been to this 
man that he took the time to give an eulogy at her funeral. She was always the kind of woman 
who made every person sound interesting, because she would always find a gem in their story 
that she would remember them by.
The next eulogy was given by Allan, and I didn’t bother to look at Satan to see his 
reaction. The eulogies were planned ahead of time, and any reaction from Satan would be 
absent. He had to behave like the grieving husband. Allan spoke of the way Lucy took care of
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everyone when they were all working in Johnston Island. He talked about how she was always 
giving, and friendly to everyone. She was a sister to everyone.
“Jeng, what is he saying? How much longer till you have to go give your speech? I ’m 
getting hungry.” I froze as Lola Esther grabbed my arm.
“Ma, we are almost done,” Jojo answered her.
“Hmmpph. Jeng, you make me proud when you go up there. Do not embarrass us.” 
Esther replied ignoring her son.
I felt a movement behind me, and at the corner of my eye, I sa Auntie Carol motioning to 
Allan to hurry it along. Oh. My. God. She heard Lola Esther. And, at this time, so did Priest 
One Hand—who was attempting to hide his snickering with his good hand.
When Allan finished his eulogy, Esther patted my arm, looked at me and smiled. In her 
smile, I saw the teacher that she once was. A teacher encouraging her student to be the best, 
except in this case, it is the family’s face to be upheld.
“Your turn, na Jeng. You go up there, and then we’ll eat afterwards, ok?” She told me.
I walked up to the podium, and I took a quiet deep breath. I looked at all the faces around 
me, and I began.
Hello everyone, I'm Jennifer, Lucy's niece.
On behalf of Uncle John and the Arnuco family, I would like to extend our deepest
gratitude for all of your support today.
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We would also like to give special thanks to Auntie Lucy's golfing ladies who provided 
us with a lovely luncheon this past Saturday. A special heartfelt thank you and gratitude 
to Allen and Carol Arigoji for opening their hearts and home at this difficult time in our 
lives.
The people in this room illustrated the relationships that my Aunt Lucy had built 
throughout the years. Should everyone were able to make it here today, we would need a 
larger venue to fit everyone. The relationships she had built in her lifetime created lasting 
friendships, one that will be remembered for a long time. She was a lovely and darling 
wife to Uncle John. She always put her his needs first and cared for him deeply. I 
remember when she was up in Fairbanks last summer, she would take the time out of her 
busy day to call him to make sure that he is doing well and to fill him in on our daily 
activities. I joked with her in passing while she was on the phone with Uncle John that 
he was "still breathing" and she need not worry. I know that Uncle John will surely miss 
her tremendously.
She was a loving sister to my mom, and my Aunt Vicky. There was common knowledge 
among the cousins that the three aunts had very distinct characteristics and personalities. 
When we were all much younger we knew that whenever we are being bullied and 
needed to be brave, we can always go to Auntie Vicky, she would tell us with her finger 
pointing up "you need to go back out to the play ground, look at that kid and punch him 
in the face." As we got older and we would go to her about our careers and people that 
we oftentimes can't stand, she would tell us with the finger pointing and say "you need to 
confront that person, look them in the eye, and punch them in the face." (*I told the Priest 
at this point, none of us ever did that*). If we needed remedies for our hair or our 
pimples, we knew that we can go to my Mom, Aunt Penny. She would have every 
remedy to cure all of our problems. As we got older, if  we wanted to win in Vegas, we 
would take her because she was known as lucky Penny and 50% of the time, we can 
guarantee some winnings. The other 50%, we would just end up with friends from 
Vegas. However, if  we ever wanted encouragement without judgment, support without 
hesitation, we would go to our Aunt Lucy. She would always provided us all with all the 
love and support that we wanted.
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As an Aunt, she was amazing. My first memory of her was when my cousin, the heroic 
figure of my life at the time, Ate Marites told me that Auntie Lucy was coming from the 
States. I was only about 6 years old and my family was still living in the Phillippines. 
Marites explained to me that whenever Auntie Lucy came to visit, it was a great time and 
most importantly, she bought presents--pasalubong in Tagalog. Well, at 6 years old, just 
for having presents, I already loved her. When Auntie Lucy arrived and as she handed out 
the presents, I noticed that Marites would be at her side helping her hand them out. When 
Marites received her present, she would set it aside. Instead, she followed Auntie Lucy 
around talking to her and asking her questions. I realized then that it wasn't the present 
that was important to Marites, it was the fact that Auntie Lucy was present right then and 
there.
It was years later, when my family was stationed in Oakland, California that my Mom 
received a phone call in the middle of the night that my Aunt Lucy broke the news that 
Marites unexpectedly passed away. Several weeks later, when Auntie Lucy came to visit, 
I had seen for the first time how an Aunt grieves for a niece. It would be years and years, 
before Auntie Lucy got over the loss of Marites. Lucy felt the loss of the only niece in her 
life. Just a couple of years ago, as a niece, she experienced the loss of her Auntie Noemi. 
This loss she shared with her sisters. Lucy felt the only loss of an Aunt in her life.
Today, one of her Aunts travelled here from California to grieve the loss of Lucy. Lola 
Esther who is 97 years old is grieving for a niece that she had watched grow up 
throughout the years. And, 89 years younger, up in Alaska, Lucy's great niece, 8 year old 
Chloe is grieving the loss of her great Aunt. When we told Chloe of Auntie Lucy's 
passing away, she cried for hours. There were no comforts or words that a mother can 
offer to ease the pain. Throughout her cries, Chloe said her "heart was broken" and 
throughout the night, she would call out for her Auntie Lucy.
The next day, though, she came up to me to tell me and said "Mommy, Auntie Lucy 
didn't die. She is everywhere. She can see me, she can see you, she can see when Braeden 
doesn't do the dishes, she can see when Tommy has an attitude. Today, I farted and I said 
'excuse me, Auntie Lucy' because I know Auntie Lucy would want me to say that."
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If Chloe is right that we should believe that now Auntie Lucy is everywhere, then we can 
say that at this moment, she is sitting on the sidelines at the soccer field up in Fairbanks, 
Alaska cheering her great nephew Braeden on as he scores his goals. Just like how she 
did last summer. She is in Anchorage where she is comforting her nephew and godson 
James, who told me to deliver this message: Thank you Tita Lucy for being there when I 
was born. When I graduated from High School, when I went to Oregon to try out for 
soccer and when it was my first year at Corban College. Thank you for being there when 
I got married, and for being my mother in those times. I miss you and your emails with 
all the fresh off the boat jokes. I hope to see you when Becka and I have our first kid. I 
love you. Rest in Peace, Tita Lucy."
Today, we can also say that she is in Georgia with my sister Jackie, who told me that her 
inspiration of joining the military was because Auntie Lucy was the first and only Arnuco 
woman to join. Jackie on her own decided to become a registered Nurse and join the 
Navy, becoming the first Arnuco woman to be an Officer in the Military. Auntie Lucy's 
presence also extends out to Germany where she is comforting her niece Christine, and 
her nephew Andrew who wrote "I loved her smile. I loved her voice and I liked her 
advices she gave me about life. And when I shut my eyes and think of the conversations 
we had she always starts with 'you know, Andrew...'
You know.. if  we were to think of Auntie Lucy's generosity throughout the years, we can 
think of ourselves as a body of water, as a lake or an ocean. Lucy would be standing over 
us with pebbles in her hands and as she throws these pebbles in the body of the water, the 
ripples created would be continuous, perpetual and everlasting. Her generosity not only 
extended within the family that she loved and adored, but also to those who ever sought 
her in need. I'm sure the Phillippines government had benefited from her visits 
throughout the years that she's visited there.
We all know that Auntie Lucy loved to email. For me and her, it was the one way we 
would communicate every week. Every news I've had throughout the years, I would first 
tell her through email. My daily and weekly rituals often involved starting my emails to 
her with the simple "Hi Auntie Lucy." Her last email to me was dated February 24, 2011.
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I was getting ready to head out for an English Literature Conference and she wrote "Jeng, 
we will be thinking of you this weekend. You will do great!! I can picture you already 
speaking at the podium. You'll get their undivided attention! Good luck! Love you, Tita 
Lucy." She was just not my Aunt, she was the one who always knew everything and 
loved me just because.
We are all aware of what that devastation was that took Auntie Lucy's life and I have yet 
to address it by its name. I have still yet to acknowledge its presence that stole away 
many years of happiness from all of us. Instead, I simply wrote that: I would think of the 
C word for Contemplation. I will not call it by the name that has associated itself with 
the loss of life. I will only contemplate the irrelevance of it in hers and use it to celebrate 
that, which became and was her life. A life she chose to share with the people that she 
loved.
Rest in Peace, Auntie Lucy. Till we meet again.
I stepped away from the podium, and walked down from the stage. I walked right by and 
secretly ran my fingertips along the side of the carved wood casket the way I used to run my 
fingers across her waist length hair whenever I walked by her to make sure she was still there. I 
returned to my place next to Lola Esther and grabbed her hand. “Jeng, is it done already? I am 
getting very hungry, and tired.” Esther squeezed my arm and reminded me the true necessity of 
those who are still living. The mass proceeded on with the tradition of covering the casket.
There was one beautiful non-traditional part of a funeral. The women who stood in the foyer all 
lined up, and had placed a single rose on my Aunt’s casket. There were more of them than I had 
originally glimpsed. They were all her co-workers, her golf sisters, and her friends. Women 
united in pain, and in understanding of how quickly a life, a woman’s life, is easily taken away.
It was an empowering statement of solidarity.
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I watched each and every one of them place their single rose to their fallen sister. I 
imagined that they must have been thinking of their own lives. What they’ve done in their lives. 
Who they’ve loved, despised, cherished, honored, and catered to. And all of that can amount to a 
single nothingness when a life ends. It was a comfort to me in a profound way that women will 
always understand one another, whether in life or in death.
The family proceeded out of the church first, Lucy in her casket carried one last time by 
the same men who brought her in followed. As Lola Esther walked beside me, and my mom on 
her other side, we approached the foyer slowly. I immediately noticed that someone left a purple 
orchid on Lucy’s funeral program.
“Mom, look at that flower,” I told her.
“Jeng, pick it up. That’s Tita Lucy telling you thank you and you did a good job.” I 
always believed that my mother designed her own antics and versions of superstitious beliefs and 
they all varied according to whatever justification she could come up with. But in this case, I 
didn’t question nor make fun of it. Perhaps, I was tired, and perhaps just like the other moments, 
this time she was right. But, then again, maybe I didn’t want some lightning to strike me down 
by questioning my mother’s ability while exiting the church. I picked up the purple orchid and 
program and tucked it in my handbag.
We stood outside the church and waited for Lucy’s casket to be placed in the vehicle. It 
was our last goodbye. All I recalled from that brief moment was that the last person to touch 
Lucy’s casket was Auntie Vicky. She touched it gently, whispered something, perhaps “See you 
soon, Ate.” Vicky was the last to touch her sister, and perhaps Lucy who first greeted Vicky in 
heaven when they met nine months later.
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When the vehicle that carried Lucy away had driven off to their destination, those in 
attendance proceeded to walk back to a different building connected to the church. I was told 
that Esther would finally get to eat at the gathering. My mom had already taken her as I’m sure 
Esther’s patience had grown weary. My iPhone rang, distracted, I answered it.
“Hey, everything all done?” Bryan asked me.
“Yes, perfect timing. The funeral mass just ended, and I ’m walking over to the potluck 
or whatever you call these things.” I answered.
“Are you okay?” Bryan’s hesitation was obvious in his voice. The hesitation came from 
whether or not his question would trigger a quiet response, or a major meltdown response. He 
knew that major meltdowns are few and far between. He had a concrete understanding that it 
would take a lot for his wife to shed the calm demeanor that was most often upheld in public.
“I don’t actually know.... What’s up?” I asked. I heard his sigh of relief, and he laughed 
his usual way whenever he’s ready to tell me something funny.
“I wish you could’ve seen this. The team beat our arch nemesis on the last game, and we 
made it to the finals at state cup!” Bryan said over his laughter. “You should’ve seen the faces of 
those parents when they watched the boys play their asses off. They couldn’t believe it! You 
would’ve laughed on the sidelines!”
In one moment, I was in two places at one time. I stood still a few feet away from just 
watching the hearse drive off with the body once inhabited by my Aunt, and in my mind I can 
picture myself where I would’ve been: sitting on a chair in the sidelines of a soccer field 
watching my middle child play, while my husband coached the team. In all the years that have 
been invested in the boys’ playing soccer, I have never missed a state cup. The juxtaposition of 
what I was feeling contained the realization that while one life may have ended, those who are
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still living continued to live on. In that very moment, I was split between grief, and complete 
and undeniable happiness.
“That is hilarious! I wish I could’ve seen that!” I said.
“Tomorrow is the finals. You’ll be able to watch the boys’ hard work then.” Bryan told
me.
“Really? Well, then, that’s some event to come home to! I better get to the potluck.
Lola Esther might be looking for me. I ’ll see you late tonight,” I told him.
“Ok. W e’ll talk. Love you.”
“Me too.”
I slowly walked over to the reception hall, and when I opened the door, a huge reception 
area filled with tables and people were wandering about. At the far end of the room, past all the 
rectangle tables which were lined with tablecloths and flowers, there was a huge long table filled 
with food. I’m not sure who organized the reception, but I was told by my mother that it was the 
church, and it was also because Lucy contributed a great deal to the church throughout the years. 
Perhaps, it was a way for the church to give back to Lucy’s generosity. Vicky saw me and 
immediately told me that the family was taking photos.
The huge photos of Lucy that Satan had developed and displayed at her wake had now 
made their way to her funeral reception. All the family members were being asked to line up so 
that photos could be taken. Out of the blue, I was handed the poster-sized canvas photo of Lucy 
during one of her vacations. Perhaps it was one of her trips to Asia. She was wearing an 
oversized hat shaped like the ones rice farmers wear to protect their heads from the heat of the 
sun. She was also wearing an elaborate coat with feathers, and she was holding on to an oar 
while sitting in a canoe. She was smiling at the camera, and again while her smile never reached
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her eyes, I hoped that on that day she was really having a good time and not just posing for the 
photographer. While I was holding that photo, Satan was holding on to the photo of Lucy on her 
wedding day. And, since no one wanted to hold the photo of Satan and Lucy when they were 
dating, one of my younger cousins ended up carrying it.
We all lined up, and I didn’t realize until it was too late that I ended up in the center 
standing between Satan, and Lola Esther. It was a bit macabre to pose for photos for a funeral. 
According to Vicky, apparently this is the practice of many Filipino funerals. The family gathers 
together, and they take pictures as a group. She also told me that’s why the family members also 
got to keep the individual wooden crosses that were placed on Lucy’s casket. It’s part of having 
a memorabilia. I didn’t have the heart to tell her that I gave my cross to Auntie Carol. I didn’t 
want anything to take back with me that reminded me of the actual funeral. I didn’t want to hold 
on to any thing that represented Lucy’s death or reminded me of it. I didn’t quite understand 
why Auntie Carol was grateful that I gave mine to her. I remembered she insisted that I take it 
with me, but I insisted that she could have it; after all she was Lucy’s dear friend. After Vicky 
explained to me the importance of keeping the memorabilia (because the memorabilia is a 
reminder of her death, and some sort of protection from any bad jujus), I definitely did NOT tell 
Vicky that I gave mine away. For one, I had no protection from bad juju (I gave it away), and 
second I would’ve needed the protection from Vicky’s wrath should she have learned that I gave 
the cross away.
When I look at that photo now, no one would be able to tell that we just got done saying 
goodbye to Lucy. We were all smiling, as soon as the photographer said “smile!” as if  we all 
went on auto-pilot and smiled our faces off. Even my mother, smiled her no-teeth showing smile 
that I know quite well. It’s her smile that usually has a very profound message to it. She would
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smile this way when someone treated her wrongly. This smile usually meant “you’ll get what’s 
coming to you, asshole.” Of course, she wouldn’t say asshole out loud, but her smile says it all 
to anyone who knows her well. To the recipient of such smile, they would simply believe that 
they had won whatever battle it was that they were fighting against her. Little do they know that 
should such misfortune befall them that it was more than likely due to my mother’s prayers to 
God to give them misery.
Vicky’s smile, on the other hand, remained the same as always. She was grinning from 
ear to ear, and her eyes become two little slits of happiness. Vicky has perfected her smile 
through every horrible situation, even if the photo was being taken under such duress— she 
would still smile the same way. My mother told me that when she said her final goodbye to 
Vicky, as she laid there in her own casket, Vicky was smiling. My mother couldn’t figure out 
how. Perhaps, Vicky was laughing at her own ending. However, on that day, Vicky’s smile in 
that photo may have been a demonstration of relief that her time in Kennewick was done. She 
wasn’t the only one. None of us ever returned.
Throughout my life, I have tried to avoid any of my relatives’ funerals. I couldn’t avoid 
Lucy’s. I recalled that there were photos taken at that time too. I only knew of those events 
through a second hand recollection of looking at the photos and listening to the stories of what 
happened at the funerals. In fact, I ’ve only attended one before Lucy’s, and it was for my 
paternal grandfather who I called Daddy Ben. I can declare that I was his favorite, and he was 
the only grandfather that I had ever known since Lolo Kiko was long gone by the time I was 
born. Daddy Ben’s funeral was small and intimate. He was a peaceful man in life, and his 
celebration of life at his funeral was just as peaceful. The one funeral that I missed greatly was
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Lola Fe’s. My lack of attendance wasn’t due to choice, it was due to familial duty that Lola Fe 
would have expected me to uphold.
~0~
Fairbanks, Alaska 1994
In 1994, my youngest sister became ill with encephalitis, an inflammation of the brain 
that could’ve been deadly. She had a mosquito bite on her ankle that she did not pay attention to 
nor bothered to tell me. My parents had separated at this time, and I was raising my siblings 
while we lived on an Army post in Alaska. My Dad grieved for the loss of his marriage, and I, 
on the other hand, experienced for the second time how to survive. It was the first week in July 
when Mia fell ill with the seizures. I clearly remembered that it was a Sunday, since we were 
getting ready for church. I remembered James calling out Mia’s name and I rushed down the 
stairs to see her convulsing with a seizure. I called 911 as my Dad tended to her and I waited for 
the ambulance to arrive. They rushed her to Bassett Army Hospital at first for observation, and 
two days later, they transferred her to the Fairbanks Memorial Hospital where there were expert 
neurologists who determined that her mosquito bite was infected and that the infection reached 
her spinal chord all the way to her brain, and encephalitis was the diagnosis. My other sister, 
Mae, who is M ia’s twin was dealing with how to survive this for her twin sister. When Mia was 
about to experience a seizure, she would hallucinate, then her brain would seize, and when she 
returned—the seizure kicked her back a few years in age in her brain. She would come out of 
the seizure thinking she was either 5-years old or 9-years old. The neurologist taught me how to 
ask her questions: who is the current U.S. President? How old are you? Do you know who I 
am? Each time she had an episode, my heart would break a little bit more.
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What broke my heart most was when the cleaning lady stopped me one time on my way 
to her hospital room to tell me that Mia called her “Mom” each time she came into the room.
My mother did not fly up to Fairbanks during this time. I couldn’t determine if it was because 
she did not want to see my Dad, and/or she just could not face the children she left behind. She 
gave the reason that it was simply because at the same time that Mia was sick with encephalitis, 
Lola Fe had a heart attack and was admitted to a hospital in Los Angeles. Lola Fe was staying 
with one of my Uncles at that time. My mother believed that her own mother needed her help 
along with Lucy, Vicky, Tito Teng, and my other Uncle Mike. While my Lola Fe had four other 
children with her, my mom still determined that her own daughter was of not important enough 
to fly up.
I remembered telling my mother that it was alright and that I could take care of my 
siblings, Tommy, and Dad. I also told her not to worry too much that all will be well and I hope 
she was taking good care of herself. I guess at 20 years old, I wanted to be a martyr and to prove 
to my mother that I could handle all of it— even though inside, I was figuring it all out as I went 
along.
I smiled at the cleaning lady and told her, “kasi po  you resemble my mom, talaga.” You 
looked like my mother, and my sister must not have been able to tell the difference.
She smiled back, “ah, talaga? Ganya ba? Kawawa naman kayo walangyung inay 
ninyo.” Oh really? Was that what it was. I  fe e l sorry fo r  you all that your mother is no here.
She continued to tell me that she told my sister, “That’s ok, Anak. You just rest up ok? I ’m just 
going to clean up your room and your sisters will be here soon,” she said that Mia just smiled at 
her and went to sleep. My face may have registered a certain quiver; the kind of quivering that a 
face contorts to when it was attempting not to fail by breaking into a million pieces in front of a
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stranger. But, the lady janitor knew and read my face instantly. She smiled, nodded her head in 
acknowledgement, told me to have a good day and hang in there, and she went on about her day. 
It was in the middle of this dual chaos in our family that I knew that my grandmother was 
fighting to stay alive, but that she was also aware, somehow, that her own granddaughter was 
fighting for hers.
Lola Fe gave me two signs that all would be well. And, she only showed them to me.
The first sign was when Mia was staying at the Army Hospital. The first day she was 
admitted, I had to drive back and forth to our house to retrieve any personal items that she 
needed while in the hospital. I was also driving back and forth, because I had to maintain the 
house by making sure my brother James, Tommy, Mae, and my Dad had dinner and that they did 
all the chores I had assigned them. Once all of those logistics were taken care of, Mae and I 
would drive to the hospital to give Mia a bath, because she refused to have the Nurses bathe her. 
Each time I drove back and forth, I would walk by a garden area in front of the hospital and I 
glanced at what the sunflowers had been planted there. I would glance, but never truly noticed 
them. In fact, I may have ignored the gardener who was always tinkering about in that area. On 
the second day, I walked into the hospital and I noticed that the sunflowers had bloomed. I 
walked towards it remembering the sunflowers that Lola Fe planted at Lucy’s house in Kailua, 
and they resembled the very same sunflowers.
“Pretty, aren’t they?” I looked to see that the gardener was pulling the weeds in the 
flower box.
“Yes, very. Were they planted here all this time?” I asked.
“Oh yes, I planted them myself. I ’ve been waiting for them to bloom. They finally did 
this morning” He said.
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“They are really pretty. My grandmother planted sunflowers for me and my siblings 
once.” I said.
“Ahhh, your grandmother had a green thumb! I wish she could tell me why they took so 
long to bloom! Look only five of them bloomed and the rest haven’t. Isn’t that strange? I 
planted them all at the same time too!” He pointed out the five for me. The five sunflowers 
were in full bloom. Their petals were the brightest golden yellow and their centers were truly a 
deep brown that in a few months would have seeds to harvest.
Before I went to the hospital to see Mia that day, my Dad had told me that my mother 
called to inform him that Lola Fe had passed away. “Please don’t tell Mia about this. We won’t 
tell her because we want her to focus on getting better, ok?” My dad told me. When I saw the 
sunflowers that day, I knew my sister would survive. My grandmother’s last gift before she died 
was to ask God to take her own life instead of her granddaughter’s.
That day years ago when those sunflowers bloomed in Kailua, Lola Fe called me out to 
the garden “See, Jeng! I planted five sunflowers! One sunflower for each of the five Delcastillo 
children! Look at how they all bloomed! They are all tall, and strong. One day all five of you 
will be tall and strong also. You promise your Lola that, ok?”
“Yes, Lola. I promise.”
The second sign during that time was one that I will never forget. While Lucy, Vicky, 
and my mother were planning the funeral for Lola Fe, I was still spending my July taking care of 
the family while Mia remained in the hospital. I was trying to mourn my grandmother, but did 
not have the luxury to do so. I mourned her in the shower where I found that if  I cried under the 
water, no one would be able to hear me. It was the only privacy I could afford.
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The neurologist kept Mia in the hospital for continued observation, and would not release 
her until she was seizure free. During this time, she would have as many as ten seizures a day. 
Each day, the seizures would decrease as the medication worked themselves in her system.
There were days when she was coherent, and acted her age. There were other days when the 
seizure was so devastating that she would come of it thinking and acting like she was 5-years 
old. I would then have to engage with her as if  she was at that age. It was like a game of chance 
to see what age she would be after a seizure. The worse parts were the hallucinations. I would 
know immediately that a seizure was about to occur because Mia would specify what she saw. 
There were moments when she would tell me to tell the children by the door to go away.
“Mia, I don’t see any children at the door looking at you,” I told her.
“Jennnn, they are right there!! They’re laughing at me with their hollowed eyes! They’re 
pointing their fingers at me and they’re giggling! Go away you kids, go away!!!” She yelled at 
the nothingness at the door. There would be moments when she would ask me to tell them to go 
away, and I would tell the empty space to go away to appease her. It was the only way I knew 
how to calm her. When I’d asked her if  they went away, she would tell me they did. I asked her 
who were these children, and she would tell that they were the ones who died in the pediatric 
wing. I would never question what my sister saw. To her, they were real children who once 
stayed in that wing, and for all I know she was seeing such things.
One afternoon in her hospital room, I was sitting on the single couch next to Mia who 
was sitting propped up on her bed. The hospital room was designed so that visitors who come 
and visit would be able to sit at the two extra chairs. One would be a single couch that can turn 
into a bed, and the other would be a rocking chair. The rocking chair was placed on the corner 
below where the T.V. was mounted. Mia and I were watching some show on T.V. with the
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volume turned low. There were days that she wanted the T.V. on with the sound on low so that 
the images could keep her company. That day, Mia was her 17-year-old self.
The seizures decided not to come out and play.
In one moment, Mia quickly turned her attention to the rocking chair with interest and I 
was immediately alerted that a seizure was about to make an appearance.
“Hi. I’m ok. I get scared every now and th e n . .  There are these kids always talking to 
m e . ” She said to the rocking chair
“Mia? Hey, I’m right here. Don’t be scared. Mia, look at me,” I told her.
“ ..No, I don’t like it when those kids visit. I don’t want to come out and play with 
th e m ..  Even if they are lo n e ly . are you going to come visit me every time?” Mia kept talking. 
And, I let her be. She was not seeing me even if I had tried to capture her attention.
“ . J e n  is tired, but she’s taking care of u s .  Why did you leave?  Ok, I understand ..
I will tell th e m . I p ro m ise .. I’m tired n o w . .  Ok, I love you too.” My sister grew quiet, and I 
watched her closely. She shook her head left to right as if  she was trying to wake herself and 
shake off a thought from her mind, and I quietly waited patiently for the seizure to begin. She 
looked at me with her tired eyes, and I smiled at her.
“Jen, Lola Fe passed away. She wanted me to tell you that everything will be alright and 
that you need to rest. She’ll come visit us every now and then. She wanted me to tell you that. 
I ’m tired. I’m going to sleep.” Mia closed her eyes.
I looked at the empty rocking chair for a few seconds. It may have been more than that. 
When I felt that I could move again, I jumped off the single couch and immediately reached for 
the phone to call my Dad.
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For years, Mia fought those seizures each day for the rest of her life. She became better 
at forewarning us when they would begin. She grew up, and in her 20s fell in-love, and lived a 
normal life. It was no surprise to us that years after being admitted to the hospital for 
encephalitis, she once again found herself on the same hospital floor. But instead of pediatrics, it 
would be the women’s birthing center across the hall. She gave birth to her first child.
A girl born on the same day and exact time as when Lola Fe died; the event was six years
apart.
And, my mother who was present at Lola Fe’s death, was also present for when her great 
granddaughter Xena Fe was born. There’s a comfort in knowing that time would give us a 
second chance for missing out the first time around.
When I think about missing Lola Fe’s grand funeral, I felt no guilt for not being able to 
attend. I knew that she would have understood that I had a responsibility to take care of my 
siblings, and she would not have been happy had I abandoned them during a time of need. To do 
so would have been against everything that she had taught me. I soon learned from my mother 
the stories of Lola Fe’s funeral. It was majestic and it lasted for about a week or so. Lucy,
Vicky, Penny, and my two Uncles flew to the Philippines. Paul flew there as well. They stayed 
for at least a month after the funeral. All of Zamboanga City had attended and paid their respects 
to the venerable and loved Fe. My grandmother touched so many lives and was an influential 
person.
There were two unexpected things that occurred that summer in 1994. During that time, I 
felt no emotions nor did I show them. There was something profound about the way the mind 
works when it reconciles what to pay attention to and what to disregard. The things the mind 
consciously decides that are of great importance triggered an emotional reaction, and the things
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that are of lesser importance, only numbness becomes the initial reaction. My grandmother’s 
death was not something I would consider of less importance. She was a loss that my mind 
could not comprehend, but her teachings stayed with me. The timing of her death and M ia’s 
illness was ultimately a life exam in which I needed to be in a survival and self-preservation 
mode. Lola Fe teachings included being mentally strong and capable of handling the unexpected 
things in life. I believe that as she faced her end, my grandmother was testing me. The 
sunflowers and the visit proved to be a testament of her last gift to me.
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CHAPTER NINE 
THE RETURN
The post funeral gathering provided the sustenance that Esther was waiting for. After we 
all posed to take the photos, we were released to go and help ourselves to the spread that 
someone from the church had laid out on the buffet table. It was a beautiful feast and I couldn’t 
quite decipher whether people volunteered to cook the meals or they had it catered. There were 
at least 4-5 tables laden with food that consisted of appetizers, dishes of meat, fish and chicken, 
some vegetable sides, and even pastries.
When I finished piling up my plate, I returned to where Esther was sitting at a table by 
herself. Everyone was socializing and I found my great aunt just working her way around her 
plate. I felt an overwhelming sadness. She was absorbing all who were around her, while eating 
the food from her plate. And, while she may have been surrounded by people who love and 
respect her, she was alone. She sat there with her back slightly curved forward, her gray hair 
bent over her plate as she swirled her fork between the pieces of food. Such sadness to think that 
all her sisters and her young brother had all moved on. How terribly lonely for her it must have 
been as she sat there to realize that she has experienced such things in life, and her sister Fe was 
spared from such loneliness. Esther may have always been competitive, but this would be one 
competition she did not want to win.
“Hi Lola. Did Jojo get you enough to eat?” I asked her.
“H m m m .” She responded. It was a hint that she wanted to sit there in silence.
So, we sat there. She was eating some potato salad, and I was eating some kind of 
broccoli salad. I wasn’t quite sure what was running through her mind. But, in my mind, I was 
wondering if the broccoli salad that I was consuming maybe in fact, the worst that I had ever
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tasted in my life, and the fact that this is a Filipino funeral but there was no Filipino food being 
served. It was quite fitting, really. Lucy was cultivated into living a life of an American with all 
the amenities that came with such a role. She played golf, she travelled and vacationed with her 
husband in exotic places, her English was impeccable without a trace of the many languages she 
spoke, when she travelled she was the interpreter for Satan, and she’d even changed her diet to 
suit Satan’s taste for processed food (fruit cup, anyone?). Therefore, it was not a surprise when 
the only time she could be a Filipina was when she was with her family.
I would know such things because I am product of her conversion.
“Ano? You don’t like the salad?” I looked up to see Esther looking at me.
“No, not too much, Lola,” I answered.
“Jeng, will you come to visit me in L.A.?” She asked me. Oh no, she pulled the ultimate 
question.
“I will try, Lola,” I answered back. It was all that I could say. I  will try was neither a 
promise nor a plan. Such a response fell between the wish and the thoughts of wanting to visit 
her, and the possibility of not ever being able to. I asked her if  she wanted dessert and she 
indicated that she did. As I was getting up, I noticed Jojo was walking towards me with a plate 
of cake for Esther.
“Hoy, just sit down. A show is about to come on,” he said.
“Huh? What show?” I asked him. Jojo gave me a look typical of a Filipino man. It was 
a look that was crossed between laughter and a warning— a look that always reminded me of 
someone who was actually laughing about the warning that he was about to deliver.
I looked up to where Jojo had pointed with his lips (a practice that many Filipinos seem 
to do for comedic relief—they point with their lips incredibly making them look like they were
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imitating the duck face look), and I noticed for the first time the huge projector screen. A screen 
so huge that I was sure it had been used for conferences or one of those “Come to Jesus” 
mainstream Christians’ meetings. The screen immediately projected a PowerPoint slide that 
culminated photos of Lucy’s past, and present. There were photos of her life before Satan, and 
her life with Satan. The photos were all of Lucy with her family, friends, Satan, and all the 
places that she had vacationed. There was a photo of the three Marias: my mom, Lucy, and 
Vicky when they were young. There was a photo of Lola Esther and Lucy on Lucy’s wedding 
day when she was about to marry Freddy. Of course, absent were any indication of Freddy, and 
absolutely no photos of Lucy with Cheb. Clearly, all those photos were never seen by Satan— 
yet, her life with Cheb was twenty years of Lucy’s life.
Most importantly, the photos included her life with Satan and such a demonstration was 
strategically created to illustrate the doting and loving husband that Satan was with Lucy. I 
refrained from snorting out loud only for I had feared that a piece of broccoli may have shot out 
from my nose and accidentally hit Lola Esther on her forehead. As this PowerPoint of hell 
continued to highlight those photos, the first thing that came to my mind was “would Lucy have 
even wanted her life plastered on this projector screen for everyone to see?” The answer to that 
would be “no, not really.” The second thing that came to my mind was “dear god, please don’t 
have a photo of me as a young girl with that hideous bowl haircut up there.” And, just as the 
thought ran through mind, this very photo that I was thinking of revealed itself on the projector.
There we were. Aunt and niece.
We were at Fisherman’s W harf in the 80s. It was the day when Lucy saw a Marites look 
alike in a bus. She was standing next to me, her arms wrapped around my shoulders. Her 
fingers clasped my shoulders as if  she was attempting to not let go in fear that I would run off
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with some tourists in their bus. The way I looked that day, I might as well have. I was wearing a 
fisherman’s hat, the kind that many Japanese tourists wore when they were vacationing. In this 
photo, her eyes were smiling and it matched the smile on her mouth. There was clarity in her 
face as if  she had stumbled upon an awakening after being asleep throughout the pain of burying 
Marites. And, there I was at 11 years old, oblivious to her awakening, and also oblivious that I 
had a chocolate ice cream stain on my upper lip. I caught Esther looking at me, and she pointed 
up to the photo “see, Jeng. Lucy was really smiling at that photo.” Esther knew when that photo 
was taken because only an Aunt could recognize when her niece’s grieving had ended.
“See, Jeng, Lucy is not smiling in that photo,” Esther pointed to the next photo on the 
screen. It was a photo of Satan and Lucy on their wedding day.
~0~
Fairbanks, Alaska 1999
It was a sunny day in August 1999, the rented Mercedes pulled in the parking spot in 
front o f  our townhouse. I  stood at the door with Braeden on my hip and Tommy by my side. I  
must have looked like a stay at home mom, when in fa c t I  ju s t got home from  taking a fina l exam 
from  a summer class that I  was taking.
Braeden rested his head at the crook o f  my neck, a sign that he realized we had visitors 
and he wanted to be shy. He was only 2 years old, and had already mastered a keen awareness 
o f his surroundings. I  looked down and saw that Tommy was holding on to my other hip. He 
looked up at me with eyes that questioned the visitors parking in our spot.
“That’s my Auntie Lucy, my darling. And, tha t’s her new husband.”
“He looks like the tazmanian devil, M ommy.” He dropped his gaze from  me and looked 
at his fe e t with the uncertainty o f  whether he should have spoken such observation.
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I  should have known then that my eldest son had a knack fo r  calling out peop le’s character.
Before Vicky nicknamed him Satan, it was the observation of a young child who knew 
my aunt married a devil.
~0~
Kennewick, Washington 2011
“Jennifer, come downstairs, I have something to show you,” Satan’s voice filtered 
through the phone.
“Uh. Ok, I ’ll be right down.” I replied.
I walked down the hotel stairs carefully and slowly. I had no energy after the funeral to 
discuss any more family matters. When the hotel main lobby door opened, Satan was standing 
next to a convertible Mercedes. He and Vicky were discussing something, but silence fell 
between them when they both saw me approach. An indication that they just got done discussing 
a matter in which they both disagreed. Vicky was looking far at a distance, and Satan was 
looking the other way.
“Hi, Uncle. What’s up?” I asked attempting to break the unbreakable tension between 
two archenemies.
“Look at this, Jennifer. This was my retirement present for your Auntie Lucy.” Satan 
walked around the car, and I felt obligated to observe. While it may have seemed that I was 
observing with interest, my mind was filled with unrelenting disgust.
So fucking what? This is a car. So fucking what? Is this piece of metal supposed to 
represent some sort of happiness that my Aunt felt at one point? Does he actually believe that I 
would fall into believing that it was his money that bought my Aunt that vehicle? I was already 
aware that the only person that felt any happiness driving that thing was Satan. When Lucy
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speaks of the things that made her happy, they were always about the people that she loved. It 
was never about the materialistic, but rather which one of her great nieces or nephews said 
something funny at school that day, or how one of her friends found a bargain at some store 
which shows how lucky they are, or she received an email from her niece letting her know about 
her day.
Vicky watched my reaction. Even with her sunglasses on, I could tell that she was 
speaking to me “careful, Jeng.” I quietly nodded and listened to Satan described the Mercedes 
and its details. I barely heard him as I was looking past all the exterior, and into the fact that 
while he may know this car inside and out, he never really knew his wife.
Satan’s eyes glowed through his Oakley glasses. After his demonstration of the car, he 
sat with me on the bench in front of the hotel. He was staring at my family members who were 
having a conversation in the parking lot. From where I sat on the bench, I observed as he 
watched from a distance how his dead wife’s family spoke a language he couldn’t understand, let 
alone give a fuck about.
“I hate that family,” he whispered to me from the side of this mouth.
I sat still and gave him silence in response. He must have felt confident enough to confide in me 
with such vengeful thoughts. He must have known that I had way too much love and respect for 
my family that I could never repeat such words to them.
He knew I’d be embarrassed for Lucy.
Embarrassed for my Aunt that she married an asshole.
“I could care less what they think of me,” he said.
They do n ’t give a shit about you either.
“Your Aunt took care of them for years.”
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Because she loved them. She loved them before you.
“They took full advantage of her.”
And, you were telling your friends that you do n ’t need to work because my Aunt would 
take care o f  you, Asshole.
“See, your Aunt Lucy wanted me taken care of. She already started to think of someone 
for me.”
You’re a liar.
“I told her that I didn’t want anyone else. But, Lucy has always taken care of me.”
You already had someone in mind while she was suffering from  cancer, you 
motherfucker!
“Do you know what I mean? Lucy was kind of like that.”
My silent gaze shifted from my family to Satan.
“She was. She was like a mother to me. I think grief doesn’t stop after she’s cremated.”
I turned my gaze to my family who were still standing together. From the way they were 
standing, I knew they were talking in Chabacano. I couldn’t bear to look at Satan, who never 
really cared for my aunt. Because if he really did truly love her, he would’ve loved my family 
just as much as she did. I knew at that moment he never understood her, because he never took 
the time.
“Do you want to stop by the house and look through her closet?” he asked me.
“I really don’t have the time to do that, Uncle. My flight leaves in a few hours.”
“You know, Lucy had so many shoes, clothes and handbags that she would have loved 
for you to look through and take for your own,” he said.
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“How about you donate all of her things to the a woman’s shelter? I’m sure that there 
would be women who are staying there who would appreciate such kindness,” I replied.
“Jennifer, that’s a really good idea,” he said. He said it with fake enthusiasm at the time. 
I was informed a year later that he took all of her things and sold it at his own yard sale. His 
neighbors and her friends were disgusted. He paraded all of her things for the entire 
neighborhood to witness and profited from all of her things, and depleting any dignity my Aunt 
may have had left.
“How about you stay for dinner tonight. I’ve reserved a room in one of the restaurants 
and invited friends, and family to remember Lucy. You can take a later flight, and I can upgrade 
your ticket to first class?” he asked.
“That’s a really tempting offer, Uncle. But, Bryan and the kids are waiting for me.”
He looked at his Mercedes, and at my family who was still having their conference on the 
parking lot. “Are you sure,” he asked one last time.
“You’re too kind, but no thank you,” I said.
You are also a douchebag, an asshole, a motherfucker Satan. But, there was a reason for 
his ways, and I pitied him.
I pitied this man who everyone found difficult to love.
I pitied this man for walking on this earth and never learning the true value of love.
I pitied this man for losing the one person who had enough patience for his ways to love
him.
I pitied this man because now that Lucy was gone, he would possess all the materialistic 
things and the money that he craved.
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There are far worse things than death. It is the satanic loneliness that will cloister and 
suffocate him, and he will never escape from such suffering. It wasn’t cancer that killed my 
Aunt, it was Satan who drove her to death. She asked and prayed for an escape, and it came in 
the form of cancer.
I will pity this man for the rest of his life.
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CHAPTER TEN 
PORT OF ENTRY
Ask every immigrant what ‘port of entry’ meant and they will have a story to tell. These 
stories could be an anthology of the adventures that happened when they left their home country 
for their new one in America. A feeling of leaving everything behind and coming face to face 
with being reborn. The chance to create a new life.
In 1967, Lucy’s port of entry began with a sickness. One day she was at home, while her 
husband Fred was working on base. She decided to go to the clinic on a military facility now 
that she had the privilege to be seen by the American doctors. She rode the jeepney and the 20 
minute ride was bearable. Her purse contained her dependent military ID card, her lipstick, her 
husband’s office phone number, some pesos, and a couple of fresh handkerchiefs. She needed 
some fresh ones as the blood continued to surface each time she coughed. The jeepney had 
passengers from all walks of life in Manila. Some were students at the university, while others 
were traveling to the market. Some of the children had uniforms on, while the others had 
tattered holey t-shirts, and shorts. Some of the children wore tsinelas, slippers that are 
considered flip-flops, while others went barefoot. They all looked at her as if  she no longer 
belonged to their culture. She was a different entity, someone whose skin, hair and eyes may 
resemble a Filipina, but who’s way of dress and mannerisms signaled that she does not belong. 
Lucy had been told all her life that she had the exotic beauty bordering between the Spaniard, 
Pilipino, and Muslim blood. Her round almond shape eyes would have accounted for the 
Pilipino side, her prominent nose—the Spaniard. As for the light mocha color of her skin, 
according to her mother Fe, it was because Lucy was breastfed by a Muslim woman when she
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was born and the color of her skin was the result of this. During the Japanese invasion, Fe’s 
breast milk had ceased and perhaps it was due to the environment that the family found 
themselves in. And, since the family had maids and nannies, it was the Muslim woman who 
became Lucy’s wet nurse.
That day, Lucy was wearing her favorite summer dress: cream colored with floral prints. 
It was a dress that reminded her of Jackie O. with its boat neck collar, fitted at the bodice with a 
belt and A-lined. Lucy’s shoulder length hair was also styled like Jackie O., coiffed and curled. 
This must have been the style at the time, pristine and classic. She remembered that her mother 
always told her to dress appropriately whenever she left the house. It was a practice that Lucy 
adhered to, an expression of self-discipline. The jeepney  dropped her off at the facility gate and 
Lucy walked up to show her ID card. One of the military policemen asked her where she was 
going. She kindly told them that she was heading to the dispensary (as the base clinics were 
called back then) and he offered her a ride. She was grateful and accepted the offer. The heat 
was too much for her to walk a mile or two. The young military policeman complimented her on 
her the lack of accent when she spoke English and he asked why she didn’t sound like the others 
that he had met. She told him that there are those of her countrymen and women who graduated 
from college and are educated. He smiled at her and apologized. She smiled back and told him 
that he learned something new today.
When she arrived at the dispensary, the nurse handed her a clipboard with a form and 
asked her if  she needed someone to interpret it for her. “No thank you, I can read in English,” 
Lucy responded. She filled out the form without any problems and returned it to the nurse.
When she did, she felt another pang of coughing and covered her mouth with a fresh
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handkerchief. The nurse noticed the tinge of blood in her handkerchief and stood up to tell Lucy 
to come around the corner right away. Lucy, without hesitation followed her instruction.
In a matter of minutes, Lucy found herself lying on a bed with doctors and nurses 
surrounding her. The coughing did not relent. The doctors and nurses came in her room with 
masks and some of the nurses touched her with covered hands, cold not only with fear, but 
disgust. One nurse asked the doctor if  Lucy needed a translator and called for him. Lucy 
attempted to tell her that she didn’t need one, but the coughing prevented her from talking. The 
translator came and began asking Lucy questions in different dialects. Finally, the coughing 
stopped, Lucy wiped her mouth and responded “I do not need a translator. I can understand 
perfectly fine. Thank you. Salamat. Mucho gracias.” The translator looked at the nurse and 
explained that they have an educated one here. The nurse, offended that she was mistaken, said 
that she couldn’t distinguish the educated ones from the ones who hang out at the clubs with the 
GIs. The translator responded that she should have looked at the way Lucy dressed and carried 
herself to differentiate between the prostitutes and aristocrats. He grabbed Lucy’s chart, pointed 
her maiden name and said “Spaniard family.” The translator asked Lucy in Chabacano how her 
family was doing. Lucy did not recognize the translator, but she told him that her family was 
“doing fine, thank you.”
“Did you contact my husband to let him know that I am here? His name is Fred Ellis,” 
she asked
“Mrs. Ellis, we contacted his commander since he is located in a secured area and could 
not be reached,” he said.
Lucy fell in and out of sleep. In between drooping eyelids, she watched as the nurses and 
doctors came in her room. They told her that she would need to be transported to Aurora,
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Colorado for treatment. They explained that she was sick with tuberculosis and it was 
contagious. Lucy asked for her husband, but no one seemed to be able to tell her where he was. 
Without her husband, at her side, Lucy made friends with the medical staff who checked on her. 
Raised with the ability to socialize at functions, Lucy found it easy to talk to the doctors and the 
nurses. They all began to take a liking to the Filipina in their care and made sure that she was 
comfortable during her stay.
At only 21 years old, Fred was focused on his job as a communication specialist with the 
Army. He was stationed in the Philippines as part of the joint military forces in the late 60s. He 
felt that since his wife was in the care of medical professionals that she was taken care of and 
that his presence next to her bedside would be unnecessary. When he was called into his Staff 
Sergeant’s office, Fred was confused. The Staff Sergeant informed him that his wife was 
seriously ill and that he needed to get to the dispensary right away. Fred didn’t understand why 
he was needed at the dispensary. At only 21, Fred sat in his Staff Sergeant’s office and received 
a verbal lesson on how to be a husband. The lesson included how to take care of his wife’s 
needs, how to communicate with her, and what her role was in their marriage. Basically, he was 
there to provide a roof over their heads, and it was Lucy’s job to maintain the house and support 
him throughout his career.
There are historical stories about the Air Force Base in the Philippines. This included the 
cultural influence that resonated long after the base closed down in 1992 due to the volcanic 
eruption of Mount Pinatubo. It was believed that all those military men were seen as a means to 
leave the Philippines and have a better life in the U.S. This belief resonated with those whose 
lives in the Philippines consisted of poverty and desperation. There were young women who 
became prostitutes and married a soldier, finding their ticket to some place like California or any
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other military base located somewhere. The stereotype of these women created a cultural 
backlash and in the period of the late 60s, a Caucasian man with a Filipina created a disgusted 
reaction with the assumption that the Filipina was once a prostitute. If a young woman wasn’t a 
prostitute, she would find herself working as a maid for the military soldiers who had their own 
housing, or she may have worked as janitor at the military buildings, coming in and out of the 
buildings unrecognized. To their family, it was a blessing that their daughter could work as a 
janitor so that she could continue to provide for them. These were the stereotypes of Filipinos 
that many of the Americans assumed and were exposed to.
The day she was scheduled to leave, a young woman of only 20 years old was cleaning 
her room. As she was cleaning, she looked at Lucy with longing. She knew that Lucy was a 
young woman who God blessed with a rich family and an education. She told Lucy how lucky 
she was to be able to leave for the states. The young janitor knew what it was that made Lucy 
sick. As quiet and meek as many of the Filipino workers were, they were also resourceful and, 
they would all be aware should one of their own be admitted into the clinic. In a moment of 
desperation, she asked if Lucy could cough at her face so that she could be sick too and they 
could fly her out of the Philippines. Lucy looked at the young woman and shook her head no. 
Lucy had seen poverty growing up and she realized that she had a privileged life that her family 
had provided for her. She asked the young woman, “are you that desperate to leave your life 
here in our country that you are willing to risk death?” The young woman nodded her head yes! 
Lucy turned her head away in an attempt to ignore the embarrassment that she was feeling for 
her countrywoman. The young woman felt rejected and spitted venomous words at Lucy calling 
her a traitorous whore who was selling herself to the Kano. Lucy, too tired to argue shut her 
eyes tight and hoped that sleep would come soon to bury her shame away.
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Lucy was medevac’ed to Aurora, Colorado sometime in August of 1967. She was 
transported to an Army hospital called Fitzsimmons where she would receive further treatment 
for her tuberculosis. There was no opportunity for her to say goodbye to her family members. 
There was no time for Lola Fe to travel to Manila to see her daughter and to ensure that she 
would be alright. Lucy left the Philippines without the chance to say goodbye to the family and 
the country who considered her as one of its daughter: a daughter who had graduated from 
college, and whose diploma was handed to her by none other than Ferdinand Marcos himself.
When she arrived, she was immediately checked into the hospital. Lucy missed her 
experience of arriving in the states because the medication kept her groggy and she fell asleep 
the entire way. It was not the grand arrival that she had expected. She was informed that her 
husband remained in the Philippines since he was on assignment and that he would join her a 
few months later. She was instructed that she would need to wear a mask the entire time, and 
those in contact with her must also wear a mask. All those who came to her room to take care of 
her for the next few months were all Americans. But, such a fact did not deter Lucy from 
interacting and engaging with them. She practiced her English even further by having daily 
discussions with anyone who came into her room, whether it was the doctor a nurse, the cleaning 
crew, the phlebotomist, the lunch and dinner lady— anyone. Soon all those who came to see her 
looked forward to taking care of her. Uncle Fred told me that they all gravitated towards her, 
and that it may have been the way she spoke to people or the way she made them feel. When 
Fred finally arrived in the hospital, he found a very lively and happy Lucy waiting for him. He 
was also informed by the doctors that her case was an interesting one, as they had never seen the 
way the tuberculosis completely disappeared from her system. Her blood work indicated that 
there was no sign of TB, and her lungs were in great shape. He was also informed that normal
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circumstances would have indicated a scarring in the lung from TB, but with Lucy there was no 
scarring, and no one would be able to guess that she had ever been sick and diagnosed with TB.
The only conclusion that doctor had was that Lucy had a willpower within her to 
overcome such events that occurred in her life. She was a happy woman who was always talking 
and engaging to those who came in contact with her. People found themselves quite happy when 
she took the time to chat with them, and Lucy always took the time to talk to everybody. Lucy 
may have drawn from the positive energy that people had whenever they stopped to visit her, and 
as such, she found a way to heal her body and her mind. It was this very same concept of 
thought that Vicky attempted to convey and demonstrate to Lucy as she was receiving her 
chemo, but it was a battle not to be won; most especially when both Vicky and Lucy were up 
against the killer of joy, life, and energy that was Satan.
However, that day in August of 1967, Lucy’s port of entry was one filled with a 
tumultuous scenario. She made up for missing such a historic event in her life by deciding as she 
was laying in her hospital bed that she would never miss anything in her life ever again.
~0~
“Anak, are you ready?” My mom asked me as I hauled my luggage to the front lobby. 
“Yes, I am, Mom.” I had my luggage packed and ready to go. There was a dinner scheduled for 
that night which Satan coordinated for all of Lucy’s family, and friends to attend. He had asked 
me specifically to go. But, I respectfully declined and told him that my flight was scheduled to 
take off and it would be a long flight back to Alaska. He insisted that I should change my flight 
to a later one and he would take care of it. But, again I respectfully declined, this time telling 
him that the soccer championship game was scheduled the next day and I would really like to get 
back to my husband and the kids. I said my final goodbye to Satan, and as he drove off in his
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Mercedes, I felt sadness for him; that sadness was because I came to a realization of what 
happens to a broken man with a broken soul going through life and never fully learning anything 
in his journey.
Vicky was waiting for me at the hotel entryway exactly where we sat when I had first 
arrived and she was filling me in on all the details of Lucy’s last few days. This time she wasn’t 
smoking any cigarettes.
“Hey kiddo, you sure you want to miss the theatrics at tonight’s dinner?” she asked me.
“Auntie Vicks, I believed I witnessed enough theatrics to last me a lifetime, “ I told her 
and she nodded.
“Ok, so the plan is w e’re going to meet again for Lucy’s one year death anniversary. 
Everyone is going to fly to North Carolina and stay at the house. W e’re going to drink and 
celebrate. What do you think, huh?” Vicky asked.
“That would be really good to see everyone again and we could be celebrating!” I 
responded.
“Ok, you have a safe flight back home and I will give you a call and we’ll talk some 
more, ok?” Vicky said.
I looked at my Aunt and there was a pregnant silence between us. All that could be said 
was said. All that could have been done have dissipated to could haves, would haves, and should 
haves.
“Your Auntie Lucy would have been proud of you, you know kiddo?”
“I wish her life didn’t end so sadly,” I told her.
“Jeng, don’t worry about Satan anymore.” Vicky told me.
“To worry about him means that I care,” I said.
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I gave her a hug, and a kiss on the cheek and she patted my back like she always did. 
When I recall this moment in my memory, I try and picture myself within that moment. And, 
like I do with my remote control when I ’ve recorded a T.V. show on DVR, I rewind it to slow 
the moment down. I then reflect on every single second of that conversation and the way I 
hugged my aunt that day. This was a desperate attempt for not realizing within that moment that 
it was the last time I would ever hug her. As human beings, we have a tendency to live in the 
now without ever fully realizing that the “now” may be the last. I am guilty of this. I am guilty 
of taking for granted every last goodbye because I am always with the hope that it really wasn’t a 
last goodbye and that I would see that person that I’m hugging once more. The idiocy in that 
was there may never be another opportunity. However, I found that some times, that even for a 
second, there was beauty in being delusional. I looked at Vicky, and I thought that she truly was 
the glue that bonded our family together to make it whole regardless of the fine cracks that 
existed. She was the organizer, the nurturer, the disciplinarian, the only one who took care of the 
things that needed to get done, and she was a comforter to all things that could go bad.
I will never feel that comfort again.
I was glad that I remembered her that way: seeing me off to the airport with her plan of 
how we will see each other again.
My Uncle Vic pulled the van in front of me. It looked like I had several goodbye 
cheerleaders in the van. Vic’s wife, his daughter, my mom, and Auntie Maria who was one of 
Lucy’s best friend was also heading to the airport to catch a flight back to Colorado. On the ride 
to the airport, Vic attempted to engage me by joking around.
“Jeng,” he yelled at me as he drove the van, “why does Olympics never have their games 
in Thailand?”
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“What? Is it because the Olympic institution is racists?” I asked.
“No, Jennggg. Because all the games will end in a tie ... get it: Tie Land.”
Lord have mercy, spare me this!
Besides his jokes, I was surprised that he didn’t have a Karaoke to-go machine that he 
could’ve pulled out of the glove compartment. Thank goodness I was spared from that. What I 
wasn’t spared from was the jokes that he created and continued to tell everyone. My mother, 
who was sitting beside me, laughed her laughing but not really there laugh.
“Jeng, we’ll talk about things later, ok?” My mom ordered me in her asking way.
“Are you going to go to the dinner that Satan is hosting?” I asked her.
“Nako, I don’t really feel like going. Tapos, I have to go and act like I like him.
TalagangDemonyoyan. He is really a Satan.”
“You should go though just so that Auntie Vicky won’t be by herself,” I pleaded.
“W e’ll see,” she answered.
As it turned out, I found out later on, my mother did attend the dinner, and made her 
final dramatic exit: a la resistance against Satan. While everyone was gathered and socialized at 
the dinner, my mother could no longer handle the fakeness that Satan emoted that day. She 
decided to leave the dinner in her own fashionable way: by marching out of the dinner in protest. 
She didn’t let anyone know she was leaving, and apparently she either walked or found a taxi to 
get back to the hotel. This dramatic exit would have created some recognition to someone who 
would have then asked where my mother went. It was considered a snobbing of the event. 
Perhaps, it was my mother’s hope that someone would have noticed her departure and speak of it 
at the event causing some public damage to Satan, while making a very bold statement that she 
did not care for him and could care less if  the world knew.
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My mother was eventually vindicated of her opinion of Satan when he later married Vic’s 
ex-wife.
Vic stopped the van at the departure area and got out of the van to help me with my 
luggage. “Ok, Jeng, we’ll see each other soon,” he handed me my luggage. “Thank you, Tito 
Teng. Drive back to Cali safely.” I know my Uncle had tried, and I ’ve seen his attempts in 
demonstrating that he cared. The attempts were awkward, but with good intentions, and I’ve 
seen this very act when my brother attempts it as well. The act is to demonstrate as much as they 
can that they cared, because they felt that at one point they may have been too selfish to show 
that they cared, and so they do this awkward dance to make up for it. I ’ve come to a conclusion 
that such awkwardness must stem from being the youngest sibling. They’ve watched their older 
brothers and sisters come to their own mechanisms of expressing affection and appreciation. As 
the youngest child born in a big family, they just never found their own way of doing so; perhaps 
it was because all the examples have been taken by the elder siblings and all they are left with 
are the awkwardness.
My mother came around the van to give me a hug. I told her that I would see her soon, 
and I would talk to her later. It would take another event before I get to see my mother again.
It was about 6 months afterwards that she moved to San Antonio when the divorce 
between her and my Dad was finalized. She and Uncle Freddy kept in-touch and became friends 
and he too, lives in San Antonio. My mother spent her Christmas with Vicky, Archie and Fred 
in North Carolina. She travelled with Vicky to the Philippines and stayed there for a month, and 
she was in Zamboanga City when she received a call that she needed to get to Manila as soon as 
possible because Vicky had passed away. She called Uncle Freddy and tasked him to tell me the 
sad news. I don’t think she could have handled having to tell me herself. My mother reveled
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and enjoyed delivering good news, but she never managed to balance that with delivering the bad 
ones. I believe that she feels that her as the deliverer of bad news would inflict more pain to the 
ones that she have caused in the past. I do not blame her.
My mother buried two sisters in less than a year. She now spends her days going to 
church to pray for her children and all those who have left this world before her.
Once when I was six years old and we were living in the Philippines, Marites took me to 
go see a Filipino movie about a single mother and her young children. “C’mon Jeng, this movie 
is dramatic, you will love it!” Marites told me. I remember going to the movie theatre, and the 
movie plot. But I do not recall the title of the movie. The movie plot is about a single mother 
who had seven children that she needed to support, and one day she told her children that she 
needed to travel to Manila because she needs to find a job to support them. When the mother 
went to Manila, she is hit by a car and is rushed to the hospital. When she woke up, she did not 
recall anything. She has amnesia and did not remember that she had children. Her doctor 
decides to befriend her and then, he fell in-love with her. And, since she did not recall who she 
was and where she came from, she accepts his generosity. In the mean time, the children were 
seen waiting for her back at home. The eldest decided that she is going to take her siblings to the 
city to look for their mother. She took all of her siblings in this little cart and they travel to 
Manila. The eldest finds her mother and tries to explain to her that she has children. But the 
mother could not remember them.
The movie was a tear jerker and everyone in the theatre was crying including Marites. 
They were all crying while carrying their plastic bags of soda and their straws. That was how 
sodas were carried in the Philippines: bags that looked like Ziploc baggies filled with soda, straw 
placed in bag, and the top sealed with a twister to prevent leakage. As everyone cried and
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empathized with the children and their quest to find their mother, I did not. I sat there and I 
wondered why they were crying. I had no empathy for these children, and their quest.
When my mother found herself hit by a bus crossing the street in Manila, we had to stay 
back with our Nanny in Cavite. Her right leg was badly damaged and she had to be operated on. 
The doctor created a zipper like incision in my mother’s leg and I was told that some metal had 
to be placed in her leg so that she could walk again. Our nanny told us that she would be gone 
for several weeks and that my Dad, who was already in the Army at this time and stationed in 
California, had been informed and that he was on his way to the Philippines. While we had a 
nanny to look over us, I was still charged with watching my sisters.
At night, as all four of us tried to fall asleep, I told my sisters stories. When the twins 
asked me if our mother would ever come back, I lied to them because I wanted to see if they 
would have a reaction. I told them that our mother had left us for another family, and that she 
had other children to take care of, and I was now in charge of taking care of them. My twin 
sisters cried, and told on me to our nanny the next day.
“Jeng! Ano ba naman! Bakit mo sinabi m oyung storya sa mga kapatidmo? Nakatakot 
sila! Talagangsalbahe ka!M agsisugalingpa!” She yelled at me, “What is that you’re doing! 
Why did you tell your sisters your stories? Now they are scared! You are really naughty! And 
lying too!”
It was Jackie who later came up to me and said, “I believe you when you said that Mom 
left us.” Both my stories and Jackie was partially right and it may have been both of our sub 
consciousness warning us of what would become in the future. Because at one point in my life, I 
finally understood what those children in the movies felt.
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While their fictional mother may have not intentionally left them, my real mother made 
the decision to do so later in on in life. And, so real life story wins out over the fictional movie 
version.
But regardless of such dramatic outcomes, I have a love for my mother that could never 
be defined nor explained. It is an unconditional love that accepts the fact that she is a perfectly 
flawed person.
~0~
I checked my luggage and made my way to the boarding gate slowly. In a matter of days, 
the airport seemed much smaller than when I first arrived. And, like the comfort that a blanket 
can offer, the airport was empty. The passengers on a previous flight have all left, and along 
with them, the families who saw them take off.
I walk to the gate area and I found that I have the freedom to choose from the many 
available seats. It was a gift that no one was at the boarding gate, and I found solace in the peace 
that such silence offered me. I sat on one that I want to believe may have been the one my Aunt 
sat on at one point in her life.
I begin to think that the only place in this world where lives interconnect with one 
another is the airport. Many significant moments from my life can be documented by the 
airports I have departed from and arrived at, and there have been so many. I ’ve picked up my 
husband with kids in tow flying in from a three-month tour from Iraq. I ’ve left men who I 
thought would be the love of my life because I was moving, and the last time I’ve seen them 
were at the airports waving me off goodbye. My kids would always be at the waiting area from 
when I arrived home from a conference; oftentimes with hair uncombed, mismatching clothes 
and standing next to Bryan who had a look of relief that I was home.
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M y last day in Kennewick, I  sit there waiting fo r  my flight. I  look to my left and I  see her 
sitting there looking at me.
“Hi Kiddo. Rough few  days huh?” She asks me. I  look at Lucy, and she is vibrant o f  
life. Her hair is exactly how I  saw it last: medium length, and with bangs.
“Yes, Auntie. We had to say goodbye to you, and I  know the truth,” I  tell her.
“The truth is sometimes better told when the person who knows it is no longer there to 
tell you. W e’re meant to understand the pieces o f  information given to u s.” She said. “And, i t ’s 
up to you, Kiddo what you would like to believe. ”
I looked at my watch, and when I looked to the seat next to me it is empty once again. I 
sat there and wondered how such things can be pieced together through the experiences that I 
have gone through. There were moments during that 4-day weekend in Kennewick where I 
struggled to reconcile myself with my family. I acknowledged that I was merely a thread that 
contributed to the tapestry of my family history. Often, people feel obligated to acknowledge 
some growth, some fulfillment of the wish to be filled with wisdom. I had no desire to search for 
a portal of enlightenment that may or may not contribute to the definitive self. Yet, I know it 
would happen anyway and such wisdom would be absorbed by every cell that exist in my body.
I think of my family as a massive tapestry illustrating the story of our lives. I can picture 
my Lola Fe standing in front of it. She traces every thread and identity. She is able to describe 
every detail of their life story. She tells it in the language of her choice. She comes across a 
thread that had been designated for me, her once-defiant granddaughter, and describes how some 
parts have become tight patterns of beautiful colors, while the other patterns are undone or 
tattered. She sighs and traces the pattern ever so delicately, with adoration that only a 
grandmother reserves for her granddaughter. She’d find comfort in knowing that I too, prefer to
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remain fragmented, flawed, and incomplete. I came to the conclusion that the reasons why such 
experiences happen in life have no significance. The significance lies within the evolution of the 
being emerging from an awakening.
The awakening becomes the reason for being.
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